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Welcome

Lonnette Albright, Executive Director
Great Lakes Addiction Technology Transfer Center

Michael T. Flaherty, PhD, Principal Investigator
Northeast Addiction Technology Transfer Center

We welcome you to this, the sixth effort in our monograph series designed to explore in depth the theoretical and practical aspects of peer-based addiction recovery support services and recovery-oriented systems of care. Once again, we have had the benefit of William L. White’s expertise and passion in the conception and execution of this document.

After all the dedication, skill, and care that addiction professionals devote to our clients’ well being, we all too often see our best work erode as fragile people return to the same circumstances and environments that fostered their illness. The peer-based recovery support model has arisen to nourish and protect the recovery that in many cases starts in professional treatment, and from the beginning William L. White has been one of its strongest champions.

As someone who has spent most of his career working toward the professionalization of the addiction treatment field—drawing the best from us and advocating the best for us—Mr. White is in a unique position to explore the value of services that extend beyond professional treatment. In his travels and studies, he has absorbed an encyclopedic knowledge of recovery systems and services, from potential to pitfalls.

In earlier documents, Mr. White and colleagues have explored the need to understand addiction’s potential as a chronic illness requiring continuing care, the implications of recovery management for treatment systems and for the field as a whole, the critical role of professional treatment in initiating recovery, and the science—existing and recommended—that we need for better understanding and support of recovery. In this volume, he turns his attention to the peers who provide ongoing recovery support services before, around, and beyond professional treatment. To dispel the myths that say this model has not been tested or evaluated and is not supported by scientific evidence or the literature of our profession, the monograph provides 19 program profiles and includes more than 850 scientific and professional references.

As an added benefit of this exploration, Mr. White presents and clarifies two very distinct but complementary roles, that of the professional provider of treatment services and that of the peer providing recovery support services. People in these two roles might be thought of as working in partnership, sharing a common interest in the well being of the same individuals, guarding their medical safety, employing best practices, and promoting long-term recovery. Both roles are essential, and each completes the other. In many cases the exploration of these roles will not describe two distinct bodies of people, but
rather describe varying sets of skills that people use to guide their work, with some people combining skills from both roles.

It is our hope that addiction professionals and peer support providers alike will find this monograph valuable. May you find in it a little more clarity, many new ideas, a stronger sense of determination, and a far greater appreciation for the work that you and your counterparts do.

We wish to acknowledge and thank the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), Center for Substance Abuse Treatment (CSAT) for its ongoing support of these efforts and the opportunity to publish this important work. We also extend our gratitude to the Philadelphia Department of Behavioral Health and Mental Retardation Services, the Great Lakes Addiction Technology Transfer Center’s partner in the publication of this document.

And our highest thanks go to our indefatigable author, William L. White. For the past 11 years, he has dedicated his life to seeing that this model—and the people whose lives depend upon it—have a chance for success. We are honored to do what we can to follow and support this quest.
Foreword

Bill White has once again given readers a wonderful opportunity to walk through history and learn the healing power that is unleashed when Communities of Recovery work together for the common good. This monograph provides a foundation for those newly engaged in peer-based addiction recovery support activities. It also creates an opportunity for those already involved in providing these services to expand their thinking by exploring the diverse and innovative varieties of peer-based activities that are emerging in the field.

In Philadelphia, as in much of the nation, we are currently witnessing a reawakening of hope, vision, and purpose, as stakeholders call for and strive to implement sweeping changes in the manner in which addictions services are delivered. These changes go far beyond developing new programs or tweaking the ways in which existing services are structured. Recovery transformation is about creating more holistic systems of care that are consistent with what both scientists and people in recovery tell us works. Transformation moves us beyond efforts at short-term stabilization to helping individuals achieve sustained recovery, find meaningful roles in their communities, and fulfill their highest potential.

This monograph can be used as a tool kit to guide the design and delivery of peer-based support services in the context of Recovery Oriented Systems of Care. Included in this work are cautions, questions of ethics, and areas for further exploration. It also provides reassurance and validation that the hard work and careful planning required to implement peer-based and peer-delivered services can pay off in remarkable ways. Sometimes the simplest gesture of kindness and support at the right time by a peer produces tremendous positive change.

This monograph provided for us an opportunity to walk down “memory lane” and reflect on what has transpired during the past few years within the City of Philadelphia. To say, “Recovery is alive and well in the City of Brotherly Love” is an understatement. Philadelphia’s recovery transformation process has employed a participatory, collaborative approach at all levels, including full engagement of local community members, including people in recovery, in strategic planning and program development. Individuals and families in recovery have contributed their time and talents to identify unmet needs, solve problems, provide trainings, put a positive face on recovery to reduce stigma,
and deliver one-on-one services. Collectively, these efforts are expanding opportunities for individuals to initiate and sustain long-term recovery.

The Program Profiles are a highlight of this Monograph. These profiles outline different types of peer-based activities, projects, and services. In doing so, they not only provide readers with opportunities to visualize what the services look like and to explore their potential benefits, but they also help promote the development of a learning community by providing contact information so that readers can access additional information about any particular activity. This is an invaluable resource for communities starting peer-to-peer services. Sometimes it is difficult to grasp how peer-based services and activities actually operate. Bill White's Program Profiles give readers a glimpse of actual services and allow them to benefit from others' experience in creating new roles and functions. It is a testimony to the hard work of all involved in the Philadelphia Recovery Transformation that fifteen of the Program Profiles describe activities occurring within the City of Philadelphia. This would not be possible if it were not for the forward-thinking members of the recovery community and the tremendous collaboration that they have had with city officials and providers. This monograph reinforces the importance of having a broad-based approach that addresses the implementation of peer support services from multiple perspectives.

From a system administration perspective, this work is enormously important. Bill White has long championed the need for the field to shift from a professionally directed, acute-care model, with its focus on isolated treatment episodes, toward a sustained recovery management approach. In doing so, he has contributed significantly to the sense of urgency and energy that is currently stirring in the field. In this new monograph, White lays another critical building block in the foundation of system-transformation efforts. He masterfully describes how peer-based recovery support services (P-BRSS) can be used prior to, during, and following acute treatment to achieve the fundamental goal of care: recovery and a meaningful life in the community for everyone. Equipped with this monograph, leaders of the recovery community, providers, policy makers, and system administrators—that is, all those who grapple with how to make the vision of recovery a reality—now have access to the burgeoning scientific evidence that supports the critical role of peer-based recovery support services in addiction recovery.

System administrators and policy makers will find this monograph to be an invaluable resource. In addition to being armed with the scientific rationale to inform their decision-making, they will also have a better understanding of the infrastructure supports that will be necessary to create a seamless continuum of integrated P-BRSS and treatment services. Currently, many stakeholders are keenly aware of the tensions that naturally emerge between P-BRSS specialists and addiction professionals as concerns regarding roles and credibility challenge efforts at collaboration. By outlining the rich history and tradition of peer support within the addiction field, White reminds all stakeholders of the unique contributions that peer-directed services offer. In addition, his vivid Program Profiles take the concept of collaborative P-BRSS and professionally directed services from the realm of abstract aspirations to that of concrete strategies.
Finally, White’s recommendations regarding a research agenda for P-BRSS represent some of the most urgent challenges confronting the field. He argues that the current pathology-focused research agenda needs to be expanded to include an exploration of the factors that promote recovery. While the research base for P-BRSS continues to grow, there remain significant gaps in what is known about how people recover, and specifically the role of P-BRSS in supporting recovery. To be successful in transforming our service systems, we will need to build learning communities based on relevant research, trust, mutual respect, and an understanding that the goal of recovery is not just important for people with substance use challenges and their families. Rather, the hope and realization of recovery touches every individual, family, and organization in our community. In this, another seminal work, Bill White tears down the walls that have existed between those providing peer-based recovery support and those offering professional treatment and, in doing so, charts a course toward more effective care, and more sustained recovery, for all.

The genius of this work is that it simultaneously speaks to the broad range of stakeholders in the addictions field, from those in the recovery community who are inspired to “give back,” to systems administrators who are seeking to ensure the highest possible standard of service delivery.
Abstract


William L. White, MA

The history of addiction treatment and recovery in the United States contains a rich “wounded healer” tradition. For more than 275 years, individuals and families recovering from severe alcohol and other drug problems have provided peer-based recovery support (P-BRS) to sustain one another and to help those still suffering. Formal peer-based recovery support services (P-BRSS) are now being delivered through diverse organizations and roles. The goals of this monograph are to 1) define P-BRS and P-BRSS, 2) present a brief chronology of P-BRS in the United States, 3) discuss the theories and principles that guide the design and delivery of P-BRS services, 4) illustrate the current varieties of P-BRSS, and 5) review the scientific studies that have evaluated P-BRS and specialized P-BRSS. The monograph closes with a discussion of the strengths and vulnerabilities of peer-based recovery support and professionally directed addiction treatment services.

Key Words: Recovery mutual aid, recovery support services, recovery-oriented systems of care, recovery management, paraprofessional, ex-addict, recovery coach, peer, guide, recovery community, communities of recovery, sponsorship, recovery homes, recovery schools, recovery ministries, outreach.

Introduction

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS

- The organizing principle for providing care for people with alcohol and other drug problems is shifting from pathology and intervention paradigms to a long-term recovery paradigm.
- Evidence of this shift is seen in a shift in emphasis within addiction treatment from models of biopsychosocial stabilization to models of sustained recovery management.
- Recovery management models include assertive interventions to shorten addiction careers, lengthen recovery careers, and enhance the quality of individual/family life in long-term recovery.
- Peer-based recovery support (P-BRS) and formal peer-based recovery support services (P-BRSS) constitute central recovery management strategies and a core component of recovery-oriented systems of behavioral health care—with system here defined as a macro-level organization of a community, state, or nation.
- This monograph reviews the history, operational principles, service practices, and scientific status of P-BRS and P-BRSS and their future relationship with professionally directed addiction treatment.

THE RECOVERY MANAGEMENT MONOGRAPH SERIES

This is the seventh in a series of monographs on recovery management (RM) and recovery-oriented systems of care (ROSC). The first monograph, *Recovery Management*, describes the emergence of recovery as an organizing paradigm for behavioral health services, reviews the varieties of recovery experience, outlines recovery management principles, and discusses recovery management within communities of color. The second monograph, *Special Report: A Unified Vision for the Prevention and Management of Substance Use Disorders*, applies principles of chronic disease management to the treatment of severe alcohol and other drug (AOD) problems. The third monograph, *Linking Addiction Treatment and Communities of Recovery*, details empirically grounded strategies for linking addiction treatment clients to indigenous communities of recovery. The fourth monograph, *Perspectives on Systems Transformation*, is a

---

collection of interviews with federal, state, and local leaders who are pioneering ROSC. The fifth monograph, *Recovery Management and Recovery-oriented Systems of Care*, defines and distinguishes recovery management and recovery-oriented systems of care, describes the changes in service practices that accompany the shift from acute care to sustained recovery management, and reviews the scientific evidence supporting the recovery management model. The sixth monograph, *Building the Science of Recovery*, outlines the scientific questions that must be answered to guide the future design of recovery-oriented systems of care.

Collectively, these monographs portray an acute-care system of addiction treatment that has helped transform the lives of countless individuals and families, but whose potential benefits are often limited by serious design flaws. These design flaws can:

- inhibit client attraction, engagement, retention, and treatment completion;
- limit the scope and duration of professional services and recovery support provided during and following addiction treatment;
- fail to assertively link individuals and families to indigenous communities of recovery support;
- minimize the duration and intensity of post-treatment continuing care; and, as a result,
- generate high rates of post-treatment relapse and treatment re-admission.

Peer-based recovery support services (P-BRSS) are being designed to extend the current acute-care model of addiction treatment toward the singular goal of elevating long-term recovery outcomes. The strategies to achieve this goal broadly include pre-treatment, in-treatment, and post-treatment P-BRSS. Infrastructure support for these efforts include peer program standards development, peer training and certification initiatives, and regulatory changes that allow reimbursement of P-BRSS through Medicaid and Medicare and private managed behavioral health care entities. These activities are a product of the broader interest in the use of “community guides” to lead marginalized individuals and families back into full participation in community life.

---


PURPOSE OF THE CURRENT MONOGRAPH

This seventh monograph provides a synthesis of current knowledge about the history, theoretical foundations, methods, and scientific status of peer-based recovery support services. This monograph is written primarily for those directly involved in planning, funding, delivering, supervising, and evaluating peer-based recovery support services. It is hoped that it will also find an audience among policymakers, purchasers of care, treatment program administrators, and addiction counselors and other service professionals. With such diverse readers, every effort has been made to present information in a clear and accessible language and to document meticulously the sources upon which conclusions and recommendations are based. The monograph introduces the reader to a lost body of literature on peer recovery support. I hope the unedited voices of these early pioneers will resonate with the contemporary reader. Program profiles are also included, most of them illustrating the varieties of peer recovery support services unfolding within one city (Philadelphia) as part of a larger recovery-focused behavioral health system-transformation process.

Also noteworthy is what is not included in this monograph. First, recovery advocacy as a medium of peer support is not addressed in this monograph because its recent history has been detailed in the author’s book, Let’s Go Make Some History: Chronicles of the New Addiction Recovery Advocacy Movement. Second, by focusing on peer recovery support for those with the most severe and complex alcohol and other drug (AOD) problems, this monograph does not extensively address the role of family and peer support in resolving AOD problems of lower severity and duration that are often resolved without formal professional or peer recovery support services. Readers interested in the role of peer support in the resolution of subclinical AOD problems are encouraged to explore the growing literature on natural recovery, spontaneous remission, maturing out, autoremission, and self-initiated change.

---


A NOTE ON LANGUAGE

The development of recovery-oriented systems of care for individuals, families, and communities experiencing severe alcohol and other drug problems rests on new ideas, new policies, and new service practices. The shift in focus from pathology and intervention to long-term recovery is generating a new language that fills the monographs in this series. Our work to-date rests on the belief that words are important. Great care has been taken in selecting and defining such terms as recovery, family recovery, recovery management, recovery-oriented systems of care, recovery capital, pathways of recovery, styles of recovery, recovery priming, and recovery coaching—to name just a few.10

The present monograph presents two key terms. Peer-based recovery support, which will be designated by the acronym P-BRS, is a broad term referring to any form of mutual assistance directed toward the goal of long-term recovery from alcohol and other drug problems. Such assistance can and often does occur informally, particularly within recovery mutual-aid societies. Peer-based recovery support services, which will be designated by the acronym P-BRSS, is a narrower term for assistance toward the same goal that is delivered through more specialized roles with more formal resources, service protocols, and safeguards. The key distinction here is the term services, which implies a more formal structure though which recovery support is delivered. Discussions of P-BRS will focus primarily on recovery support provided through recovery mutual-aid societies and abstinence-based religious and cultural revitalization movements. Discussions of P-BRSS will focus primarily on recovery support provided through recovery community organizations other than recovery mutual-aid societies and through addiction treatment programs and allied health and human service agencies.

A CAUTION TO THE READER

There are many critical research questions about peer recovery support that have yet to be studied. Answers to-date for many questions are also tentative. This is a dynamic period in the development of these services. Caution is in order regarding the review of scientific studies of peer recovery support. Many of the cited studies suffer from methodological problems: convenient samples, small samples, lack of control groups and randomization, lack of follow-up, short periods of follow-up, and low follow-up rates, to name just a few. As with all research studies, the findings presented are best viewed as probationary, pending new studies of greater methodological sophistication.

Those on the front lines delivering peer support services and the individuals and families receiving these services do not have the luxury of waiting for needed studies. They must make the best decisions possible today based on what is now known. While this monograph seeks to convey present knowledge, it is crucial to recognize that this “best knowledge” is a living, evolving entity. Peer-based and other recovery support services, like professionally directed clinical services, are evolving in tandem with new scientific findings and the changing needs of those served. I look forward to the day when a fulfilled recovery research agenda will render this monograph obsolete.

Bill White
Senior Research Consultant
Chestnut Health Systems
Port Charlotte, Florida
January, 2009
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Chapter One

Defining Peer-based Recovery Support Services

Summary of Key Points

Peer-Based Recovery Support:
- Peer-based recovery support (P-BRS) is the process of giving and receiving non-professional, non-clinical assistance to achieve long-term recovery from alcohol and/or other drug-related problems.
- Peer-based recovery support is provided by people who are experientially credentialed.
- There are substantial differences between models of peer recovery support and models of professionally directed addiction treatment.
- P-BRS can be delivered through a variety of organizational venues and a variety of service roles (including paid and volunteer recovery support specialists).
- The governance structures of P-BRS vary in the span and degree of peer control (for example, peer-owned, peer-directed, and peer-delivered).

Peer-Based Recovery Support Services:
- Peer-based recovery support services (P-BRSS) are a form of P-BRS delivered through more formal organizations and through more specialized roles.
- Asset allocation schemes for P-BRSS include entrepreneur models (excess assets returned to private owner/investors), institutional models (excess assets reinvested in development of the organization), and stewardship models (excess assets reinvested in recovery community development).
- The core functions of P-BRSS span the stages of recovery initiation/stabilization, recovery maintenance, and enhancement of quality of life in long-term recovery and may encompass support at individual, family, neighborhood, and community levels.
- P-BRSS are distinguished by their recovery focus; mobilization of personal, family, and community recovery capital to support long-term recovery; respect for diverse pathways and styles of recovery; focus on immediate recovery-linked needs; use of self as a helping instrument; and emphasis on continuity of recovery support over time.
- P-BRSS may serve as an adjunct or alternative to professionally directed addiction treatment.


DEFINING PEER RECOVERY SUPPORT

There has been a recent proliferation of new forms of peer-based support to assist individuals and families in initiating and maintaining recovery from alcohol and other drug problems and enhancing the quality of personal/family life in long-term recovery. The advent of expanding sources of peer-based recovery support (P-BRS) and new roles specializing in the delivery of peer-based recovery support services (P-BRSS) calls for increased definition of these functions and roles. The following definition of P-BRS is offered as a starting point for discussion.

*Peer-based recovery support is the process of giving and receiving non-professional, non-clinical assistance to achieve long-term recovery from severe alcohol and/or other drug-related problems. This support is provided by people who are experientially credentialed to assist others in initiating recovery, maintaining recovery, and enhancing the quality of personal and family life in long-term recovery.*

This definition contains several critical elements.

*Peer-based* means that the supports and services are drawn from the experience of individuals who have successfully achieved addiction recovery and/or who share other characteristics (for example, age, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, co-occurring disorders, prior prison experience, family experience, or other identity-shaping life experiences) that enhance the service recipient’s sense of mutual identification, trust, confidence, and safety. What constitutes *peer* is defined by each individual, rather than by an organization. The reference to peer-based implies that services are provided by peers and that peers play an important role in the design, development, delivery, and evaluation of services. To further clarify this point, individuals seeking recovery may receive peer support within a therapy group led by a professional therapist within an addiction treatment organization, but this would not be considered a peer-based recovery support service.

*Recovery support* distinguishes the singular goal toward which all efforts are directed. *Recovery*, as used in this monograph, involves three critical elements: 1) sobriety (abstinence from alcohol, tobacco, and unprescribed drugs), 2) improvement in global health (physical, emotional, relational, and ontological—life meaning and purpose), and citizenship (positive participation in and contribution to community life). Support involves the provision of informational, emotional, social, and/or material aid.

*Process* implies that the assistance is not a single event or activity and is relational rather than mechanical, and that continuity of support over the time is central to the desired outcome of long-term recovery.

Non-professional means that the P-BRS relationship is closer to the reciprocity of friendship than the fiduciary relationship one has with a physician, lawyer, banker, psychologist, or social worker. The power differential in the relationship between peers is minimal compared to the power differential that characterizes professional service relationships. Many P-BRSS specialists are also indigenous non-professionals, meaning that they claim membership and are viewed as members of the group being served, and their activities are valued because of their personal history and social position within a constituent community. P-BRSS specialists see those they serve, not as different from themselves, but as one of “my people”—“brothers and sisters” to whom they are connected by a “kinship of common suffering” and a kinship of gratitude, hope, and shared purpose.

Non-clinical distinguishes P-BRS from clinical services that involve diagnosis and treatment by health care professionals. Addiction professionals and other professionals in recovery—christened “bridge people” by Bissell—may volunteer to provide P-BRSS, but they are not acting in their professional capacity or providing professional services when they are in this role. Professional, clinically-based services may have a peer quality to them when they are delivered by physicians, nurses, psychologists, social workers, or addiction counselors who are in recovery. However, such services are not considered P-BRSS as defined in this monograph. Non-clinical, in addition to designating who is providing the service, also denotes what is being provided: the more general categories of informational, emotional, social, and instrumental (practical assistance such as transportation) support. Two other distinctions are noteworthy. Where clinically oriented addiction treatment often values the experience of emotional catharsis, P-BRS extols the value of emotional control. Where clinically oriented addiction treatment services may focus inward on personal wounds, P-BRS involves a focus outward—on connecting with resources and relationships beyond the self.

The phrase experientially credentialed means that the knowledge drawn on to provide P-BRS is acquired through life experience rather than formal education. It is first hand rather than second hand. It means that peer support specialists understand long-term recovery as a "lived experience" and can offer

---


Experiential knowledge comes from having experienced, lived with, or done battle with addiction and from having participated in one’s own or other’s recovery. This does not explicitly require that all volunteer or paid support staff be recovered or recovering, but it does require that they have learned about addiction and recovery from close proximity. Experiential expertise requires the ability to use this knowledge to affect change in self or others. This latter credential—granted through the community “wire” or “grapevine” (community story-telling)—bestows credibility that no university can grant. It is bestowed only on those who offer sustained proof of their expertise as a recovery guide within the life of the community. Such persons may be professionally trained, but their authority comes, not from their preparation, but from their own life history, character, relationships, and performance within the community.16

Experiential knowledge does not mean that the P-BRSS specialist does not need training or supervision, but it does affirm life experience as the foundational source drawn upon in the helping process.

Assistance implies a broad spectrum of support activities—whatever it takes—rather than the more specialized service menus offered by professional helpers. Non-clinical, peer-based recovery support can be delivered through the framework of a recovery mutual-aid society or a community-based service or advocacy organization, or within a larger religious or cultural revitalization movement.

The phrases long-term recovery and in initiating recovery, maintaining recovery, and enhancing one’s quality of life in recovery underscore the vision of P-BRSS as long-term availability and support, as opposed to brief, crisis-oriented biopsychosocial stabilization. The implicit focus is on moving beyond reducing addiction-related pathology to building sustainable personal, family, and community recovery capital. This is a vision of global health (wellness), life meaning and purpose, and enhanced service to community. It reflects the view that long-term recovery is far more than the alleviation of alcohol and drug problems from an otherwise unchanged life.

The phrase from alcohol and/or other drug-related problems defines the boundaries of experiential competence and suggests that the support services offered may not be appropriate for individuals and families experiencing problems outside this arena. It also conveys that P-BRSS encompass the whole

spectrum of AOD-related problems and not just those that meet criteria for severe alcohol or drug dependence.

In speaking of peer-based recovery support services (P-BRSS), the term service as used in this monograph will reflect a unit of activity provided by a formal helping institution rather than the "service work" that is a common dimension of personal recovery across religious, spiritual, and secular pathways of recovery. Peer-based recovery support (P-BRS) is used as an umbrella term for all forms of mutual recovery support, including those provided informally or through a recovery mutual aid group. Peer-based recovery support services (P-BRSS) will be used to designate those peer supports that are organized into formal services and delivered through more formal organizations. The distinction will be important as we later attempt to distinguish the recovery support provided by an addiction counselor or a 12-Step sponsor from that provided through the role of a recovery coach or other recovery support specialist.

**Distinguishing Professional and Peer Support**

Robert Emrick, a sociologist who has investigated peer support groups, notes the “natural antithesis between the philosophies of self-help and professional health care.”\(^{17}\) Emrick and others see several crucial differences between peer and professional models of support. Some of these key differences and the vulnerabilities resulting from them are briefly summarized in Table 1.\(^{18}\) These represent generalizations about opposite models/philosophies that exist at either end of a long continuum. For any given individual or organization, actual modes of operation may lie anywhere along that continuum. However, an understanding of these two poles helps us understand some of the forces that have helped shape these services and the vulnerabilities they have created.

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Helping Dimension</th>
<th>Professional</th>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
<th>Peer</th>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of Knowledge</strong></td>
<td>Scientific knowledge presented in form of theories, empirical studies, and objective analysis.</td>
<td>Mistake knowledge gained from limited studies within a single paradigm for the whole truth.</td>
<td>Experiential knowledge drawn from historical and personal experience.</td>
<td>Mistake limited personal experience for the whole truth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control of Knowledge</strong></td>
<td>Knowledge carefully controlled, often presented in arcane language, and protected.</td>
<td>Danger of closed ideological system investigating only questions that will not threaten the system and whose answers are already known; pathology-focused language contributes to social stigma.</td>
<td>Knowledge freely available and widely shared.</td>
<td>Anti-intellectualism; folk knowledge can be hijacked, corrupted, and commercialized by external institutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role boundaries</strong></td>
<td>Extreme separation of helper and helpee roles; emphasis on professional distance and objectivity.</td>
<td>Under-involvement; detachment and clinical abandonment.</td>
<td>Helper and helpee roles are reciprocal; emphasis on relational connection and personal involvement.</td>
<td>Over-involvement; injury to helpee and helper through excessive intimacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping Dimension</td>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Vulnerability</td>
<td>Peer</td>
<td>Vulnerability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure of helping</strong></td>
<td>Significant power differential between helper and helpee; extensive legal, regulatory, and ethical guidelines govern relationship; high external accountability; extensive record-keeping; limited accessibility; fees attached to services; considerable organizational hierarchy; helping as a commodity.</td>
<td>Helping procedures and personal and institutional interests can become more important than helping relationship and helping outcomes.</td>
<td>Minimum power differential between helper and helpee; helping relationship governed only by internal guidelines and group conscience; minimal if any records; low external accountability; high accessibility; services available without fees; minimal organizational hierarchy; helping as a commodity.</td>
<td>Exploitation of power inequities is possible in the peer context with no mechanisms for redress; over-extension of the helper; risk of organizational collapse; range of services limited by lack of financial resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Helping focus</strong></td>
<td>Clinical orientation emphasizes “getting into oneself”; clinician is in control of degree of intimacy.</td>
<td>Approach can be personally invasive; tendency to define problems and solutions solely in personal rather than political or cultural terms.</td>
<td>Support focus is often on “getting out of oneself”—connecting with resources and relationships beyond the self; helpee controls degree of intimacy.</td>
<td>Those groups that emphasize politicizing their members may provide inadequate personal support.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from this table that the differences between professional and peer models of helping are extensive. Steve Hornberger of the National Association for Children of Alcoholics suggests this professional/peer tension is similarly evident within efforts to move from provider-driven service models to family-driven service models. Steve Hornberger, personal communication, January, 2009; also see: Osher, W. and Osher, D. (2002). The paradigm shift to true collaboration with families. *Journal of Child and Family Studies*, 11(2), 47-60.
reciprocity of influence might be viewed as a healthy synergy or as a corruption and loss of the unique dimensions of both forms of helping.\textsuperscript{20}

**CORE CHARACTERISTICS OF P-BRSS SPECIALISTS**

Looking at the ideal characteristics of a P-BRSS specialist (someone who provides P-BRSS) is one way to think about what distinguishes people providing these non-clinical services from outreach workers, case managers, or addiction counselors, as well as from recovery mutual-aid sponsors. The defining characteristics of P-BRSS are illustrated in Table 2. This Table further implies some of the potential differences between peer models of recovery support and professional models of addiction treatment.

**Table 2: Defining Characteristics of P-BRSS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role Dimension</th>
<th>Defining Characteristics of P-BRSS Specialist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recovery Orientation</td>
<td>Focus on long-term recovery rather than brief biopsychosocial stabilization; focus on full recovery rather than remission; working across multiple (religious, spiritual, secular, cultural) frameworks of recovery rather than within a particular framework; emphasis on a person’s self-determination and service philosophy emphasizing personal choice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengths-based</td>
<td>Focus on individual strengths and enhancement of recovery capital via enmeshing individuals/families in a “culture of health” rather than focusing on disease and disability\textsuperscript{21}; orientation toward potential rather than toward problems.\textsuperscript{22}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{22} Rhodes, C. & White, C., with Kohler, M.F. (1974). The role of the so-called paraprofessional in the six years of IDAP. In E. Senay, V. Shorty, & H. Alksne (Eds.). *Developments in the field of drug abuse* (pp. 1051-1066). Cambridge, MA: Schenkman.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role Dimension</th>
<th>Defining Characteristics of P-BRSS Specialist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecology of Recovery</td>
<td>Focus more interpersonal than intrapersonal; emphasis on building individual, family, and community recovery capital; assertive efforts to design and deliver family-focused P-BRSS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Knowledge</td>
<td>Pathways, styles, and stages of long-term recovery; ecology of recovery; organizational structure, core ideas, language, and meeting rituals of local communities of recovery; service protocols of recovery community institutions; indigenous and formal support within larger community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Skills</td>
<td>Engagement, motivational enhancement, recovery planning, liaison with communities of recovery; assertive linkage between indigenous and formal recovery supports; lapse and relapse intervention; recovery education; recovery checkups and coaching; recovery resource development; reputation maintenance within communities of recovery; ability to access mainstream institutions; generalist rather than specialist role in recovery support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Orientation</td>
<td>Focus on the present, next steps, and near future rather than focus on feelings about past personal experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational Fulcrum</td>
<td>Hope-based rather than pain-based motivational strategies, attracting people to recovery based on what recovery can add to one’s life rather than on what painful consequences can be escaped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Self</td>
<td>Strategic use of one’s own story; making recovery contagious via energy and example; relating, not out of a position of expertise, superiority, or objectivity, but out of mutual identification and humility (“there but for the Grace of God go I”), striving for invisibility while deflecting praise and leadership opportunities to others in the community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Vision</td>
<td>Long-term personal/family/community recovery; growth of individual/family/community recovery capital.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role Dimension</th>
<th>Defining Characteristics of P-BRSS Specialist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roles of Professional Treatment</td>
<td>Professionalized services not viewed as the first line of response to need, but as a safety net for needs that cannot be met by natural community (relationships that are non-hierarchical, enduring, and non-financial); P-BRSS specialist immersed in community life; community invited to support individuals/families in recovery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Community in Recovery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Education</td>
<td>Every opportunity used to educate the community about addiction recovery at personal, family, and community levels; shifts pathology-focused discussions within the community to solution-focused discussions; raises awareness of the approximately 90% of persons with AOD problems not seen in professional treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Development</td>
<td>Role combines personal/family recovery support functions with recovery-focused community organization and cultural renewal/revitalization functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocacy</td>
<td>Assertive advocacy on recovery-related issues that transcend personal, professional, and institutional interests.; advocacy to reduce/eliminate service disparities; reduce/eliminate stigma/discrimination; and make addiction treatment more responsive, effective, and efficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>Recovering people play key roles in governance of service organizations; emphasis on voluntary consent for participation in P-BRSS; choice and self-determination highly valued; P-BRSS role seen as non-hierarchical and catalytic rather than directive; support for advocacy on one's own behalf; linkage to recovery leadership development opportunities; self-monitoring to avoid &quot;freezing clients in dependent roles.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of Personal Involvement</td>
<td>High degree of personal involvement: &quot;There are things he [the indigenous nonprofessional] can do which the professional is not able to do and should not do…He can be invited to weddings, parties, funerals and other gatherings—and he can go.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity and Endurance</td>
<td>Continuity of contact with individuals, families, and community institutions over a sustained period of time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


VARIETIES OF PEER RECOVERY SUPPORT SERVICES

P-BRSS are being delivered within a variety of organizational contexts, including recovery mutual-aid societies; addiction treatment programs; recovery community organizations; and allied health, child welfare, and criminal justice systems. These service-delivery organizations—spanning volunteer, not-for-profit, and for-profit entities—vary widely in their degree of connection to local communities of recovery.

Governance of organizations that provide recovery support involves control of organizational policies and the ways in which organizational assets are best invested to increase recovery outcomes. P-BRSS may be provided through:

- entrepreneur models in which excess assets of the organization are returned to private owner/investors in the form of profit,
- institutional models in which excess assets are reinvested in development of the organization, or
- recovery community development models in which excess assets are reinvested in projects that enhance the service work of local communities of recovery.

People performing P-BRSS roles are being variably referred to as sponsors, peer helpers, peer specialists, peer educators, peer mentors, outreach workers, residential managers, community guides, recovery coaches, recovery assistants, recovery support specialists, recovery escorts, recovery consultants, prosumers, recovery mentors, ombudsmen, and behavioral health paraprofessionals. While titles such as peer counselor or counseling aid are also sometimes used, they can be confusing because they heighten the level of ambiguity in the demarcation between professional treatment services and non-clinical recovery support services. As will be evident as we proceed through this monograph, it is important to distinguish clearly the roles of the P-BRSS specialist, the recovery mutual-aid sponsor, and the addiction counselor.27

Table 3 (following page) summarizes some of the key dimensions of peer recovery support and how these dimensions vary dramatically from organization to organization. We will return to some of these dimensions shortly for a more in-depth discussion.

---

Table 3: Defining Characteristics of Organizations Delivering P-BRSS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Varieties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Repsource Accrual and Allocation | A. Assets accrue as profits to owner(s)/investor(s)  
B. Assets are fed back into organization to support and expand support activities |
| Governance              | A. Peers make major organizational decisions, with accountability to one or more communities of recovery  
B. Peers can advise on organizational decisions; no accountability to communities of recovery  
C. Peers have no role in organizational decisions; accountability to communities of recovery |
| Problem Perception      | A. Rooted in the person (Intrapersonal Model)  
B. Rooted in disturbed relationships (Interpersonal Model)  
C. Rooted in historical trauma/environmental conditions (Social Change Model) |
| Ideological Orientation | A. Religious  
B. Spiritual  
C. Secular  
D. Mixed |
| Method of Problem Resolution | A. Abstinence-based  
B. Moderation-based  
C. Medication-assisted |
| Relationship with Professionals | A. Professional Leadership (professionals serve as founders and group leaders)  
B. Professional Consultation (group is led by peers but has professionals available for consultation and support)  
C. Professional Collaboration Model (group is led by peers but works with other professionals in the community)  
D. No professional leadership  
E. Anti-professional |
| External Relationships   | A. Closed System (thick organizational boundaries, aggressive gatekeeping, strict membership criteria to enhance mutual identification, isolation from community, expectation of confidentiality, anonymity at level of press)  
B. Open System (diffuse organizational boundaries, minimal gatekeeping, loose and evolving membership criteria, high levels of community interaction, leaders and members visible to larger community) |
| Internal Relationships   | A. Face-to-face  
B. Telephone-based (voice and/or text)  
C. Internet-based  
D. Mixed |
| Service Roles            | A. Peer support provided on a volunteer basis  
B. Peer support provided on a paid basis  
C. Peer support provided through a combination of volunteer and paid roles. |

What distinguishes quality of peer recovery support services has been a focus of increasing discussion. In a 2005 meeting of the Center for Substance
Abuse Treatment’s Recovery Community Services Program, 28 grantees defined 12 criteria they viewed as quality indicators.

1. Peer recovery support services are clearly defined in ways that differentiate them from professional treatment services and from sponsorship in 12-Step or other mutual-aid groups.
2. The programs and peer recovery support services are authentically peer based (participatory, peer led, and peer driven) in design and operation.
3. The peer recovery support program has well delineated processes for engaging and retaining a pool of peer leaders who reflect the diversity of the community and of people seeking recovery support.
4. The peer recovery support program has an intentional focus on leadership development.
5. The peer recovery support program operates within an ethical framework that reflects peer and recovery values.
6. The peer recovery support program incorporates principles of self-care, which are modeled by staff and peer leaders, and has a well considered process for handling relapse.
7. The peer program and peer recovery support services are nonstigmatizing, inclusive, and strengths-based.
8. The peer recovery support program honors the cultural practices of all participants and incorporates cultural strengths into the recovery process.
9. The peer recovery support program connects peers with other community resources irrespective of types of services offered.
10. The peer recovery support program has well established, mutually supportive relationships with key stakeholders.
11. The peer recovery support program has a plan to sustain itself.
12. The peer recovery support program has well documented governance, fiscal, and risk management practices to support its efforts.28

**CORE FUNCTIONS**

The functions of the P-BRSS specialist vary widely by role, clientele, and organizational setting, but collectively reflect the following functions:

- Assertive outreach to identify and engage those in need of recovery—what Malcolm X referred to as “fishing for the dead”29 and Reiff and Riessman30 called “reaching the hitherto unreached”

---

• Minimization of harm to self, family, and community in the transitions through identification, engagement, destabilization of addiction, and recovery initiation
• Recovery capital/needs assessment for individual/family/community
• Recovery education and coaching for individual/family (normative recovery information, encouragement, support, and companionship; enhancement of recovery self-management skills), often delivered in the natural environment of the individual/family
• Community-level recovery education
• Recovery resource identification, mapping, and development, including volunteer recruitment
• Recovery resource mobilization (activating a state of readiness to respond to the needs of an individual/family at a particular point in time)
• Community-level recovery resource development
• Assertive linkage to communities of recovery (support groups and support institutions)
• Assertive linkage to and systems navigation within addiction treatment and allied human services
• Liaison (bridging, brokering/negotiating, partnering) between individual, family, organization, and community
• Recovery-focused skill training aimed at full community participation (education, employment, housing, leisure, worship and pro-recovery family and social relationships)
• Companionship and modeling of recovery lifestyle, including participation in leisure activities that would be judged a breach of ethics for addiction counselors, e.g., eating together at a restaurant, attending or participating in a sporting event, attending a social event such as a concert or recovery celebration event
• Problem-solving to eliminate obstacles to recovery, e.g., linkage to resources for child-care, transportation, community re-entry from jail/prison
• Recovery check-ups (sustained monitoring, support/companionship, and recovery promotion)
• Recovery advocacy for individual/family needs (empower individuals and family members to assert their rights and needs)
• Recovery advocacy for aggregate community needs
• Recovery leadership development
• Conducting a regular self-inventory of personal and organizational performance via reflection, dialogue with service constituents, and analysis of recovery-focused service benchmark data

---

These core functions can be divided into four overlapping stages of recovery support: 1) pre-recovery engagement, 2) recovery initiation and stabilization, 3) recovery maintenance, and 4) enhancement of quality of life in long-term recovery. (One advantage of this staged view of recovery is that it provides a way to transcend the traditional polarization between harm reduction and treatment interventions.) These same functions also encompass different “zones of action and experience” in recovery: physical, psychological (cognitive/emotional), relational, occupational/leisure, and ontological (spirituality/life meaning and purpose).32

**TREATMENT ADJUNCT OR ALTERNATIVE**

As noted, P-BRSS can constitute an adjunct or alternative to professionally directed addiction treatment. The former is often demarcated by:

- pre-treatment P-BRSS (services aimed at identification, relational engagement, motivational enhancement, and treatment entry),
- in-treatment P-BRSS (services aimed at enhancing service quality, continued participation, and treatment completion), and
- post-treatment P-BRSS (services focused on post-treatment recovery checkups, stage-appropriate recovery education, assertive linkage to communities of recovery, early re-intervention, and coaching for enhanced quality of personal/family life in long-term recovery).

Although P-BRSS will never and should never fully replace professionally directed treatment as a means of initiating recovery, P-BRSS can serve as an alternative to treatment for people with low to moderate problem severity and high levels of personal, family, and community recovery capital.33 P-BRSS may also serve as an alternative for relapsed clients with multiple prior treatment episodes who have mastered the art of initiating recovery through the vehicle of professional treatment but are unable to sustain recovery within their natural environments following discharge from treatment.

Recovery support in the professional literature is very much focused on treatment, but pre-recovery engagement entails far more than the question of how to link someone to treatment, and post-treatment peer support services involve far more than maintaining the improvements made in treatment. P-BRSS involve a larger spectrum of life concerns than those typically addressed in addiction treatment, including basic necessities of living, reconstruction of

---

32 There are many staged models of recovery that are reviewed by White & Kurtz, 2006, but Rossi’s depiction of these as sobriety, happy sobriety, and healthy sobriety is as apt here as any. White, W. & Kurtz, E. (2006). The varieties of recovery experience. *International Journal of Self Help and Self Care, 3*(1-2), 21-61. White, W. (1996). *Pathways from the culture of addiction to the culture of recovery*. Center City, MN: Hazelden.

personal lifestyle, sober fellowship and leisure activities, restitution and community service, and life meaning and purpose. Where treatment focuses on the problems that can be subtracted from the client’s life, P-BRSS focus on what can be added during long-term recovery.

In the next chapter, we will explore the history of peer-based addiction recovery support from the mid-1700s to the present.
Chapter Two

History of Peer-Based Recovery Support Services

Summary of Key Points

- Addiction recovery mutual-aid societies and the specialty sector of addiction treatment emerged in response to the social stigma attached to AOD problems\(^{34}\) and the history of service exclusion, service extrusion, and ineffective and harmful interventions\(^{35}\) that individuals and families experienced in their encounters with mainstream health and human service institutions.

- Addiction recovery mutual-aid societies have experienced substantial growth (membership size and geographical dispersion of local meetings), pathway diversification (secular, spiritual, and religious recovery societies), specialization (meetings focused on age, gender, drug choice, and special needs), and new support media (growth of telephone- and Internet-based support).

- A growing number of religious and cultural revitalization movements are embracing abstinence, creating unique cultural and religious pathways of recovery initiation and recovery maintenance.

- People in recovery have sought service roles as a natural extension of the service ethic within communities of recovery and as a backlash against ineffective and disrespectful professional interventions.

- The services recovering people have provided to individuals and families suffering from AOD problems have emphasized service relationships that are natural, equal, reciprocal, voluntary, sustained (potentially life-long), non-bureaucratic, and non-commercialized.

- P-BRSS constitute an effort to recapture dimensions of support lost in the professionalization of addiction counseling and the weakening of the

---


\(^{35}\) For a recent review of the harm done in the name of help within the history of addiction treatment, see White, W.L. & Kleber, H.D. (2008). Preventing harm in the name of help: A guide for addiction professionals. **Counselor, 9**(6), 10-17.
People in recovery have been cyclically included and excluded from leadership and service roles within addiction treatment and the broader arena of recovery support services.

Recovering people are awakening politically and culturally and are generating new recovery support institutions that complement and, in some circumstances, compete with professionally directed addiction treatment.

New recovery support institutions include grassroots recovery community organizations, recovery homes and colonies, recovery industries, recovery schools, recovery ministries and recovery churches, recovery-focused media (radio, television, cinema), and recovery arts (music, literature, film, comedy).

Recovering people are again moving into a broad range of service roles within addiction treatment and allied health care, human service, and criminal justice agencies.

Recovery support services are being rapidly privatized and professionalized—a trend with unclear long-term consequences.

The history of peer-based recovery support in the United States spans the services of solo practitioners, recovery support within larger religious/cultural revitalization movements, formal recovery mutual-aid societies, recovery social clubs, recovery community service institutions, recovering people working in non-professional support roles in addiction treatment and prevention organizations, recovering people working in professional roles in addiction treatment, and recovering people working in allied service organizations. This history has been presented elsewhere in considerable depth. For purposes of this monograph, we will provide a brief summary of peer-based recovery support structures in the United States.

It is important to put this in context. There would be no history of recovery mutual-aid societies, and no history of addiction treatment, if people

---


seeking recovery had found support for recovery within their natural communities and if they had received respect and effective professional help from other health and human service institutions. Historically, recovery mutual-aid movements rise in the absence, under-funding, ineffectiveness, or collapse of professional systems of care.

It is under such circumstances that recovering people turn to one another, discover that they can do together what they are failing to do alone, and conclude that their methods are superior to other methods. The source of any subsequent failure is viewed as rooted within the person rather than in the program.\textsuperscript{38} The anti-professionalism that sometimes characterizes recovery mutual-aid movements is rooted in recovering peoples’ experience of contempt, service exclusion, service ineffectiveness, and harm done in the name of help within mainstream health and human service institutions.\textsuperscript{39}

This collective experience of people with AOD problems set the stage for the rise of addiction recovery support groups and the specialized field of addiction treatment.\textsuperscript{40} Historically, traditionally trained helping professionals (physicians, psychiatrists, nurses, psychologists, social workers) enter the field of addiction treatment in large numbers only during periods of increased funding and heightened professional status. When the stigma attached to addiction treatment and recovery rises again, with resulting cutbacks in funding and status, traditional professionals tend to abandon the addictions field for more financially and socially attractive opportunities.

When systems of support and care for addiction recovery collapse, it is recovering people and their families and a small cadre of committed professionals who join together to birth new systems of support and care. In each cycle, such care and support evolve from peer-based to professional-based models, resulting in transition periods of mixed peer/professional characteristics. The therapeutic community, for example, began as a purely peer-based model of recovery and evolved into a professional treatment that retained strong peer elements. The stigma experienced by people in medication-assisted recovery (particularly persons enrolled in methadone maintenance) when they seek involvement in traditional recovery support groups (e.g., Narcotics Anonymous) has led to alternative support groups that mix peer and professional support characteristics.\textsuperscript{41} Similarly, SMART Recovery® is usually referred to as a peer


recovery support program but continues to use professional facilitators for many of its meetings.

The following discussions outline the history of peer-based models of recovery support.

**SOLO PRACTITIONERS**

People recovering from alcohol and other drug addictions have a long history of reaching out to others similarly afflicted. Solo practitioners pursue this outreach in relative isolation from other organized frameworks of recovery support. Most often, they do so to bolster their own recovery and to fulfill a newfound calling to help others. In the nineteenth century, such persons traveled from town to town giving temperance lectures, providing personal consultations to inebriates and their families, organizing local recovery support meetings, and maintaining a prolific correspondence with those seeking recovery.

This style of recovery evangelism is well illustrated in the biographies of nineteenth-century temperance missionaries John Hawkins, John Gough, Edward Uniac, George Dutcher, Luther Benson, and Thomas Doutney. These accounts attest to the special kinship that existed between the “reformed reformers” and those still suffering addiction to strong drink.

*I can sympathize with and appreciate the condition of the poor inebriate. Have I not been one of their number? I now have an object in life—to reform men.*

They [reformed men] understand the whole nature of intemperance in all its different phases; they are acquainted with the monster in every shape which he assumes; they know the avenues to the drunkard’s heart; they can sympathize with him; they can reason with him; they can convince him that it is not too late to reform... (from the Mercantile Journal, May 27, 1841.)

48 A Member of the Society. (1842). *The foundation, progress and principles of the Washingtonian Temperance Society of Baltimore, and the influence it has had on the temperance movements in the United States*. Baltimore: John D. Toy.
The relapse rate was high for those not linked to a recovery mutual-aid society. Luther Benson, like many solo practitioners, relapsed repeatedly during his career as a temperance missionary. With each relapse, he threw himself more intensely into the work in the hope it would take the place of alcohol. Following his admission to the Indiana Asylum for the Insane in 1896, Benson reflected on this failed strategy.

*I learned too late that this was the very worst thing I could have done. I was all the time expending the very strength I so much needed for the restoration of my shattered system.*

People who experience recovery outside professional treatment or mutual-aid groups have continued this recovery missionary tradition as solo practitioners. There are fewer such solo practitioners today due to the number of competing recovery support structures, but if such structures should ever collapse, solo recovery advocates would quickly rise to fill this void.

**PEER RECOVERY SUPPORT AND RELIGIOUS/CULTURAL REVITALIZATION MOVEMENTS**

Abstinence-based religious and cultural revitalization movements have provided a source of shelter and support for people seeking addiction recovery. When alcohol problems first rose within American Indian communities, a series of indigenous movements offered cultural pathways of recovery for individuals, families, and tribes. The earliest of these movements included the Handsome Lake Movement (1799), the Indian Prophet Movements (1805-1830s), the Indian Shaker Church (1882), and the Native American Church (1918), and this tradition continued in the contemporary period through the “Indianization of Alcoholics Anonymous,” the Red Road, and the Native American Wellbriety movement.

Outside Native America, people seeking recovery found peer-based support within the American Temperance movement’s network of temperance societies, temperance meetings, temperance hotels, and temperance libraries, as well as within the larger religious awakening occurring in the United States in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The recovery-focused ministries within these larger religious movements were led by people in recovery. Recovery-focused ministries span the urban mission movement and religious
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inebriate colonies of the late nineteenth century to the current growth of recovery ministries and recovery churches.54

Recovery support initiatives were also spawned within the larger mid-twentieth-century civil rights; women’s liberation; and lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) rights movements. The recovery ministry of the Reverend Cecil Williams and Glide Memorial Church in the Tenderloin District of San Francisco was a natural outgrowth of the civil rights movement and set a model for recovery ministries within disempowered communities.55 Women for Sobriety, founded by Dr. Jean Kirkpatrick in 1975, was a product of the consciousness raising within the women’s movement.56 At the height of the youth counterculture movement of the 1960s, young people recovering from dependence on drugs other than alcohol and heroin felt little identification with the recovery cultures of AA or NA. They found service roles within indigenous service organizations, e.g., the Diggers (the service institution within the San Francisco youth counterculture), folk medicine institutions (“acid rescue”), crisis lines, “crash pads,” and youth-focused counseling centers. Similarly, recovering people within the LGBT movement played key service roles within indigenous responses to the AIDS epidemic and championed LGBT recovery support meetings and LGBT-sensitive addiction treatment.

Abstinence-based religious and cultural revitalization movements have been strongest in historically disempowered communities of color in which alcohol and other drugs are deeply entwined with histories of enslavement and colonization.57 Hope for personal recovery from addiction for members of a culturally besieged group is best couched in a larger framework of hope for a community and a people.58

**Secular Recovery Mutual-aid Societies**

Secular recovery frameworks are distinctive in that they extol the power of personal (rational) will and mutual fellowship rather than God as the source of strength in overcoming alcohol and other drug problems. Prominent secular

---


recovery support societies in the United States have included the Washingtonians (1840), multiple fraternal temperance societies (1840s to 1890s), the Dashaway Association (1859), the Ribbon Reform Clubs (1870s), the Business Men’s Moderation Society (1879), Women for Sobriety (1975), Secular Organization for Sobriety (1985), Rational Recovery (1986), Men for Sobriety (1988), SMART Recovery® (1994), Moderation Management (1994), and LifeRing Secular Recovery (1999). Secular recovery groups have grown in number since 1975, but the availability of face-to-face meetings continues to be geographically limited. This limitation is balanced by the rapid growth in Internet-based secular recovery support meetings.

**Spiritual Recovery Mutual-aid Societies**


**Religious Recovery Mutual-aid Societies**

Some recovery mutual-aid societies use deep religious experiences, religious ideas and rituals, and enmeshment in a faith community to initiate and sustain recovery and enhance the quality of personal/family life in recovery. Societies formed particularly for this purpose include the United Order of Ex-Boozers (1912); the Calix Society (1947); Alcoholics Victorious (1948); Alcoholics for Christ (1976); Overcomers Outreach (1985); Jewish Alcoholics, Chemically Dependent People and Significant Others (1979); Liontamers Anonymous (1980); Free N’One (1985); Celebrate Recovery (1990); Millati Islami (1989); and Victorious Ladies (ND). Celebrate Recovery is currently the fastest growing faith-based recovery support group in the United States, with groups in more than 10,000 churches.

---

FAMILY-FOCUSED RECOVERY SUPPORT SOCIETIES


OCCUPATION-BASED RECOVERY SUPPORT GROUPS

Recovery support societies (mostly 12-Step-associated groups) have formed for particular professional groups in recovery, including physicians (1949), lawyers (1975), women in religious orders (1979), psychologists (1980), social workers (1981), pharmacists (1983/1984), anesthetists (1984), nurses (1988), ministers (1988), and veterinarians (1990). These groups provide a very special form of peer support for people who face special challenges in recovery (e.g., ready access to drugs) and whose professional practice could be harmed by the stigma attached to addiction. They often operate in close association with formal professional assistance programs.

SHARED CHARACTERISTICS OF RECOVERY SUPPORT GROUPS

Much has been made of the differences between recovery support groups, but less attention has focused on what these groups share in common that distinguishes them from professionally directed addiction treatment. Such collective distinguishing characteristics include:

- origin and structure (spontaneous, self-governed movements);
- recovery context (recovery support is provided while living in one’s own natural environment; there is no re-entry or concern about transfer of learning from institutional to natural settings);
- organizational context (mutual support provided through the medium of a community rather than through a professional/business organization);
- lack of hierarchy (purpose is to help one another with common problems—no one has claim to a morally superior position; no dichotomy between helper and helpee roles);
- support relationships guided by “group conscience” rather than codes of professional ethics or legal regulations;
- welcoming (emphasis on warm social fellowship);
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• motivational enhancement via mutual encouragement and celebration of sobriety birthdays;
• practical antidotes to guilt (self-inventory, confession, acts of restitution, acts of service);
• pragmatism (focus on well tested strategies of daily living rather than theories about or extensive analysis of problem development);
• no intake, no diagnosis, no medical record;
• a strong service ethic through which members reach out to those still suffering from addiction;
• sustained availability of support during times of heightened vulnerability (e.g., evenings, nights, and weekends) when professionals are generally not available;
• support not contingent upon personal financial resources or the vagaries of public funding; and
• guidance provided via experience-based suggestions rather than rules or prescriptions.

RECOVERY SUPPORT FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS

When individuals struggle to meet their needs within mainstream recovery support groups or when aspects of their experience are difficult to address within mainstream groups, recovering people have sought out others like themselves to share their “experience, strength, and hope” on these issues.

**Gender-specific mutual-aid groups:** Recovery support groups for women began within the Martha Washington societies of the 1840s, but, like most groups that would follow, these societies tried to integrate recovering women into support groups for wives and mothers of alcoholics. The first sustainable recovery support groups designed specifically for addicted women were started in the early 1940s within Alcoholics Anonymous. Female pioneers within AA began meeting together to share experiences and support on issues they could not raise in mixed-gender meetings. Twelve-Step meetings for women are now common in communities across the United States.

The second half of the twentieth century witnessed the development of alternatives to 12-Step groups for women, including Women for Sobriety, founded by Dr. Jean Kirkpatrick; Charlotte Kasl’s Sixteen Step Groups; and such faith-based recovery support groups as Women on the Move and Ladies Victorious. Men-only meetings also have risen within AA/NA, and Men for Sobriety was founded as an alternative recovery support group for men in 1988.

Beyond recovery support groups, gender-specific recovery support services grew out of efforts to craft an approach to addiction treatment based

---

specifically on the needs of addicted women. Peer-based outreach services, mentoring programs, parenting education and coaching, trauma support groups, child care co-ops, and linkage to educational opportunities were included in these efforts.62 There have also been recent efforts to blend a recovery home for women and a women’s community recovery center within the same program.63

**Age-specific recovery support:** Special support for young people seeking recovery began in the mid-nineteenth century cadet branches of the Washingtonians, the Ribbon Reform Clubs, and the Keeley Leagues.64 Young people’s groups in AA began in the 1940s and led to the founding in 1958 of the International Conference of Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous—an annual event that now draws more than 3,000 young AA members from all over the United States. Alateen, which was founded in 1957, also serves as a source of support for adolescents who struggle with the alcoholism of a parent, as well as a pathway of entry into recovery for some of these young people who develop AOD problems.

Other peer recovery support frameworks that have meetings for youth—although with far fewer meetings than found in AA—include Narcotics Anonymous, Alcoholics Victorious, and Teen-Anon.65 There is also a tradition of “old-timers” recovery support meetings in many communities. These meetings provide a forum to address later-stage recovery tasks and to address age-related issues that can pose a special challenge to late-stage recovery (e.g., loss of spouse, retirement, age-related health problems, physical disability, chronic pain, terminal illness).

**Recovery mutual aid and advocacy in communities of color:** As noted earlier, historical research has placed the beginnings of peer-based recovery support within mid-eighteenth century Native American tribes. Peer recovery support was provided within larger, abstinence-based cultural and religious revitalization movements and was followed by the cultural adaptation of culturally dominant support structures, e.g., the “Indianization of AA,” or the use of mainstream religious institutions for support for sobriety.66 According to the
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research of Crowley, Frederick Douglass was the most prominent of early African Americans in recovery. Douglass spoke openly of a period of intemperance in his life, signed a pledge of abstinence in 1845, maintained sobriety the rest of his life, and worked to promote Black temperance groups. Through his encouragement and example, nineteenth-century African Americans generated their own temperance and mutual-aid societies, e.g., the Black Templars. These societies and their pledges framed sobriety within the historical and cultural context of the post-Civil War years:

*Being mercifully redeemed from human slavery, we do pledge ourselves never to be brought into slavery of the bottle, therefore we will not drink the drunkard’s drink: whiskey, gin, beer, nor rum, nor anything that makes drunk come* (Temperance Tract for Freedman).

People of color entered AA in the 1940s, and the first African-American AA group was established in Washington, DC in 1945. This was quickly followed by African American groups in St Louis, Valdosta (GA), and Harlem. The history of recovery within Hispanic and Asian communities has yet to be documented. We will later review the scientific evidence related to the degree of participation of people of color in mainstream recovery support groups and report the affiliation rates and recovery outcomes of people of color within these groups.

**Recovery support for and within the LGBT community:** The first addiction recovery support group organized specifically for members of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) community was an AA meeting founded for gay men in Boston in 1949. Early LGBT AA meetings existed without being formally identified in AA meeting lists. The number of cities with gay AA groups grew from seven in 1975 to more than 300 in 1990. Today, in cities like Chicago, there are more than 50 LGBT-focused AA meetings per week.

**Recovery support for people with co-occurring disorders:** People concurrently recovering from substance use and psychiatric disorders often find themselves marginalized from mental health support groups and mainstream addiction recovery support groups. Such marginalization led to the emergence of three specialty support groups: Dual Disorders Anonymous (1982), Dual Recovery Anonymous (1989), and Double Trouble in Recovery (1993). (See later discussion of research on these groups in Chapter Four.)

---


Recovery support for people embedded within the criminal justice system: Recovery support groups have existed independent of, grown out of, or spawned inmate recovery counseling programs, e.g., the Addiction Recovery Counseling program at San Quentin Prison.71 Most of these programs were the fruit of volunteers from community-based recovery support groups (particularly AA and NA) carrying recovery messages to local jails and prisons. Winner’s Circle, a recovery support program for ex-offenders, started in Connecticut in 1988 and was rebirthed and revamped in Texas in 1998. It has developed into a broader Winner’s Community concept that involves Inner Circle (institution-based) and Winner’s Circle (community-based) recovery support meetings to address the special obstacles offenders face in community re-integration and long-term recovery.72

Recovery mutual aid in rural communities: People seeking recovery support in rural communities face many obstacles: 1) the absence or scarcity of mainstream recovery support meetings, 2) the absence of specialty meetings like those just described, and 3) problems meeting accessibility for those without driving privileges. These obstacles are being addressed, in part, through carpooling to access regional recovery support meetings, P-BRSS delivered face to face in people’s homes, and P-BRSS services delivered via telephone (voice and text) and Internet.

Summary: Seen as a whole, specialty recovery support groups provide a:
- sanctuary of mutual identification and support for individuals estranged from mainstream community life,
- means of making sense of the recovery process through key developmental transitions,
- place of safety and shelter for high-status individuals in recovery whose careers or social standing could be injured by public disclosure of their addiction/recovery status,
- venue through which stigmatized populations can address their shared experience and unique obstacles to recovery, and
- forum to address recovery from addiction and co-occurring medical or psychiatric conditions.

If there is a contemporary story of recovery mutual aid, it is that of the growing varieties of recovery pathways and recovery experiences—all of which are cause for celebration. A regularly updated directory of this growing network of addiction recovery mutual-aid groups can be found at www.facesandvoicesofrecovery.org.

72 The first national strategic planning meeting to expand the Winner’s Community nationally was held in Hartford, CT in July 2008. Personal communication with Steven Shapiro.
GEOGRAPHICAL ACCESSIBILITY OF RECOVERY MUTUAL-AID GROUPS

Identification of the growing variety of recovery support groups leaves open the question of whether these options are really available to people in most communities in the United States. Table 4 illustrates the geographical availability of these groups. The founding date of each group is included so that the reader can estimate the rate of yearly growth of each recovery fellowship.

Table 4: Geographical Dispersion of Addiction Recovery Mutual-aid Groups in the United States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutual Aid Group</th>
<th>Founding Date</th>
<th>Number and Distribution of Groups and Meetings in U.S. in 2007-2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Addictions Victorious</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>45 meetings in 5 states (MD, NJ, NY, PA, and WA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addicts Victorious</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>21 meetings in 5 states (IL-8, IO-1, MO-10, &amp; TX-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Children of Alcoholics</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>1,500+ meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Anon/Alateen</td>
<td>1951/1957</td>
<td>14,924 groups in the U.S. and Canada; all 50 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholics Anonymous</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>More than 52,500 groups; all 50 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholics for Christ</td>
<td></td>
<td>113 groups in U.S.; a particularly heavy concentration (43) in Detroit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholics Victorious</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>164 groups in U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Recoveries Anonymous</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>50 chapters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthetists in Recovery</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>150+ members; provides phone support and linkage to support meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzodiazepines Anonymous</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Currently inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzo</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Online recovery support group for those withdrawing from benzodiazepines <a href="http://www.benzosupport.org/">http://www.benzosupport.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calix Society (adjunct to AA)</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>27 affiliates in 18 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebrate Recovery</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Faith-based peer recovery program in 10,000 churches across all 50 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemically Dependent Anonymous</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>65 groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

73 Groups listed in this table were defined as currently inactive if multiple efforts to reach the group by listed phone and email failed to generate a direct response or information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutual Aid Group</th>
<th>Founding Date</th>
<th>Number and Distribution of Groups and Meetings in U.S. in 2007-2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christians in Recovery</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>All meetings held online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine Anonymous</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>2,500 groups; most states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Anon</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>28 international groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Dependents Anonymous</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>1,100 meetings worldwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Meth Anonymous</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Meetings in all states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Trouble in Recovery</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>250 groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Diagnosis Anonymous</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>56 groups; 38 in CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Disorder Anonymous</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>48 groups; most in Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Recovery Anonymous</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>345 groups; 4 states (CA, OH, PA, MA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families Anonymous</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>220 groups in 36 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free N'One</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>55 groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroin Anonymous</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>35 meetings in Arizona, California, Illinois, Michigan, Texas, Utah, Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercongregational Addictions Program</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Support for recovering women in religious orders through phone, email, and conferences; membership of 710 plus in IL, Mass., Michigan, Alabama, California, New York, New Jersey, and Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Doctors in Alcoholics Anonymous</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>175 groups; 6,000+ members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Lawyers in Alcoholics Anonymous</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>40+ groups; support through newsletter, conventions, and local meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Ministers and Pastors in Recovery</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Support through phone network and international conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Nurses Anonymous</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Support through phone network, regional meetings, and international conference; INA provides those seeking help with names of recovering nurses in their area, who then do the linkage to support meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Pharmacists Anonymous</td>
<td>1983/1984</td>
<td>Meetings held in tandem with summer schools and addiction conferences; annual regional meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Aid Group</td>
<td>Founding Date</td>
<td>Number and Distribution of Groups and Meetings in U.S. in 2007-2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish Alcoholics, Chemically Dependent People and Significant Others (JACS)</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>50 groups in 19 states; networking, community outreach, retreats, newsletter, literature, speakers bureau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LifeRing Secular Recovery</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>73 groups in 15 states; 48 meetings in CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liontammers Anonymous</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>No currently active meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana Anonymous</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>200 groups; 24 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men for Sobriety</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>5 affiliated groups, meetings primarily in Canadian Provinces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methadone Anonymous</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>400+ groups; 25 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millati Islami</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>50 groups (12-Step adaptation based on Islamic principles drawn from the <em>Qu'ran and Hadith</em>, the sayings and practices of the Prophet Mohammad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderation Management</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>16 meetings; 12 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mothers on Methadone</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Online support available at <a href="http://www.methadoneanonymous.us/">http://www.methadoneanonymous.us/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nar-Anon</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>1,600 groups; 47 states; also sponsor Nar-Ateen and Nar-Atot meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcotics Anonymous</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>More than 15,000 groups; 43,900 weekly meetings; 127 countries and all 50 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicotine Anonymous</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>450 groups; most states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses in Recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td>Provide online message board for nurses in recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcomers in Christ</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>100 churches, missions, and jail ministries registered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcomers Outreach</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>700+ meetings in North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagans in Recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td>All groups online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pills Anonymous</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>2 groups in New York City; also have San Francisco-based web support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pot Anonymous</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Currently inactive; see Marijuana Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Aid Group</td>
<td>Founding Date</td>
<td>Number and Distribution of Groups and Meetings in U.S. in 2007-2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologists Helping Psychologists</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Support through newsletter and regional/national meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rational Recovery</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>There have been no RR group meetings since 1994; earlier groups now meet under auspices of SMART Recovery®.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recoveries Anonymous</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>50 Chapters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovering Couples Anonymous</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>125 active meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secular Organization for Sobriety</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>480 groups; all 50 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART Recovery®</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>353 groups; 40 states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Workers Helping Social Workers</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Support through newsletter, email, and regional meetings; 300+ members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teen-Anon</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Presently inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterinarians in Recovery</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Newsletter and online email support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winner’s Community</td>
<td>1988/1993</td>
<td>Local Winner’s Circle groups now organizing into national Winner’s Community network of recovering ex-offenders; local chapters with support meetings available in five states (IL, OH, IO, TX, KS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women for Sobriety</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>200 groups in U.S.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Kelly & Yeterian (2008) and direct group contact, with assistance from Jim Russell, Oklahoma Faces and Voices of Recovery; Groups are listed as currently inactive if web sites would not open or repeated calls to listed numbers went unanswered. Regularly updated information on these groups can be obtained from www.facesandvoicesofrecovery.org.

It can be seen from Table 4 that the accessibility of specific recovery support groups varies widely from state to state and community to community. P-BRSS specialists can play important roles in stimulating the development of recovery support alternatives in their local communities and in encouraging the use of online recovery support for people who do not have access to or are not comfortable in mainstream meetings.

76 For a discussion of strategies to nurture the development of local recovery support groups, see: White, W. & Kurtz, E. (2006). Linking addiction treatment and communities of recovery: A primer for addiction counselors and recovery coaches. Pittsburgh, PA: IRETA/NeATTC.
Program Profile 1: Peer Group Facilitation Training (previously called “How to Start Your Own Self-help Group”)

Purpose: To enhance the abilities of peers in recovery to organize and facilitate recovery support groups and other recovery-related meetings (Started in 2007)

Service Elements: Two-day training design that includes 1) overview of Philadelphia behavioral health systems-transformation process, 2) methods of recovery support group development, 3) tips for meeting facilitation, 4) how to handle difficult situations.

Service Volume/Status: Since its inception, six trainings have been held, with more than 65 persons completing the training; a follow-up evaluation of the number of groups started by trainees as a result of the training is planned for 2009-2010.

Service Lessons: 1) An excellent gateway to other training and opportunities; 2) unanticipated benefit from personal network development via exchange of contact info between trainees; 3) Development of a learning community among training participants who have expertise in various aspects of group development and facilitation.

For More Information: Contact Seble Menkir at seble.menkir@phila.gov or 215-685-5498 or Ellen Faynberg at Ellen.Faynberg@phila.gov or 215-685-5463

INTERNET-BASED RECOVERY SUPPORT

Members of Alcoholics Anonymous began seeking out other AA members through USENET as early as 1983. Online AA communications increased throughout the 1980s and 1990s and now constitute a significant zone of growth in AA participation. Online recovery support groups sponsored by organizations other than AA began in the mid-1990s and have also grown exponentially. The Internet will be an increasingly important platform for recovery support in the future, and a day may arrive in the not-so-distant future when more people participate in online recovery support than in face-to-face meetings.

RECOVERY COMMUNITY SERVICE INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Communities of recovery have a long history of birthing service institutions to help people who needed more than could be provided within the framework of recovery support meetings. These service institutions date back to the founding of the first inebriate home in Boston (1857) and span a long line of support structures, including the rise of “AA homes and retreats,” information and referral centers, halfway houses, and early detoxification and treatment centers.

The recent growth of recovery community organizations (RCOs) marks a new development within the long history of recovery support. They are neither recovery mutual-aid societies nor professional treatment institutions. These new

---

77 Personal communication with Ellen Faynberg, November, 2008.
organizations reflect the political and cultural awakening of recovering people and their families.\textsuperscript{78}

RCOs support a wide variety of new recovery support institutions: recovery community centers, recovery homes, recovery colonies, recovery schools, recovery industries, recovery ministries/churches, recovery cafes, recovery-based sports teams, recovery book clubs, recovery-themed radio and television programming, and recovery-themed art (from recovery music to recovery murals). Several of these emerging institutions are profiled in Chapter Five. These recovery community-building activities constitute one of the forces pushing addiction treatment programs to become “recovery-oriented systems of care” and to wrap traditional clinical services within a larger and more time-extended umbrella of P-BRSS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Profile 2: PRO-ACT Philadelphia (Philadelphia, PA)\textsuperscript{79}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose:</strong> “engage, activate, educate, and support” individuals and families in recovery; provide resources that help individuals/families initiate/sustain recovery and enhance their quality of life in long-term service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Elements:</strong> 1) community education, 2) policy advocacy, 3) recovery support services, 4) recovery celebration/recreation, and 5) community service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Volume/Status:</strong> In all, 19,525 people were served in PRO-ACT activities this year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Lessons:</strong> Importance of 1) broad representation across religious, spiritual and secular communities of recovery; 2) sustaining participatory processes; 3) sustaining focus on recovery community-building; 4) managing initial resistance through respect for critics, persistence, enduring service, and leading by example; 5) developing a collaborative relationship with professional treatment agencies and allied service agencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For More Information:</strong> Contact Bev Haberle at <a href="mailto:bhaberle@bccadd.org">bhaberle@bccadd.org</a> or 215-262-5771</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RECOVERY SOCIAL CLUBS**

One of the most distinctive recovery community institutions is the recovery clubhouse. Recovery social clubs provide a haven of recovery fellowship and an outlet for sobriety-based leisure activities. The most notable of these clubs (many started by patients during their stay at treatment programs) have included the Ollapod Club (1868), the Drunkard’s Club (1871), the Godwin Association (1872), the Bi-Chloride of Gold Clubs (Keeley Leagues, 1891), the Jacoby Club (1910), and AA and other 12-Step Clubhouses (1940s-present). Until recently, recovery social clubs were restricted to 12-Step clubhouses; since


\textsuperscript{79} Personal communication with Bev Haberle, December, 2008.
early 2000, Recovery Community Centers that combine social club and recovery support service functions for people who embrace diverse recovery pathways are growing rapidly.

**Recovery Advocacy Organizations**

Individuals and family members in recovery have a rich modern history of founding recovery advocacy organizations. Particularly noteworthy is the work of the National Committee for Education on Alcoholism (1944)—the precursor to today’s National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence (NCADD), founded by Mrs. Marty Mann, “the first lady of Alcoholics Anonymous.” Recovering people played key leadership roles through NCADD that contributed to the rise of mid-twentieth century addiction treatment. They also played key roles in creating new treatment modalities that would be replicated widely across the United States, e.g., the Minnesota Model of alcoholism treatment (1948-1950) and the birth of ex-addict-directed therapeutic communities (1958).

Recovery advocacy organizations have included the Addicts’ Rights Organization (1970, Philadelphia); the Committee of Concerned Methadone Patients and Friends, Inc. (1973, New York City); Association of Former Drug Abusers for Prevention and Treatment (ADAPT, New York, 1979); the Society of Americans for Recovery (SOAR), founded by former Senator Harold Hughes (1990); Advocates for the Integration of Recovery and Methadone (1991); National Alliance of Methadone Advocates (1988); local chapters of the National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence that sought to recapture their public education and policy advocacy missions (late 1990s); and new grassroots recovery advocacy organizations (many of which received seed money from the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment’s Recovery Community Support Program, RCSP, 1998).

The Alliance Project grew out of the Johnson Institute’s Leadership Forum and set the stage for the 2001 Recovery Summit in St. Paul, Minnesota. At the Summit, Faces & Voices of Recovery was founded as a national infrastructure to launch a national educational and advocacy campaign. A directory of local recovery advocacy organizations can be found at www.facesandvoicesofrecovery.org. In 2003, the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment shifted the focus of its RCSP from recovery advocacy to peer-based recovery support services. (See later discussion.)

---

80Woods, J.S. (1992). Advocacy and making change: The voice of the consumer. In: J.H. Lowinson, P. Ruiz, R.B. Millman, and J.G. Langrod (Eds.), Substance Abuse: A Comprehensive Textbook (2nd Edition). Baltimore, MD: Williams and Wilkens, pp. 865-873; While other countries have witnessed some political organizations of active drug users (e.g., the founding of the Swedish Users Union in 2002, see Palm, 2006), no such group has formed in the United States whose primary interest is advocacy on behalf of harm reduction, treatment, or recovery-related issues. Palm, J. (2006). The consumer, the weak, the sick, the innocent: Constructions of “the user” by the Swedish Users Union. In J. Anker, V. Asmussen, & D. Tops, (Eds.), Drug users and spaces for legitimate action (NAD Monograph no. 49, pp. 159-182). Helsinki, Finland: Nordic Alcohol and Drug Council.
Program Profile 3: Recovery Walk 2008 (Philadelphia, PA)81

**Purpose:** To conduct a highly visible recovery celebration event that honors individuals and families in recovery and provides recovery-focused education to the wider community; to build and mobilize “constituency of consequence” to advocate pro-recovery social policies and programs.

**Service Elements:** 1) Recovery program speakers and march through Fairmount Park, 2) advocacy tent with voter registration, 3) recovery education tent, 4) honoring of more than 100 recovery leaders with more than ten years of sobriety, 4) exhibits by treatment and recovery support organizations, 5) clothing handout, 6) barbeque and music following program and march.

**Service Volume/Status:** 4,500+ participants, including representatives from federal, state, and city government.

**Outcomes:** 1) Offering “living proof” of larger recovery community constituency exerts significant influence on participants, political leaders, and the larger community; 2) recovery celebration events are enormously validating and a vehicle for expunging internalized stigma/shame related to addiction. The event also allowed for increased networking among providers and a springboard to collaboration on additional advocacy efforts.

**Lessons Learned:** 1) Meticulous planning is the key to success of such major public events, 2) recovery celebration paraphernalia (e.g., t-shirts, hats, etc.) are important devices for recovery community building across pathways of recovery.

**For More Information:** Contact Bev Haberle at bhaberle@bccadd.org or 215-262-5771

---

**RECOVERING PEOPLE WORKING IN NON-PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT ROLES IN ADDICTION TREATMENT**

People in recovery worked as managers and aids in early inebriate homes, and in a variety of roles in urban missions and religion-oriented inebriate colonies in the mid-nineteenth century. Whether or not they should be included in medically oriented inebriate asylums and private addiction cure institutes was a subject of considerable debate and controversy. In spite of such controversies, recovering people continued to serve in non-professional roles in addiction treatment. Sobered alcoholics (and later ex-addict paraprofessionals) worked as attendants, techs, and aides in state psychiatric hospitals through the early-mid twentieth century and then made up nearly the entire workforce within the alcoholism halfway house movement of the 1950s and 1960s.82

---

81 Personal communication with Bev Haberle, December 2008.
Recovering people then staffed a growing network of detox programs, residential treatment programs, and “social model” programs as volunteers, nursing aides, patient advocates, urinalysis monitors, clerical assistants, house managers, peer helpers, cooks, maintenance staff, drivers, outreach workers, and community educators. Recovering men such as David M., Warren T., and Earl S. pioneered programs in business and industry to counsel alcoholic employees—precursors to the employee assistance counselor and modern peer assistance programs for physicians, nurses, and other professionals.

There is a rich history of recovering people serving as volunteers in addiction treatment to support people in recovery. This volunteer service work was often an extension of the service ethic within recovery mutual-aid programs and was delivered either within the framework of such programs (for example, Twelfth-Step calls, sponsorship, and other service work in AA) or through the framework of a volunteer program sponsored by an addiction treatment organization. AA volunteer work in hospitals began in the 1930s and has continued to the present.

In 1970, the Lutheran General Hospital alcoholism treatment unit in suburban Chicago used more than 125 AA volunteers a month, including pairs of volunteers who were scheduled for all-night duty. Within a 30-day stay, patients were exposed to more than 60 recovering people from all walks of life. A similar program utilizing more than 60 AA volunteers flourished in Cleveland’s Cuyahoga County Hospitals. These volunteer programs were extolled for their positive effects on people undergoing treatment, and they often constituted the preparatory and recruiting grounds for addiction counselors. As drug problems rose in communities during the 1960s and early 1970s, young recovering addicts

---


were also used as drug educators in the schools and as volunteers to “talk down” individuals entering hospitals with adverse drug reactions.89

Volunteer programs linked to addiction treatment programs were extensive in the 1960s and 1970s.90 Recovering volunteers were prized for their skill at engaging and encouraging clients, their ability to serve as recovery role models, and their guidance in reducing the cultural, racial/ethnic, and class barriers that existed between clients and professional staff. Thirty-five percent of drug abuse programs surveyed during this period had 50 or more volunteers, and half of all volunteers in this period reported a desire to work in addiction treatment due to a personal or family addiction/recovery experience, with 16% explicitly identifying themselves as ex-addicts.91 Former volunteers constituted 18% of all treatment staff and one-third of all non-degreed counselors in 1977.92 In the late 1970s, financial resources to support volunteer programs were provided to local treatment programs in more than 27 states through the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism’s Volunteer Resource Development Program.

In spite of this support, the use of volunteers fell out of favor. This happened with the introduction of managed care and a shift in emphasis from inpatient to outpatient treatment in the 1980s and 1990s. At the same time, there was a move toward greater professionalization, regulation, and commercialization of addiction treatment that unfolded throughout the 1980s and 1990s.

In the 1960s and 1970s, volunteers were viewed as a panacea because they could address staff shortages. However, there were criticisms and concerns related to the time and costs involved in sustaining a volunteer program, the limited functions volunteers could perform, and problems related to reliability and poor management of relationship boundaries with clients.93 In the transition to a professional addiction treatment workforce, recovering alcoholics and addicts often were employed or volunteered to serve as “patient instructors” of


physicians, nurses, and other traditional helping professionals.\textsuperscript{94} Ironically, services that were provided by recovering volunteers in the early history of addiction treatment, e.g., serving as a “personal aid” to clients, “socializing with clients,” and helping educate professionals about recovery, are now being revived in the “new” push for P-BRSS.

Soon we will address the role of the addiction counselor—a role that moved from a “paraprofessional” to professional status between 1965 and 1985—but it is noteworthy that many recovering people continued in non-clinical support roles throughout the modern history of addiction treatment. The formal advocacy for expanded recovery support roles in the growth of P-BRSS constitutes a long-overdue recognition of the importance of these roles and a refocusing on the function of non-clinical recovery support. The P-BRSS initiative is also leading to a revitalization or rebirth of recovery volunteer activities through alumni associations, recovery advisory councils, consumer councils, and formal volunteer programs.

**RECOVERING PEOPLE WORKING IN PROFESSIONAL ROLES IN ADDICTION TREATMENT**

Recovering physicians were among the earliest recovering people to fill professional roles in addiction treatment institutions. The Keeley Institutes, the largest of the nineteenth-century addiction cure institute franchises, hired more than 130 recovering physicians—most Keeley graduates—to administer their Bi-Chloride of Gold Cure.\textsuperscript{95} Dr. T.D. Crothers, representing the mainstream inebriate asylums, strenuously rejected this practice, as evidenced by the following excerpt from his 1897 editorial in *The Journal of Inebriety*:

\textit{It is confidently asserted that a personal experience as an inebriate gives a special knowledge and fitness for the study and treatment of this malady. While a large number of inebriates who have been restored engage in the work of curing others suffering from the same trouble, no one ever succeeds for any length of time or attains any eminence….Physicians and others who, after being cured, enter upon the work of curing others in asylums and homes, are found to be incompetent by reason of organic deficits of the higher mentality….The strain of treating persons who are afflicted with the same malady from which they formerly suffered is invariably followed by relapse, if they continue in the...}


work any length of time…Every reformed man as a rule will relapse, particularly if he follows the business of curing others.  

A “lay therapy” movement began in the early twentieth century through the work of a clinic, established by the Emmanuel Church in Boston, that combined religion, psychology, and medicine in the treatment of nervous and mental disorders. The clinic quickly developed a specialty in the treatment of alcoholism and used trained recovering alcoholics as lay psychotherapists. Noted lay alcoholism therapists such as Courtenay Baylor, Francis Chambers, and Richard Peabody pioneered this role. Lay therapists worked within newly formed outpatient alcoholism clinics of the 1940s, and recovering AA members—Pat. C., Lynn C., Otto Z., Lon J., Fred E., and Mel B.—defined the first formal Counselor on Alcoholism positions within the emerging “Minnesota Model” at Pioneer House, Hazelden, and Willmar State Hospital. AA members who were physicians, nurses, and psychologists also began to fill service roles in newly opening alcoholism units in hospitals. Recovering alcoholics also pioneered non-AA-oriented treatment and recovery philosophies during the mid-twentieth century.

Recovering alcoholics and addicts were recruited heavily to fill helping roles in the new treatment programs of the 1960s. They filled roles in programs funded under federal anti-poverty, mental health, traffic safety, and industrial alcoholism initiatives, as well as within alcoholism clinics funded by state alcoholism authorities. The popularization of the recovering paraprofessional “alcoholism counselor” and the “ex-addict counselor” occurred in tandem with interest in the potential of paraprofessionals in other fields, such as education, law, mental health, public health, and criminal justice. The mix of professionals and paraprofessionals in the alcoholism field of the 1960s triggered intense debate over the question, “Who is qualified to treat the alcoholic?” —a debate we will discuss in depth shortly.

---


The use of people in recovery in paid or volunteer roles was not always initiated out of the best intentions. Jim McInerney explains:

*There are treatment programs that give lip service only to the prudence of employing AA member-alcoholism counselors. Prior to the days of greater enlightenment this was an appeasement tactic used to keep the AA community happy: this was true particularly in cases where the AA community happened to be a major source of referrals for the facility in question.*

The use of recovering alcoholics and ex-addicts in new addiction treatment programs began as a necessity (given the lack of trained professionals willing to work in these settings), but rapidly became a fad.

*It now appears that the ex-addict or “indigenous leader” has become vogue. The demands for ex-addicts to participate in treatment programs are becoming so numerous that the extent of an ex-addict’s training and self-help experience is being overlooked. The demand is not for skilled, qualified manpower, but for the label “ex-addict.” Thus anyone who once stuck a needle in his arm is coming to be regarded as possessing curative powers, or magic. The only requirement he must fill is that he no longer uses drugs.*

Ex-addicts of varying levels of commitment and competence filled service roles in newly created drug abuse programs. Rhodes and White describe the earliest efforts in Illinois to bring ex-addicts into helping roles in the 1960s.

*Each day, after the closing of the clinic, about 75% of the staff remained in the area to cop drugs from the addicts in treatment…With the exception of “Moses,” there was total disrespect for the ex-addict staff. The street reputation of the majority of the staff carried over into the clinic and was not conducive to making positive changes in the client’s lifestyle…[It was quite some time before] the role model concept was widely accepted and there was a core group of ex-addicts who were abstinent and “really taking care of business.”*

Rhodes and White go on to describe the closed world of the ex-addict counselor during these early days.

---


104 Rhodes, C. & White, C., with Kohler, M.F. (1974). The role of the so-called paraprofessional in the six years of IDAP. In E. Senay, V. Shorty, & H. Alksne (Eds.), *Developments in the field of drug abuse* (pp. 1051-1066). Cambridge, MA: Schenkman, quote from pages 1052, 1054.
...we have created a new society composed totally of ex-addicts....Our whole lives have become treatment oriented. Instead of re-entering the "normal" society, we have created an "ex-drug abuser" society. In fact, we have found that ex-addicts are still not accepted by society. This is recognized in our attempts to secure jobs, utilize facilities such as community recreational institutions and even some hospitals still look down on the ex-addict. This has caused ex-addicts to look to each other for social support, thus creating this sub-culture...ex-addicts are, in fact, an untouchable caste to most segments of society, whether abstinent or not.105

As federal funds were channeled through states and local communities in the early 1970s, there was tremendous pressure to professionalize the roles of "alcoholism counselor" and "drug abuse counselor" via credentialing, certification, and licensure.106 This triggered new addiction studies programs in colleges, universities, and private training institutes. Also noteworthy were efforts to organize the growing legion of recovered alcoholic and ex-addict counselors through professional counselor associations—most notably the National Addiction Services Guild (1971) and the National Association of Alcoholism Counselors and Trainers (1972).107

New funding for addiction treatment services also brought an influx of professionals into the emerging alcoholism field and drug abuse field. This created competition and conflict that split along multiple lines: recovered versus non-recovered, non-degreed versus degreed, black and brown versus white, non-privileged versus privileged.108 Some recovering people in the field felt that ex-addicts were being colonized.


107 In contrast to other countries, there have been few efforts in the United States to organize active drug users or clients in treatment as a political force; in contrast, see Palm, J. (2006). The consumer, the weak, the sick, the innocent: Constructions of “the user” by the Swedish Users Union. In J. Anker, V. Asmussen, & D. Tops (Eds.), Drug users and spaces for legitimate action (NAD Monograph no. 49, pp. 159-182). Helsinki, Finland: Nordic Alcohol and Drug Council.

…the ex-addict “paraprofessionals” are in an insecure position, limited in mobility, and living within a sophisticated but exploitative relationship with professional staff.\textsuperscript{109}

Some professionals entering the field during the early 1970s were very critical of paraprofessional staff. A 1972 article penned by a psychologist and physician suggested that ex-addicts were characterologically unsuited for the work of counseling; were prone to subjectivity, rigidity, and over-identification with the drug culture; and were simply trading dependency on drugs for lifelong dependency on a treatment institution.\textsuperscript{110} They concluded:

\textit{It is our suggestion that the failure of current programs may be due, in part, to the misuse of ex-addict counselors as drug treatment personnel.}\textsuperscript{111}

The titles “paraprofessional” and “subprofessional” conveyed some of the disdain with which recovering counselors were regarded.\textsuperscript{112} The few career ladders that existed for early paraprofessionals in recovery suggested that their ultimate value would come only by abandoning their experiential roots and seeking further academic education and professional training.

Rivalries and conflicts within treatment programs increased as people with such varied backgrounds sought to find their niche.\textsuperscript{113} Chappel, Charnett, and Norris suggested three factors that contributed to poor teamwork between paraprofessional ex-addicts and professionals: 1) the implied stigma in such professional labels as paraprofessional, ex-addict, recovered drug user, and non-degreed counselor; 2) struggles over status, power, and money; and 3) differences in philosophy and approaches to counseling.\textsuperscript{114} Intra-program conflicts were often rooted in stereotypes, feelings of inadequacy, and the emotional stress inherent in addiction counseling among both groups of workers. They were also rooted in objective conditions visible to anyone working within

\textsuperscript{109} Rhodes, C. & White, C., with Kohler, M.F. (1974). The role of the so-called paraprofessional in the six years of IDAP. In E. Senay, V. Shorty, & H. Alksne (Eds.), \textit{Developments in the field of drug abuse} (pp. 1051-1066). Cambridge, MA: Schenkman.


these environments: ex-addicts performed the same duties as professionals but worked longer hours and received far less than the wages professionals were paid. The issue of disproportionate pay for people in recovery has pervaded the modern history of addiction treatment and continues today.\textsuperscript{115}

In 1974, David Deitch, an early pioneer within the therapeutic community movement, reflected on the state of the treatment field and the future of the ex-addict counselor.

\textit{There is no question that we are at the end of the beginning. Nor is there a question that, without adequate training, many of those who participated in making the beginning, will fade away in the end.}\textsuperscript{116}

As the 1970s gave way to the 1980s, pressure built for recovering people working as addiction counselors to become certified, which in many states meant pursuing a college education. Studies from the early 1970s found that 70\% of ex-addict counselors did not have a high school diploma or GED.\textsuperscript{117} As Deitch predicted, many among the first generation of recovering counselors did not make the transition to a professionalized field of addiction counseling. As that transition progressed, terms like “paraprofessional” became less tenable and were dropped from the field’s lexicon.\textsuperscript{118} However, people in recovery without college degrees did continue to be hired as outreach workers, case managers, peer educators, recovery coaches, and research assistants in the addictions field and in addiction-related projects sponsored by mental health and child welfare agencies, AIDS service organizations, and religious organizations (1980s-present).

The percentage of American addiction counselors with recovery experience and the range of peer recovery support services in addiction treatment declined in recent decades. (See later discussion.) This decline occurred in tandem with the professionalization of the field and with a fee-for-service system that no longer paid for community education, outreach, crisis intervention, case coordination meetings, home visits to families, vocational/employment counseling, aftercare, or volunteer recruitment and training. This trend may be reversing itself due to growing interest in peer

\begin{thebibliography}{118}
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recovery support programs. The recovery coach role, in particular, is spreading within addiction treatment and through special addiction-related service projects in allied fields (public health, public welfare, child welfare, and criminal justice). The use of recovering people within faith-based recovery ministries has also grown in tandem with new federal funding for faith-based recovery support services through the Access to Recovery (ATR) program. (See later discussion.)

All the recovery support roles filled by recovering people rested on a belief that recovery brought a depth of “experience, strength, and hope” that could be mobilized to help others seeking recovery. That people in recovery could offer a special level of empathy and respect is a foundational concept in the history of P-BRSS. (We will review the scientific status of that proposition later in this monograph.)

*The drunkard is now regarded in a new light by the Washingtonians. Instead of being considered a cruel monster—a loathsome brute—an object of ridicule, contempt and indignation, as formerly, we are now taught to look upon his as a brother...as a slave to appetite, and debased by passion—yet still as a man, our own brother.*

119 A Member of the Society. (1842). *The foundation, progress and principles of the Washingtonian Temperance Society of Baltimore, and the influence it has had on the temperance movements in the United States.* Baltimore: John D. Toy.


It is important to understand how the role of addiction counselor changed through efforts to professionalize this role. The “paraprofessional” era that spanned temperance missionaries, early twentieth-century lay therapists, and the paraprofessional counselors of the mid-twentieth century had many distinguishing elements that dissipated over the past three decades through the professionalization of the addiction counselor role.

Table 5 illustrates this author’s views on some of the key transitions that distinguish the “paraprofessional” counseling (services provided primarily by people in recovery) era from era of professionalized addiction counseling (services provided primarily by degreed professionals—including recovering people who pursued advanced education and training). Like the differences and vulnerabilities laid out in Table 1, the paraprofessional and professional paradigms represent opposite ends of a continuum, with actual characteristics and practices in both eras existing along that continuum. (For further discussion of real and perceived differences between recovering and non-recovering addiction treatment staff, see Chapter 6, “Scientific Evaluation of Peer-based Services.”)
Table 5: Paradigms of “Paraprofessional” and Professional Addiction Counseling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Paraprofessional Counseling Era</th>
<th>Professional Counseling Era</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Credential</td>
<td>Length and quality of personal sobriety (active program of recovery maintenance); history of service work in recovery community; passion for working with alcoholics/addicts; apprenticeship under recovery elders.</td>
<td>Pre-service college education, training, certification, and past professional experience; learning via professional training and professional supervision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundational Knowledge</td>
<td>Experience-based knowledge of recovery and recovery community; knowledge of the individual/family highly valued.</td>
<td>Theory- and science-based knowledge of addiction; written treatment protocols; emphasis on adherence to evidence-based practices; knowledge about addiction and execution of clinical techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role Definition</td>
<td>Role ambiguously defined; generalist: performed variety of tasks and worked with all clients; clear expectation to be a recovery role model.</td>
<td>Core counselor functions defined; frequent role specialization by level of care, modality, activity, and client populations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill Emphasis</td>
<td>Client engagement; focus on verbal communication and encouragement.</td>
<td>Client engagement; focus on conceptual (e.g., diagnosis, treatment planning) and writing skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>Emphasis on self-diagnosis by the client, or on diagnosis based on the paraprofessional’s own experience.</td>
<td>Emphasis on knowledge of DSM diagnoses and patient placement criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status of Service Recipient</td>
<td>Member of organizational family and/or recovery community—a “friend,” “brother,” “sister.”121</td>
<td>A “patient” or “client.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of Power Differential</td>
<td>Minimal power differential; stance of staff toward most clinically deteriorated client: “There but for the Grace of God go I.”</td>
<td>Great power differential between counselor and client; professional counselor seen as expert.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style of Helping Interaction</td>
<td>Informal, open, and spontaneous.</td>
<td>More formal, personally guarded, and strategic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Paraprofessional Counseling Era</th>
<th>Professional Counseling Era</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching Style</strong></td>
<td>Ranged from discussion Model (truth lies in the exploration of collective experience) to personal narrative (truth based in part on the helper’s experience).</td>
<td>Didactic Model: Truth lies in the conveyance of scientific findings to clients by professional authorities through one-on-one persuasion, lectures, videos, and assigned readings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Counselor Self-disclosure</strong></td>
<td>Accessible and vulnerable; self-disclosure and storytelling an essential part of the art of counseling.</td>
<td>Hidden and protected; self-disclosure discouraged as unprofessional and a potential breach of ethics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Companionship</strong></td>
<td>Perceived as a critical need in recovery and a legitimate form of recovery support provided by the counselor.</td>
<td>Companionship between counselor and client perceived as a breach of professional ethics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length of Service Relationship</strong></td>
<td>Measured in months/years.</td>
<td>Measured in days/sessions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus of Counseling Work</strong></td>
<td>Focus on character and context: Helping client get out of self—connecting with pro-recovery resources and relationships beyond the self; focus on doing (accountability for working an active recovery program).</td>
<td>Focus on the “clinical”: helping the client get into self—exploring painful developmental issues thought to cause addiction or impede the recovery process; greater focus on feeling (expiation of pain) and thinking (insight).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethical Guidelines</strong></td>
<td>Folklore; group conscience; ethical landmines hidden; ethical breaches common.</td>
<td>Ethical codes clearly defined; heightened level of ethical sensitivity; preoccupation with management of appropriate boundaries in service relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Documentation</strong></td>
<td>Non-existent to minimal; nearly all time spent interacting with clients; emphasis on counselor’s communication and relationship skills.</td>
<td>Burdensome and ever-increasing; decreasing amounts of time available to interact with clients; great emphasis on writing/recording skills.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that many of the core characteristics of the helping relationship in addiction treatment changed through counselor professionalization and the broader evolution of addiction treatment as a cultural institution. The point is not to label these changes in categories of “good” or “bad” but to note

---

historically that many aspects of the “paraprofessional” era are now being revived through P-BRSS specialty roles.

**CURRENT RECOVERY COACHING PRACTICES IN THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS**

Recovery coaching—experience-based guidance through the transition from recovery initiation to recovery maintenance—is offered through four different organizational venues: 1) self-supported or publicly-funded recovery community organizations, 2) publicly funded addiction treatment programs or allied service organizations, 3) private addiction treatment programs, and 4) private organizations that once specialized in conducting pre-treatment interventions on a fee basis and are now expanding their services to include post-treatment monitoring and support.

Examples of recovery community organizations (RCOs) providing recovery coaching services include three organizations whose early funding came from the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment’s Recovery Community Support Program. The El Paso Recovery Alliance is currently contracted with the state of Texas to conduct six months of recovery coaching for clients discharged from residential addiction treatment at a rate of $25 per recovery coaching session.¹²³

The Association of Persons Affected by Addiction in Dallas, Texas is contracted through Value Options to provide group-based and individual recovery coaching for eight weeks following discharge from addiction treatment. Coaching services may be re-authorized for an additional eight weeks. The cost is $15 per 15-minute unit of individual recovery coaching and $27 per person per hour for group recovery coaching.¹²⁴

The Connecticut Community of Addiction Recovery (CCAR) is contracted by the State of Connecticut to provide telephone-based recovery coaching to 2,500 individuals for 12 weeks following their discharge from addiction treatment. They are contracted at a rate of $108 per person for this service.¹²⁵ Many RCOs extend recovery coaching services far beyond the period for which they are being paid. For example, CCAR has been providing recovery coaching to some people for more than 150 weeks—far beyond the 12 weeks for which they are contracted. RCOs are using a mix of paid staffing models and volunteer models of providing recovery coaching services. These efforts in the public sector are triggering calls for regulations governing recovery coaching and the certification of recovery coaches.

¹²³ Personal communication with Ben Bass, September, 2008.
¹²⁴ Personal communication with Joe Powell, September, 2008.
¹²⁵ Personal communication with Phil Valentine, September 2008
Program Profile 4: Telephone Recovery Support (Hartford, CT)
Connecticut Community of Addiction Recovery

Purpose: 1) to call a person in recovery once a week to “check in” and help the person maintain recovery, 2) to intervene early to re-stabilize recovery following lapse/relapse episodes.

Service Elements: After signing a consent form provided by either a treatment provider or a sober house, or at a local recovery community center, the person is called once a week for at least 12 weeks by a trained volunteer, who provides recovery coaching. The calls are made from local recovery community centers. Telephone support started out in Connecticut in 2005, with volunteers from CCAR’s Willimantic Recovery Community Center calling 22 persons in recovery to offer support. Today, telephone support is being provided to 371 individuals on a weekly basis from all four Recovery Community Centers.

Survey Outcomes: 1) During the lifetime of the program (2005-present), volunteers have placed more than 36,131 calls to 1,803 unduplicated “recoverees.” 2) Of those calls, volunteers were able to make contact 12,129 times (33.6% of the time). 3) Of those reached, 96.4% reported that they had used other supports for their recovery, and 96.7% reported being “in recovery.” 3) 2.6% of those contacted reported having relapsed, and, of those, 59.4% were able to be helped back into recovery.

Service Lessons: 1) Volunteers report that they get more out of making the calls than do those receiving the calls. 2) Volunteers do not have to be in recovery to make the calls. The fact that the call comes from someone who cares about how the recovery process is going is enough to make it helpful. 3) A simple program can generate phenomenal results.

For More Information: Contact Kevin Hauschulz at kevin@ccar.us or 860-218-9531

Telephone-based recovery services hold great promise for individuals and families as an independent service or as an adjunct to addiction treatment. Given the growth of a youth-based “text culture,” it is surprising that there are so few reports of text massaging being investigated as a medium of recovery support service delivery for adolescents.

In the public sector, programs are offering a range of recovery coaching services that include pre-treatment outreach, in-treatment case management, and post-treatment monitoring and support.126

---

Program Profile 5: New Pathways Project (Philadelphia, PA)

( Assertive Street and Community Outreach)

**Purpose:** Reaching the unreachable—those whose pain is so deep and so profound, and whose lives are so chaotic, that triggering hope for recovery takes assertive and sustained involvement; reducing the risk of HIV infection/transmission among minority men and women by facilitating access to addiction treatment and supportive social services.

**Service Elements:** Street outreach in areas of high drug activity and outreach in key institutions (including housing shelters, church-based meal programs, community corrections facilities, halfway houses and recovery homes, health fairs, advocacy groups) provided by staff and peer volunteers (Pathfinders); case management; pre-treatment counseling to enhance treatment readiness; pre- and post-treatment educational/support group meetings; Consumer Advisory Council.

**Service Volume/Status:** 15,000+ outreach/educational contacts; focused case management and pre-treatment counseling with 200+ adult men and women per year.

**Service Outcomes:** Preliminary outcomes for 128 clients reveal reduction in binge drinking in past 30 days from 53% to 19%; reduction in drug use in past 30 days from 100% to 37%; 44% of clients entered treatment—40% of these for first time; HIV testing in prior six months rose from 32% to 70%; HIV+ clients receiving medical care for HIV rose from 44% to 100%.

**Service Lessons:** People who would not otherwise seek addiction treatment can be engaged through assertive outreach, case management, and recovery coaching. People can recover under the most extreme and adverse conditions.

**For More Information:** Contact Eugenia Argires (eargires@phmc.org)

Recovery coaching in the private addiction treatment sector is typified by two well known treatment institutions.

Since 1996, the Betty Ford Center has provided a post-treatment, telephone-based Focused Continuing Care (FCC) program to treatment graduates. The FCC program entails meeting with the recovery coach during primary treatment, being oriented to FCC, signing a contract for participation in FCC, and participating twice a month in monitoring/support calls for the first three months and one call per month for up to one year.

Hazelden has launched MORE (My Ongoing Recovery Experience)—a continuing care service that includes educational materials, workshops and retreats, a personal recovery coach who provides monitoring and support for the

---


first three months after treatment, and web-based recovery education and recovery check-ups. Like the Betty Ford Center, Hazelden’s enhanced continuing care services are provided to all patients completing primary treatment, and the cost for these continuing care sessions is usually built into the basic charge for inpatient services.129

The most cursory search of the Internet reveals an array of private, fee-based recovery coaching services. The early impetus of these services came from private practitioners who began offering “back-end” monitoring, case management, and recovery coaching to supplement their “front-end” intervention services. Most began this extension of services as part of professional assistance programs for pilots, physicians, nurses, pharmacists, and attorneys and then extended these monitoring and support services to clients not in such professional roles. Some of the more prominent of those offering private recovery coaching include Intervention 911; Intervention 180; Southworth and Associates; and Recovery Support Services, LCC. There is even an association of recovery coaches—Recovery Coaches International, founded in 2005.

Private recovery coaches—also referred to as sober coaches, sober mentors, recovery companions, personal recovery assistants, and sober escorts—offer a wide menu of recovery support services, including:

- sober escort/transport to and from a treatment center;
- in-home meetings;
- live-in recovery support;
- telephone- or Internet-based recovery coaching;
- oversight of drug testing;
- linkage to recovery support meetings (arranging sponsorship, transportation to meetings, co-attendance at meetings, facilitation of virtual recovery groups, facilitation of daily readings, and step work);
- sober companionship;
- meetings with families; and
- guidance on daily journaling, leisure activities, and daily nutrition.

Private recovery coaches generally offer bundled service packages that reflect different levels of monitoring and support intensity. These can range from weekly progress reports on recovery activities faxed to the coach, with monitoring and follow-up if no fax is received, to more enhanced packages involving regular visits or calls to review the client’s status, supervision of random urine screens, meetings with family members and co-workers, active referral to needed resources, ongoing case management, and extended time periods for monitoring. These packages can range from $1,000-$6,000 per year for basic services and up to $10,000 per year for enhanced monitoring options (plus the cost of drug testing) and such ancillary service roles as those of sober escort to and from treatment or live-in recovery coach. It is common for private services to split the monitoring and active recovery coaching functions between different contractors.

The extent to which private fee-for-service recovery coaching constitutes P-BRSS is open to question, as it is unclear the percentage of recovery coaches who are in personal recovery and who use a peer-based versus professional philosophy to guide service delivery. Surveys comparing private sector and public sector addiction treatment programs note that staff members in the private sector have higher levels of education, but recovery representation has not been reported in these studies.\textsuperscript{130} Recovery coaching, like addiction counseling before it, is being promoted as a “new profession,” with recovery coach training and certification programs advertised at fees exceeding $3,000.\textsuperscript{131}

The ideal length of monitoring and support advocated by recovery coaches whom the author has interviewed is usually identified as five years. This is based on the length of the early professional monitoring model, but nearly everyone interviewed reported average lengths of monitoring of less than one year—a function of limited time periods of reimbursement for monitoring services by third-party payors and difficulty sustaining clients through the monitoring and support process.

In the next chapter, we will discuss the key theories and principles that guide the design and delivery of P-BRSS.


\textsuperscript{131} Crossroads Coaching advertised Recovery Coaching Certification Program of six modules offered at a fee of $3,100.
Chapter Three

The Theoretical Foundations of Peer-Based Recovery Support

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS

- Some people who survive a life-altering disorder or experience develop special sensitivities, insights, and skills to help others similarly afflicted.
- The zeal recovering people bring to helping others reflects a deep sense of purpose and destiny, as well as a means of making amends for past addiction-related harm to others.
- Addiction counseling and peer recovery support rest on two overlapping, but potentially conflicting, traditions of authority: professional knowledge, and experiential knowledge.
- The course and outcome of chronic illnesses are profoundly influenced by the peer support available to individuals and families who experience such illnesses.
- Exposure to the personal stories and lives of people in recovery can serve as a catalyst of personal transformation for people suffering from severe AOD problems.
- Peer recovery support helps to remedy the inequality of power/authority, perceived invasiveness, role passivity, cost, inconvenience, and social stigma associated with professional help for severe AOD problems.
- Peer helping is reciprocally beneficial: the helper and helpee both draw value from helping exchanges.
- In historically oppressed communities, hope for individuals and families is best framed within a broader vision of hope for a people, e.g., attaining social justice; addressing disparities in health, stigma, and discrimination; and widening doorways of community participation and contribution for all people.
- Understanding the ecology of recovery is key to the design of effective P-BRSS in all communities.
- P-BRSS provide experience-grounded guidance in the journey from cultures of addiction to cultures of recovery.
- As peer-based recovery support movements develop, they face twin risks: 1) anti-professionalism, “incestuous closure,” and implosion; and 2) loss of mission via the forces of professionalization, bureaucratization, and commercialization.
- All peer-based recovery support services rest on the primacy of personal recovery.
P-BRSS constitute a mechanism of long-term recovery support that can enhance recovery outcomes at costs far less than those of services provided through sustained professional care.

A number of academic disciplines have set forth theories about the active ingredients of mutual peer support. Magura and colleagues’ review of these theories is outlined in Table 6.

**Table 6: Academic Theories on Mutual Peer Assistance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical Framework</th>
<th>Proposed Active Ingredient of Mutual Helping</th>
<th>Psychological/Social Process</th>
<th>Proponent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Psychology</td>
<td>Commitment to Change</td>
<td>Helping others strengthens one’s own commitment to change and anchors key ideas and activities that support change.</td>
<td>Reissman, 1965&lt;sup&gt;132&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Psychotherapy</td>
<td>Altruism</td>
<td>Helping others serves as a personal antidote to self-absorption.</td>
<td>Yalom, 1985&lt;sup&gt;133&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Learning Theory</td>
<td>Enactive Attainment</td>
<td>Helping others spurs personal change by enhancing the self-efficacy and self-esteem of the helper.</td>
<td>Bandura, 1995&lt;sup&gt;134&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Consistency Theory</td>
<td>Resolution of Ambivalence</td>
<td>Helping others forces resolution of one’s own ambivalence about changing.</td>
<td>Petri, 1996&lt;sup&gt;135&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Psychology</td>
<td>Alteration of Personal Identity</td>
<td>Helping others strengthens one’s own identity as a changed person.</td>
<td>Kaplan, 1996&lt;sup&gt;136&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-BRS does not begin with theory-building and scientific testing. It emerges from the collective experience of communities of recovering people. There are, however, certain ideas and principles that one consistently hears from those delivering and receiving P-BRS. The purpose of this chapter is to summarize briefly the core ideas upon which peer recovery support services have been and are being constructed. The question of the extent to which these

---

propositions are supported by scientific studies will be addressed in chapters four through seven.

“**NOTHING ABOUT US WITHOUT US**”

The essence of empowerment is the ability of people to participate in decisions that affect their lives and to join together with others in similar circumstances to advocate on issues of common concern. Peer recovery support is an expression of such empowerment. P-BRS rests on the proposition that recovering people have a right to be involved in and serve in leadership positions in the planning, design, delivery, and evaluation of addiction treatment and recovery support services. P-BRS is a testimony that recovering people can be part of the solution to AOD problems at personal, family, community and cultural levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Profile 6: Recovery Advisory Committee (RAC, Philadelphia, PA)¹³⁷</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose:</strong> To provide a vehicle through which recovering individuals and their families can provide input into recovery-focused behavioral health systems-transformation efforts in the City of Philadelphia. (Established May, 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Elements:</strong> 1) RAC member recruitment; 2) Regular RAC meetings; 3) RAC policy statement and recommendations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Outcomes:</strong> 1) Development of recovery definition and core recovery values; 2) refinement of recovery vision to guide behavioral health systems transformation; 3) input into system-change priorities; 4) planning peer leadership development initiatives; 5) currently evaluating outcomes of RAC’s first three years of operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Lessons:</strong> 1) Importance of broad representation of communities of recovery; 2) importance of balance between individuals and family members in recovery; 3) importance of authenticity of recovery representation, e.g., representatives who are not also professional stakeholders in the system; 4) value of preparing recovery representatives in ways of participating with professionals; and 5) value of outside facilitation to ensure active and full participation by everyone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For More Information:** Contact Joan King at jking@netreach.net or 215-721-7409

¹³⁷ Personal communication with Joan King, November, 2008.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Profile 7: Recovery Foundations Training (Philadelphia, PA)\footnote{138}</th>
<th>Program Profile 8: Peer Leadership Academy (PLA, Philadelphia, PA)\footnote{139}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose:</strong> To increase participants’ understanding of recovery from behavioral health disorders. The training is available to staff of the Department of Behavioral Health/Mental Retardation Services, persons in recovery, family members, community-based service providers, and members of the larger community.</td>
<td><strong>Purpose:</strong> To train individuals and family members in recovery to assume leadership roles in Philadelphia’s recovery-focused systems-transformation process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Elements:</strong> A 2-day training program that provides: 1) an overview of recovery principles, 2) key elements of recovery oriented care, and 3) application of recovery concept to each participant's service/support role.</td>
<td><strong>Service Elements:</strong> The 26-week training program contains such modules as Listening in Leadership, Identity and Diversity, Negotiating Paradigms and Terms, The Win/Win Strategy, Building Relationships, Resolving Conflicts, The Interpersonal Dimension of Leadership, Analyzing Current Reality; Mental Models Toward Current Reality, Systems Thinking, Strengths Theory and Team Building, Shared Vision, Team Learning, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Volume/Status:</strong> As of November, 2008, 64 Recovery Foundations Training sessions have been conducted for more than 1,600 participants.</td>
<td><strong>Service Volume/Status:</strong> Effort spans recovery from addiction, mental illness and co-occurring disorders; 60 recovering people have been trained by four faculty members; college credits are provided for completion of training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Outcomes:</strong> 1) Provided concrete examples of what individual/family recovery looks like and how it can be supported, 2) enhanced relationship building between individuals/families in recovery and multiple service providers, 3) forged a common language related to recovery and recovery support services, 4) created a recovery-focused learning community, and 5) affirmed hope for long-term recovery.</td>
<td><strong>Service Lessons:</strong> 1) 2-day format was an obstacle to participation for some constituencies; alternative formats could be utilized; 2) wonderful vehicle for relationship building and mutual learning between professional and recovery communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>For More Information:</strong> Contact Michelle Khan <a href="mailto:Michelle.Khan@phila.gov">Michelle.Khan@phila.gov</a> or at 215-685-4768.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\footnote{138}{Personal communication with Michelle Khan, November, 2008}
\footnote{139}{Personal communication with Bev Haberle, December, 2008}
### Peer Leadership Academy (Continued)

**Service Outcomes:** Survey of graduates revealed a total of 740 hours of voluntary community service in past nine months—a 40% increase over pre-training levels; graduates reported a total of 40 community presentations made since completion of training.

**Service Lessons:** 1) Increase in volunteer hours seems to be related to increased self-confidence of graduates; 2) PLA has provided a pool of effective volunteers to serve on key recovery advisory committees in Philadelphia; 3) quality of committee participation has increased in tandem with volunteers’ skills, confidence, and assertiveness; 4) having volunteers intern with committees provides great preparation for full membership on committees; 5) positive feelings of graduates toward the PLA is now the primary recruitment vehicle for new recruits.

*For More Information:* Contact Bev Haberle at bhaberle@bccadd.org or 215-262-5771

### Program Profile 9: A New Day: A Celebration of Recovery (Philadelphia, PA)

**Purpose:** Conduct a one-day conference planned, organized, delivered, and evaluated by people in recovery for people in recovery; celebrate the growing role of the peer recovery culture in the transformation of Philadelphia’s behavioral health care system.

**Service Elements:** 1) 16 focus groups held throughout the city to determine desired conference agenda; 2) people in recovery serving as facilitators and presenters; 3) national keynote speakers (John Lucas and Vince Papale); 4) ten concurrent workshops on such topics as wellness, advocacy, housing opportunities, storytelling, family support, leadership training, and cultural competency; 5) formal lunch; 6) Recovery Champion awards to individuals and community-based organizations; 7) recovery talent show/exhibit (arts, crafts, music, dance); and 8) a recovery celebration dance.

**Service Volume/Status:** 1,000 participants, with many turned away due to space limitations.

**Service Outcomes:** 1) Wonderful means of celebrating and elevating importance of peer culture in systems-transformation processes; 2) followed up with Valuing the Village Conference held in November, 2008, focusing on health disparities.

**Service Lessons:** Following were critical to conference success: 1) stakeholder inclusiveness in planning group, 2) focus groups to generate interest and focus of conference content, 3) recovery volunteers who helped manage the event.

*For More Information:* Contact Jennifer Dorwart at JDorwart@pmhcc.org or 267-825-6861

### THE WOUNDED HEALER TRADITION

People who have survived a life-altering disorder or experience may develop special sensitivities, insights, and skills to help others in similar circumstances.
The term [wounded healer] refers to a person whose personal experience of illness and/or trauma has left lingering effects on him—in the form of lessons learned that later served him in ministering to other sufferers, or in the form of symptoms or characteristics that usefully influenced his therapeutic endeavors.\textsuperscript{140}

The idea and value of the “wounded healer” has deep roots in religion, from beliefs that the shaman’s healing powers emanate from his or her own emotional/spiritual death and rebirth to the Christian view of Jesus as the “suffering servant.” The wounded healer tradition is also embedded within the history of medicine and psychiatry. Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung suggested that the psychotherapist must deeply understand his or her own wounds to heal others effectively.\textsuperscript{141} The source of healing for wounded healers is not based on what they have been taught, but on who they are as people and the resources they can draw from within themselves and their communities.\textsuperscript{142}

But in the context of P-BRSS, must these inner resources include recovery from addiction? In his history of Alcoholics Anonymous, historian Ernest Kurtz noted the many non-alcoholics who had played important roles in the history of AA—Dr. Silkworth, Sister Ignatia, Sam Shoemaker, Willard Richardson, Frank Amos, Dr. Harry Tiebout, and Father Ed Dowling, to name only a few. Here is how Kurtz described these individuals.

\begin{quote}
They were not alcoholic, but they did all have something in common: each, in his or her own way, had experienced tragedy in their lives. They had all known kenosis; they had been emptied out; they had hit bottom;...whatever vocabulary you want. They had stared into the abyss. They had lived through a dark night of the soul. Each had encountered and survived tragedy.\textsuperscript{143}
\end{quote}

The “kinship of common suffering” can transcend such labels as “alcoholic” and “non-alcoholic.” The most important dimensions of the peer relationship are emotional authenticity, humility, and the capacity to offer support from a position of moral equality. One’s addiction/recovery career may be of secondary value, and, as we shall see, does not in itself ensure such traits.

In communities undergoing recovery-focused transformation of their behavioral health care systems, the increased interaction between people in recovery and traditional professionals without a history of addiction results in an inevitable diminishment of the social space between the two groups. These interactions inevitably produce a sense that “we are all in recovery.” It remains to be seen whether this marks a pathway of empathy and community inclusion—an important element in the destigmatization of addiction and recovery—or a dilution

of the meaning of recovery that might weaken the essence of peer recovery support, its future as a social movement, and its role in behavioral health care.

**THE POWER OF CALLING (AMENDS IN ACTION)**

The zeal to help others that recovering people feel reflects a deep sense of personal purpose and a means of making amends (restitution and reparations) for past addiction-related harm to others. The courtship with death that accompanies severe alcohol and other drug dependency often generates survival guilt in early recovery and a tendency to question why one’s life was spared when it so easily might have been lost. One common answer to this question is that one was spared to bring a message of hope to others who are still suffering, or that one has an important role to play in preventing others from following the same path. Such sense of destiny has propelled service work within recovery fellowships and through the roles of recovery coach and addiction counselors, and has inspired recovering people to bring their existing occupational roles or gifts to the service of the recovery cause.

*I can sympathize with and appreciate the condition of the poor inebriate. Have I not been one of their number? I now have an object in life to reform men.* (Thomas Doutney, Nineteenth-Century Temperance Lecturer)  

*After a month of daily increasing happiness, I was struck with an overwhelming sense of gratitude....I felt I must do something in return. When I learned about the A.A. ward at Knickerbocker [hospital] I knew what that something would have to be....I can't convey how much it means to see the transformation in people....To know that I had some small part in this rebirth is a blessing far beyond what I deserve.* (Teddy R., a recovering nurse in AA, describes her motivation for seeking work in one of the earliest hospital-based alcoholism units in New York City.)

Zemore aptly describes such service work as a “behavioral manifestation of a spiritual orientation.”

The calling in recovery to help others can also serve as a form of restitution and reparation for past injuries to others.

*Now I can give back to the people and cities I helped poison.* (Gerard Wallace, peer educator in Oakland, CA)

---


Program Profile 10: Amends in Action (Philadelphia, PA)148

**Purpose:** Reduce addiction-related social stigma by putting a positive face on recovery; increase public visibility of people in long-term recovery; provide a venue for restitution and community service by people in recovery.

**Service Elements:** 1) Food bank volunteer crews, 2) Habitat for Humanity volunteer crews, 3) nursing home visitation/activities, 4) community clean-up, 5) Suitcases for Recovery (for foster children), and 6) Philadelphia’s Big Give (gifts for people in early recovery, e.g., diapers for the children of mothers in recovery).

**Service Volume/Status:** 120 people have participated in eight Amends activities during the 2008 calendar year.

**Service Outcomes:** 1) Increased self-esteem from acts of restitution and giving, 2) increased ownership of one’s own recovery, 3) increased integration of people in recovery with the larger community—less estrangement and alienation.

**Service Lessons:** 1) Service ideas must come from volunteers, 2) service activities must be well planned, 3) service processes must provide opportunities for mutual support and fellowship among volunteers.

**For More Information:** Contact Bev Haberle at bhaberle@bccadd.org or 215-262-5771

A consequence of this sense of calling that pervades peer-based services is an ambivalence or outright distrust of accepting money for such support. Each recovery mutual-aid fellowship and each recovering person accepting a paid position to provide recovery support has had to work out his or her own philosophy on this issue. The results have included a preference for volunteerism or an emphasis on the importance of distinguishing between what one does as voluntary “service work” (“giving back”) and what one provides as a paid service.149

**Experiential Knowledge**

Addiction counseling and P-BRSS rest on two overlapping but potentially conflicting traditions of authority: professional knowledge and experiential knowledge.150 The former is knowledge acquired from outside of self—

148 Personal communication with Bev Haberle, December, 2008.
information passed from master to apprentice through traditions of observing, testing, and thinking about a phenomenon. The latter is knowledge from inside—wisdom acquired by directly experiencing a phenomenon. Experiential knowledge is pragmatic—“concrete, specific, and commonsensical”—as opposed to theoretical or scientific.  

The experiential knowledge upon which P-BRS rests is wisdom drawn from one’s lived experience of recovery and the knowledge acquired by living in a community of shared recovery experience—a way of knowing quite different from the knowledge gained through research and reasoning.

They [drunkards] fully understand each other’s language, thoughts, feelings, sorrows, signs, grips, and passwords, therefore yield to the influence of their reformed brethren much sooner than to the theorists who speak in order that they may receive applause. (D. Banks McKenzie, Founder of the Appleton Temporary Home)

This difference in worldview is so significant that people in recovery have long used special terms to designate those who have not had addiction/recovery experiences (earthlings, civilians, normies). At its extreme, the value of experiential knowledge over professional knowledge (knowledge gained through observation, scientific study, and rational analysis) can be so strongly extolled as to suggest that only those who have experienced addiction and recovery can effectively counsel the addicted. The following, drawn from an addiction counseling trade journal, typifies this view:

But there can be no middle ground. The primary care giver in the alcoholism treatment center has to know what he/she is talking about and that means they have to have lived through the misery they hope to somehow spare for others. They cannot understand what their patients have gone through if they have not gone through that very same thing.

The counter position, typified in the 1963 Kystal-Moore debate, “Who is qualified to treat the alcoholic?” states that only those with advanced professional education are qualified to treat those suffering from addiction.

Of the disciplines now working with alcoholics only some psychiatrists, social workers and psychologists seem to satisfy the criteria of adequate preparation for treating the emotional problems at hand….The former problem drinker, however, who controls his drinking on the basis of his

A.A. activities, but who has not discovered and effectively worked through his own emotional problems is in a worse position to function as an individual therapist to the alcoholic than a person without a history of alcoholism in the past but with no experience.\textsuperscript{154}

Polarized debates between these ways of knowing arise periodically in the addictions field. However, neither having successfully overcome an addiction nor having earned an academic degree ensures one’s ability to help others achieve and sustain recovery from addiction. (See studies reviewed in chapter six.) Each offers a different foundation upon which recovery assistance can be extended.

Where professionals extol the superiority of particular conceptual frameworks or particular methods of treatment, recovery advocates have emphasized that the attitude and relationship in which help is offered is more important than theory or technique.\textsuperscript{155} Where these two worlds meet is in the agreement that there are essential traits and relational qualities that transcend knowledge, skills, competence, and access to needed resources, and that enhance service outcomes with those addicted to alcohol and other drugs. These include:

- interest/caring,
- warmth/rapport/trust,
- genuineness/sincerity,
- empathy/understanding,
- tolerance/acceptance,
- caring/non-possessiveness,
- perceptiveness/sensitivity,
- honesty/candor,
- firmness/fairness/flexibility, and
- immediacy/concreteness/common sense.\textsuperscript{156}

These traits and dimensions appear to be common to all helping relationships.\textsuperscript{157} P-BRSS are founded on the premise that the nature of the


helper and the helping relationship are more important than the source of authority upon which the helper draws. The traits and abilities of natural helpers are not contingent upon training and education, although such experiences can enhance or erode such natural assets.158

Different ways of knowing may match the learning styles of different people and may be of benefit to the same individuals/families at different stages of long-term recovery. This stands as a counter-argument to those who say these ways of knowing are incompatible, as suggested below.

It is our thesis that the future of alcohology will have to be established along either craft lines, exemplified by the paraprofessional alcoholism counselor, or scientific lines, embodied by the professional scientist. Because the defining properties and operational principles required for membership in a craft are different from those of a science, a détente would be difficult to achieve. The point is not that either approach is superior, but that marriage of the two prevents growth and progress. The synergism that is created acts in a negative rather than complementary way.159

As traditional professionals entered the addictions treatment field in large numbers in the 1970s, they alleged that reliance on experiential knowledge was restraining the maturation of the field and blamed this state of affairs on the influence of AA.

Clinical treatment is not the logical outgrowth of scientific discoveries but instead remains an encapsulated body of theories and shopworn slogans that are apparently immune to the outcome of scientific research. Personal investment and the lack of openness to new findings and fresh conceptualizations are the hallmarks of the typical alcoholism treatment setting.160

Alcoholics Anonymous’ continued domination of the alcoholism treatment field has fettered innovation, precluded early intervention, and tied us to a treatment strategy, which, in addition to reaching only a small portion of problem drinkers, is limited in its applicability to the universe of alcoholics.161

---

161 Tournier, R. E. (1979). Alcoholics Anonymous as treatment and as ideology. Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 40, 230-239. For articles countering the contention that core ideas from AA have retarded progress by claiming a singular view of alcoholics and an exclusive
Critics of peer recovery support suggest that peer helpers lack objectivity and that relying on one’s experiential history may inhibit the ability to understand individual needs and differences. Advocates of P-BRSS respond that the potential for experiential bias is no different from the personal and ideological biases that professionals bring to the helping process, and that the peer’s lack of theoretical bias is an advantage.

…the paraprofessional’s lack of investment in a particular theoretical framework or diagnostic rubric allows him to be open to undistorted observation and to be free from the need to place an interpretation on behavior or thought. Further, his lack of theoretical bias allows him to think of the patient as a total person and to plan for his needs beyond psychotherapy.\footnote{\textit{Talbott, J. A., Ross, A. M., Skerrett, A. F., Curry, M. D., Marcus, S. I., Theodorou, H., et al. (1973). The paraprofessional teaches the professional. \textit{American Journal of Psychiatry}, 130, 805-808.}}

The key tenets of P-BRSS include the following: 1) any form of bias can undermine the helping relationship, 2) bias is innately human and unavoidable, and 3) bias can be recognized and actively managed via self-knowledge and competent supervision, to minimize its potential harm to those receiving P-BRSS. Trading personal bias for theoretical bias via the professionalization of P-BRSS is not an advancement that will widen the doorways of entrance into recovery.

**CHRONIC ILLNESS AND PEER SUPPORT**

The course and outcome of chronic illnesses are profoundly influenced by the peer support available to individuals and families experiencing the prolonged effects of such illnesses. Addiction has long been characterized as a chronic illness\footnote{\textit{White, W. L. & McLellan, A. T. (2008). Addiction as a chronic disorder: Key messages for clients, families and referral sources. \textit{Counselor}, 9, 24-33.}} and recent research confirms that the course and outcome of severe AOD problems closely resemble those of Type 2 diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and asthma.\footnote{\textit{McLellan, A. T., Lewis, D. C., O’Brien, C. P., & Kleber, H. D. (2000). Drug dependence, a chronic medical illness: Implications for treatment, insurance, and outcomes evaluation. \textit{Journal of the American Medical Association}, 284(13), 1689-1695.}} However, addiction has been treated through two models that, until recently, have lacked a focus on long-term recovery support. The first is an acute-care model of intervention focused on brief biopsychosocial stabilization followed by termination of the service relationship. This model is typified by brief outpatient or inpatient/residential treatment programs. The pathway of recovery, see: \textit{Kurtz, E. (2002). Alcoholics Anonymous and the disease concept of alcoholism. \textit{Alcoholism Treatment Quarterly}, 20 (3/4), 5-40. Miller, W. & Kurtz, E. (1994). Models of alcoholism used in treatment: contrasting AA and other perspectives with which it is often confused. \textit{Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 55}(2), 159-166.}}
second is a palliative care model whose primary focus has been on reduction of harm to society. This model does not usually include sustained peer recovery support services or assertive linkage to communities of recovery. This approach is typified by methadone treatment programs that offer few ancillary services.165

Evaluations of these acute-care and palliative-care models reveal significant problems in attraction and retention; inadequate scope, duration, and intensity of services; weak linkages to communities of recovery; and poor continuing care participation rates. People completing addiction treatment are precariously balanced between recovery and re-addiction in the weeks and months following discharge, and current models of intervention are plagued by high post-treatment relapse and re-admission rates.166

Recovery is not fully stable and durable (the point at which the risk of future lifetime relapse drops below 15%) until after 4-5 years of continuous sobriety.167 Assertive linkage to communities of recovery and post-treatment continuing care that include regular recovery check-ups (monitoring, support, and, when needed, re-intervention) enhance long-term recovery outcomes168 but are not routinely provided to those completing addiction treatment. All of these findings support experimentation with pre-treatment, in-treatment, and post-treatment peer recovery support services.

Chronic disorders are difficult to experience and to treat because of their complex etiology, prolonged course, unpredictable ebb and flow of symptoms, lack of a definitive cure, substantial changes in lifestyle required for effective management, and progressive drain of personal and family emotional resources. Dr. Max Weisman made this point in the early 1970s in defense of including recovering peers in the treatment of alcoholism.

There is a whole group of chronic illnesses where changes in patient’s lifestyle, attitudes and behavior are critically necessary for effective recovery and rehabilitation to take place….Diseases like diabetes, emphysema and tuberculosis, cardiac pathologies, arthritis and numerous others, for

some considerable time have had their para-professionals....Alcoholism has been a late-comer.\textsuperscript{169}

A premise for the management of all chronic illnesses, and for P-BRSS in particular, is the importance of continuity of support over an extended period of time. Addiction treatment in the United States is often referred to as a “system” of care, but, in reality, there is no system. Reimbursement based on discrete service units has resulted in a scarcity of connective tissue among treatment organizations and among levels of care within the same organization. There have existed thousands of self-encapsulated service units, but these could hardly be called a system of care.\textsuperscript{170}

The absence of a system undermines recovery initiation and stabilization and the successful transition to recovery maintenance. Each level of care and program has its own philosophy and service protocol that may or may not be congruent with levels of care that precede or follow it. Therapeutic alliance established with a helper in one level of care is not easily transferred to the next level of care, resulting in high attrition in the movement of individuals and families across levels of care. The development of P-BRSS, like case management before it, is in part an effort to create continuity of contact over time and across levels of care in a primary recovery support relationship.

**Charisma and Recovery**

One of the special contributions some recovering people bring to the helping process is their zeal for passing recovery on to others. Many might be aptly described as recovery evangelists. Such enthusiasm constitutes a type of personal charisma. People possessing this “healing charisma” are described as self-assured, energetic, powerful, hypnotic, magnetic, devoted, and inspiring.\textsuperscript{171} They are practical and realistic, yet they elicit, through their words or deeds, hope for a new life. They offer themselves as living proof that such rebirth is possible.

The movement from addiction to recovery is often marked by extreme ambivalence, and those caught in this abyss often conduct pilot sobriety experiments before becoming fully committed to recovery. During this frequently prolonged process, they may enter treatment, not in search of recovery, but to manage their “habit” (by reducing drug tolerance), escape impending consequences, take a needed respite from the pressures of “the life,” and “audition” those providing treatment and recovery support.\textsuperscript{172} One of the


\textsuperscript{170} Personal communication with Ron Hunsicker, CEO of the National Association of Addiction Treatment Providers, October, 2008.


functions of P-BRS is the use of self and exposure to the recovery community to shift this motivational core from a focus on managing addiction to a focus on initiating and sustaining recovery.

Charisma within P-BRS involves many complex dimensions: personal attractiveness, honesty and candor (a “tell it like it is” style), immediate relief through concrete assistance, and the ability to provide sense-making stories and metaphors. Woodward and McGrath (1988) have set forth several propositions about the role of charisma in addiction recovery. These propositions, amplified by the author, include the following points:

- Exposure to charisma can be an asset and liability in the achievement of long-term addiction recovery.
- People who are physically depleted and emotionally dead from severe, prolonged alcohol and other drug problems may need a charismatic style of helping to successfully initiate recovery. (I am reminded here of Eric Hoffer’s\(^\text{173}\) observation that the less justified a person feels in claiming value for self, the more ready he or she is to embrace a holy cause and follow a charismatic leader.)
- Those who benefit most from charisma in their recovery initiation efforts include those whose lives are marked by low self-esteem and self-efficacy, high levels of pain (high problem severity, complexity, and consequences), low levels of hope (severely depleted personal and family recovery capital), and prior relationships with charismatic figures.
- The need for charisma diminishes in the transition from recovery initiation to recovery stabilization and maintenance.
- Sustained styles of charismatic helping can actually retard the transition to recovery maintenance and enhanced autonomy and quality of life in recovery.

Several added points are worth noting here. First, recovery status alone does not necessarily ensure charisma, but charisma may be more available to people who are working within a framework of experiential knowledge. Second, charismatic styles of helping may be contraindicated for people with high levels of rationality, high levels of self-autonomy, or aversion to social fellowship. Recovery-based charisma may also produce unintended harm in the prevention and public education context. (See later discussion of problems associated with exposing young non-drug users to charismatic ex-addicts.) Third, the strategic use of charisma and the ability to lower or withhold charisma may be easier for peer helpers in late stages of recovery than for peer helpers who are at an early stage of recovery.

A key area of needed inquiry is the effect of charismatic encouragement by recovery role models on recovery initiation. The potential utility of this intervention rests on six points:

---


---
1) By the time people with severe AOD problems seek help, they have often experienced condemnation and rejection by society, social control agents (principals, police, judges, and probation officers), employers, and a host of non-specialized helpers.

2) Most of these social control agents demonstrate little hope for long-term recovery; addiction is highly visible in their work and community lives, but long-term recovery is often not visible from either position.

3) “It is quite possible that the remarkable lack of success reported in helping the alcoholic is directly related to the fact that the helping figure cannot, or does not, either by words or action, demonstrate confidence and faith in the patient’s ability to change.”\(^{174}\)

4) What recovering helpers bring to the encounter with those suffering from addiction is a profound sense of optimism about the prospects of recovery—a hope embodied in their own lives and their connection to a community of recovering individuals and families. Such hope stands as a “living refutation of the argument ‘once an addict, always an addict.’”\(^{175}\)

5) The function of charisma is to incite hope and an extreme commitment; its mantra is “Recovery by any means necessary—under any circumstances.”

In 1974, John Wallace proposed a related theory that informs the ability of peer specialists to adapt their personal styles of helping. Wallace outlined four linked propositions: 1) the alcoholic develops an elaborate preferred defense structure (PDS) (denial, minimization, black-white thinking, projection of blame, overcompensation) that supports continued drinking and grandiosity, 2) mechanisms within the PDS that support drinking must be maintained but realigned to support early recovery, 3) helping interventions that prematurely weaken the alcoholic’s PDS may inadvertently precipitate relapse, and 4) the PDS that supported active drinking and is reframed to support recovery initiation must eventually be replaced with more mature defense mechanisms that support long-term recovery. The latter stage is marked by increased maturity, humility, self-acceptance, flexibility, and tolerance. Wallace’s work suggests that the length and quality of sobriety may be predictive of those peer helpers who can strategically allocate personal inspiration in working with persons at different developmental stages of recovery, but suppress such charisma with those people for whom it would be contraindicated.

The role of P-BRS in leading estranged people back into relationship with mainstream communities is based on the assumption that the individual and the community benefit from such inclusion.

Metaphors of contagion (e.g., epidemic, plague, outbreak) have long been used to describe the rapid social transmission of AOD problems


within local communities—particularly during periods of drug panic (Jenkins, 1994). Recovery is also contagious—is socially transmitted—and can help stem surges in AOD use. A viable goal of AOD-related community intervention strategies is, in the absence of effective prevention, to shorten addiction careers and extend recovery careers. This requires effective strategies of sustained recovery management and service opportunities that turn people who were once addiction carriers into carriers of recovery.

Bratter, for example, has argued that the self-awareness, maturity, focused dedication, and service ethic of recovering students make them a valuable asset to college campuses via their value of “responsible concern,” their ability to check the self-destructive tendencies of other students, and their frequent assumption of campus leadership roles. Pursuing new educational goals has also been found to enhance success in achieving long-term recovery. Belief in such reciprocal benefit to individual and community is a foundational idea of P-BRSS. This contagious ingredient through which recovery is transmitted from one person to another is “compassion, or as many recovered alcoholics simply put it, love.”

Charisma also plays an important role in the evolution and vitality of peer recovery support organizations. While charisma may play a role in the birth of peer recovery support movements, the survival and health of such movements often rests on suppressing charismatic authority in favor of group consensus—a principle well-illustrated in the contrasting histories of Alcoholics Anonymous and Synanon.

---

**SPIRITUALITY AND RECOVERY**

Profound religious or spiritual experience has often served as a catalyst for addiction recovery. Conversion-like experiences that are sudden, unplanned, positive, and permanent have long constituted a distinct pathway or style of addiction recovery. Experiences of such *quantum change* or *transformational change* are well documented in literature on the psychology of religion, in the professional addictions literature, in recovery biographies, and in the literature of recovery mutual-aid societies. The charisma of many of those providing P-BRS springs from such experiences.

Religious leaders extol the power of religious conversion as a vehicle of recovery, but tend to restrict the legitimacy of conversion experience to their particular faith or denomination frameworks. Non-recovering addiction service professionals and allied health and human service professionals bring widely varying attitudes toward religion and spirituality, but in this author’s experience have as a group been highly skeptical of conversion experiences (sacred or secular) as a long-term solution to addiction. One of the distinguishing features of P-BRS and the work of P-BRSS specialists is a profound respect for the role of unseen forces and the power of religious, spiritual, and secular conversion experiences as triggers for recovery initiation. That respect comes from participation in communities of recovery within which the lives of some members have been saved and transformed through such experiences.

P-BRSS specialists drawn from membership in these communities do not need research studies to declare that such a style of recovery is possible. They have witnessed over extended time the fruits of transformative change. P-BRSS rest on the belief that developmental windows of opportunity exist in all of our lives—that profound breakthroughs in relationship to self, others, and/or God can forever cleave a life into the categories of before and after and reveal one’s personal destiny. P-BRS and P-BRSS are about more than eliminating

---


destructive alcohol and drug use; they are about helping people find meaning and purpose whose lives have been wounded and emptied by such use.

**STORYTELLING AND THE POWER OF MUTUAL IDENTIFICATION**

Exposure to the personal stories and lives of people in recovery can serve as a catalyst of personal transformation for people suffering from severe AOD problems.

_They [reformed men] understand the whole nature of intemperance in all its different phases; they are acquainted with the monster in every shape which he assumes; they know the avenues to the drunkard’s heart; they can sympathize with him; they can reason with him; they can convince him that it is not too late to reform... (From the Mercantile Journal, May 27, 1841)_.

_We were once as you are: come with us and be cured. (Bi-Chloride of Gold Club/Keeley League, 1891)._

_He gave me information about the subject of alcoholism which was undoubtedly helpful. Of far more importance was the fact that he was the first living human with whom I had ever talked, who knew what he was talking about in regard to alcoholism from actual experience. In other words, he talked my language. He knew all the answers, and certainly not because he had picked them up in his reading. (Dr. Bob S. referring to his first meeting with Bill W.—co-founders of Alcoholics Anonymous)._

_...the ex-addict paraprofessional could speak the client’s language since he or she shared the same life experiences and background, would be sensitive to manipulation, and was able to act as a role model for the client, i.e., as someone who had been “in the life” and emerged from it successfully._

_What the recovered alcoholic counselor can do that no one else can do is to be a role model of successful recovery for a sick patient._

---

By “speaking the same language,” backed up with common experience, the [recovering] counselor is often able to affect the first breakthrough in such patients [those having problems with authority figures]. He is then able to lead the patient into realistic relationships with the other members of the team.¹⁹²

This use of self crosses recovery traditions, whether in the form of witnessing or testifying within faith-based traditions; the sharing of experience, strength, and hope within spiritual traditions; or the simple exchanging stories and strategies within secular recovery traditions.

The emphasis on reciprocal self-disclosure and mutual identification in P-BRSS is in marked contrast to the debate surrounding self-disclosure in psychotherapy¹⁹³ and addiction counseling,¹⁹⁴ where such disclosure has been discouraged except under strict clinical guidelines. In contrast, peer helpers often view self-disclosure of their recovery story as self-reparation, an offering of hope to those still suffering, and an instrument of public education that might counter social stigma and widen the doorways of entry into recovery for others. People in recovery must weigh the benefits of such disclosure to individuals, families, and communities against the risks of such disclosure for themselves and their own family members.¹⁹⁵ Guidelines for self-disclosure are being developed for those recovering from addiction and from mental illness.¹⁹⁶

The self-disclosure debate reflects a broader difference in the degree of personal involvement in the helping relationship by the peer specialist.

The peer encounter is neither narrowly rule-directed nor reflexive: each participant must think, evaluate various alternative actions, and interpret the other's actions…. Consequently, [peer] support providers must always evaluate how much to invest emotionally and how much to refrain from investing. They must decide how much they want to be distanced from the recipient by the veil of objectivity and detachment versus how much


they want to be emotionally invested through empathy, compassion, and caring. This means that support providers must work at finding a balance between the pitfalls of indifference (i.e., detached, bureaucratic helping) and enmeshment (i.e., biased, overly emotional helping), which involves determining the boundaries of the relationship.  

The peer’s degree of personal involvement is a strength and vulnerability of P-BRSS. The distancing maneuvers of treatment professionals are intended to ensure objectivity in assessment and counseling, reduce the risk of exploitation in the helping relationship, and minimize the effects of vicarious traumatization (VT)—also known as secondary traumatic stress. VT occurs when helpers lack the defenses necessary to protect themselves against the emotional impact of helpees’ stories of victimization, degradation, and/or perpetration. Diagnostic schemes, theoretical models, manual-guided service protocols, therapeutic techniques, ethical codes, and brief service relationships all serve as protective shields for the professional. In the world of peer support, the helper has greater levels of emotional exposure.

For the P-BRSS specialist, protection comes not from intellectualization of the horror to which one may be exposed, or by personal distancing, but through support for the helper and helpee from a larger recovery community. In other words, the emotional intensity of reciprocal self-disclosure and the intimacy produced by such disclosure are diffused within a larger community of mutual support. When peer helpers work in isolation from this support, they may injure themselves through the helping process. Some stories are so horrific that their poisons cannot be emotionally digested by the peer helper. This is why, in recovery communities, members are expected to tell “in a general way what we used to be like, what happened, and what we are like now” and leave the disclosure of the more intimate details in their life stories to fifth steps, religious confession, or psychotherapy.

The use of self-disclosure, mutual identification, and the absence of contempt are such important components of the recovery-focused helping relationship that special strategies have been suggested to help professionals not in recovery achieve these ingredients. In 1940, Howard and Hurdum went so far as to suggest that all professional helpers working with alcoholics should be abstinent, including those with no history of alcohol problems.

It is essential that complete abstinence be advised to the patient. Accordingly it is advisable that the therapist himself abstain, lest his acts

or attitude seem to imply “you must not drink, but it is all right for me to do so as I am a superior person.”

Program Profile 11: Storytelling Training (Philadelphia, PA)

**Purpose:** Storytelling Training is supportive, skills-based training for persons in recovery, to assist them in developing their own recovery stories and to boost their confidence in presenting their stories in public venues. The 4 1/2-hour training session is held once a month.

**Service Elements:**
1) Introduction to recovery-focused systems transformation process;  
2) story presentation guidelines and tips for different audiences;  
3) storytelling practice with support and feedback;  
4) discussion of story presentation opportunities.

**Service Volume/Status:** As of November, 2008, 31 Storytelling Training sessions have been conducted, involving 370 participants; four Family Storytelling Training sessions have been conducted for 100 participants.

**Service Outcomes:**
1) Graduates of Storytelling Training have been invited as presenters in various recovery-oriented trainings, conferences, and other community education events;  
2) Storytelling Training has served as portal of entry to other training and service opportunities;  
3) some graduates have gone on to obtain employment in the behavioral health field.

**Service Lessons:**
1) Storytelling Training has had unintended positive consequences for the participants and the system, including dramatic levels of personal empowerment and personal networking, and enhanced involvement and effectiveness of graduates in other systems-transformation activities;  
2) the training is an exceptional tool for building relationships among people in recovery.

**For More Information:** Contact Seble Menkir at seble.menkir@phila.gov or 215-685-5498.

---

**STIGMA AND THE DYNAMICS OF HELP-SEEKING**

Peer recovery support is a potential antidote to the barriers people encounter in seeking professional help for severe AOD problems.

*The only professional who will stop for a drunk on the street is a policeman.*


201 Personal communications with Ellen Faynberg and Joan King, November 2008.

I wonder if you or other helping professionals remember what it is like to ask for help…with nothing more than your own personhood as the reason for anyone’s lifting even a little finger to provide assistance…Could it be that in order to be able to give help you should first learn how to receive help?203

Help receiving is a difficult role. It tends to underline one’s inadequacy…The new paradigm calls for the restructuring, redistribution, and expansion of helping behavior by those who ordinarily function as consumers of help.204

If there is a single condition that has spawned the historical involvement of recovering people in service work, it is the contempt with which society and mainstream service professionals have viewed those suffering from alcohol and other drug addiction.

Contempt, often mutual, is an enduring and troubling theme in the historical relationship between helping professionals and addicts. The addiction treatment industry as a specialized field grew out of the contempt in which other helping systems regarded alcoholics and addicts. For generations, physicians, nurses, social workers, psychologists, welfare workers, and other service professionals barely masked their contempt for the alcoholic and addict. Beneath the veneer of professional discourse about addicts during the past century lies a pervasive undertone: Most professionals simply do not like alcoholics and addicts.205

By altering these conditions, peer-based supports provide adjuncts or alternatives to professional assistance that can expand help-seeking, enhance the quality of the helping experience, and improve the stewardship of scarce community resources.206

If there is an inner core to the experience of addiction, it is a core of shame and the anguish and despair that flow from it.207 That shame has many sources—the stain of experiencing oneself as unworthy and unlovable, the sins committed in the worship of one’s sacramental drug, and the pariah status of anyone forced to embrace the caricatured label of alcoholic or addict. Those so condemned can catch the briefest condemnation in the eyes, the faintest tone of judgment and condescension in the voice, and the slightest hesitation to reach for an extended hand. Peers understand such shame. Their eyes dance with

207 Personal communication with Dr. Garrett O’Connor, January 2009.
understanding, their voices offer a balm of profound empathy, and their touch is a welcoming embrace of inclusion and hope for redemption.

What recovering people have long brought to their service work is a relationship based on moral equality, respect, emotional authenticity, and a “kinship of common suffering.”

The drunkard is now regarded in a new light....Instead of being considered a cruel monster—a loathsome brute—an object of ridicule, contempt and indignation, as formerly, we are now taught to look upon him as a brother...as a slave to appetite, and debased by passion—yet still as a man, our own brother.

...we use the Socratic Method—we don't teach by lecturing, we teach by asking questions that help them [those reached through outreach] answer the questions themselves....Most addicts like me have had bad experiences with authority figures: doctors, police, teachers, parents. We tend to not trust people in general. So we try to let group members see that we'll give them straight talk, aren't interested in judging them, and that it wasn't so long ago that we peer educators were walking in their shoes.

I like for you to extend your hand across to me—not down to me. In the warmth of your clasp I want to sense you saying, “As one human being to another, we are in this fight together. We are joined in problems that in one form or another continue to pester me, too.” When this happens and you have really come alive as a person, then I’ll be in a lot better mood to listen to what you have to offer.

Professionals who have not been humbled by their own moments of reckoning can offer many things, but the one thing they can never extend to the suffering addict is the word “we.” The experience of “we” is the healing balm offered by those who may lack qualifications of education and professional training.

The task of the professional addictions counselor is to recognize any existing feelings of judgment, aversion—even repulsion—as components of a process of countertransference. Such feelings require expression within the clinical supervision process, to reduce their presence within and impact upon the service relationship. Similarly, not all peers share the same level of empathy with and acceptance of those they serve. For example, the pecking order within American cultures of addiction (and, in fact, within any stigmatized group) can

209 A Member of the Society. (1842). The foundation, progress and principles of the Washingtonian Temperance Society of Baltimore, and the influence it has had on the temperance movements in the United States. Baltimore: John D. Toy.
generate negative emotions that are as injurious as those elicited by some professionals. Recovering peers drawn from these cultures can unconsciously bring these past attitudes into their service relationships, e.g., the historical superiority of the “righteous dope fiend” over the “gutter hype,” the “alcoholic” over the “wino,” and the “snowbird” over the “crack whore.” Such elitism “among the damned” was evident in early recovery support societies that wanted only “drunkards of good repute” to be members of their societies.\textsuperscript{212} Peers, like professionals at their best, must find ways to transcend sources of bias that corrupt the helping process. The challenge for the peer is to strive for the utter openness and acceptance that flows from the “we” position and to recognize and support people through, rather than rescuing them from, the authentic suffering that is so often critical to recovery.\textsuperscript{213}

The transition from a professional to a peer orientation—from hierarchical to reciprocal relationships—is well illustrated in the shift within recovery schools (recovery programs established within secondary and collegiate educational institutions) from the use of professionally directed therapy groups to “talking circles.”

Participants sit in a circle, and a keeper or facilitator (either staff or student) opens the circle, welcomes everyone, and passes a talking piece. The person who has the talking piece gets to speak, hold it in silence, or pass it on. Everyone else gets to listen...Everyone is heard, everyone listens....In the circle, the youth feel they can speak truthfully because all are treated equally, people can pass without serious consequences, and confrontation is replaced by deeper listening. It is a safe place.\textsuperscript{214}

The peer recovery support relationship is contingent on escaping the asymmetry of power that exists in the professional helping relationship. Historically, P-BRS models reject language describing peer-helping that injects such asymmetry—words like treatment, clinical, diagnosis, counseling, therapy, therapeutic. The language of P-BRS is demystified and egalitarian: helping, supporting, guiding, and assisting.\textsuperscript{215} An ethnographer comparing the milieu of a P-BRSS organization and a professional treatment organization would be struck by their differences in language, with the former describing engagement using words rarely heard in clinical settings.

It takes time to engage people who’ve been beaten down for so long. They have to check us out to see if we’re one of those places just in it for the money. They have to find out if there’s something to us or if this is


\textsuperscript{213} Personal communication with Dr. Garrett O’Connor, January 2009.


some kind of hustle. Trust and understanding is what hooks them and keeps the recovery process moving forward. And this is not about forms or techniques; it’s about that eye-to-eye and heart-to-heart connection. It’s about using honesty and love to get inside somebody. My stance is, “you can bullshit me, but I will know you’re bullshitting and still love you. And I’ll hang in with you ‘til you decide to get real.” I show them that a different way of living is possible. (Samuel Morales, Outreach Specialist, New Pathways Project, Philadelphia, PA)

Program Profile 12: Taking Recovery to the Streets (Philadelphia, PA)

**Purpose:** 1) To test the feasibility of training people in recovery to provide recovery education to people seeking treatment and recovery support services, 2) to provide service opportunities for people in recovery, 3) to engender hope and basic knowledge about recovery in service recipients by using recovery role models and their experiential wisdom. (Program started in 2007)

**Service Elements:** 1) Training and certification program for recovery ambassadors, 2) presentations at treatment and rehabilitation programs, shelters/safe havens/cafes and local conferences.

**Service Outcomes:** 1) 21 people in recovery have been trained and certified, 2) 12 behavioral health organizations have sponsored presentations to their clients, 3) peer support relationships have developed between presenters and participants, 4) stipends paid for the presentations provide supplemental income for individuals/families in recovery, 5) four of the presenters have become certified peer specialists and are now working at a behavioral health organization.

**Service Lessons:** 1) The central message of systems transformation—the hope for long-term recovery—can be best conveyed by people in long-term recovery, and the recovery message is being delivered by people in recovery directly to people seeking recovery; 2) there is a need to identify and train bilingual people in recovery as ambassadors; 3) recovery ambassadors might be a major system-wide resource and a resource for recovery-focused education of the larger community.

**For More Information:** Contact Tom O’Hara at Tom.OHara@phila.gov or 215-410-0445

**SHARING RECOVERY CAPITAL**

Recovery capital, a concept developed by Granfield and Cloud, is the sum total of internal and external resources that can be mobilized to initiate and sustain long-term addiction recovery. The concept is related to the idea of

---

216 Tom O’Hara, Personal Communication December, 2008.

“social margin,” defined by Wiseman\textsuperscript{218} as “the leeway a given individual has in making errors...without suffering serious penalties such as being fired, denied credit, or losing friends or family.” Recovery capital and social margin include credits earned in relationships with others that can be cashed in for support during the effort to recover from addiction. Individuals with high problem severity/complexity/chronicity and low recovery capital face significant obstacles to their recovery, due to their depleted internal assets and exhausted social credit.\textsuperscript{219} Such people are aptly described as having “burned their bridges.”

A key activity of the P-BRSS specialist is to “lend” those seeking recovery some of the peer’s own recovery capital and social credit until such time as the recovery seeker can regenerate his/her own personal and social assets. This capital/credit can span traits and attitudes (hope, determination, and confidence), resources (clothing, food, money, and shelter), and relationships (social connections with conventional society and spiritual connections to sources of power outside the self).\textsuperscript{220} Giving recovery capital would be a form of charity exchange involving roles of authority and submission; sharing recovery capital is a transaction between equals through which new personal assets are created for both parties. Debts incurred by the person being helped can be repaid later by returning such support to the helper or passing it on to others.

**THE HELPER THERAPY PRINCIPLE**

The peer helping process is reciprocally beneficial: the helper and helpee draw value from helping exchanges. The helper therapy principle originally set forth by Riessman\textsuperscript{221} states simply that, in the course of helping others, one’s own problems diminish. What one receives as a recipient of P-BRSS is not charity, but an exchange from which both parties benefit. Equality of power and reciprocity of benefits are essential ingredients of P-BRS. What is needed—and in fact has long existed in recovery mutual-aid societies—is a cooperative learning environment in which helping and being helped are reciprocal and widely distributed.\textsuperscript{222}

*The …strategy ought to be to devise ways of creating more helpers! Or, to be more exact, to find ways to transform recipients of help into dispensers of help, thus reversing their roles, and to structure the*


situation so that recipients of help will be placed in roles requiring the giving of assistance.\textsuperscript{223}

People can find capital in their troubles and use them to provide access to leadership, livelihood in the clientele organizations or entrée into the profession that services the group.\textsuperscript{224}

Alcoholics Anonymous has capitalized on the helper principle through its practice of sponsorship. Similarly, new recovery community centers are blurring the line between helper and helpee by encouraging all participants to give and receive support from one another, on the assumption that everyone brings needs and assets. Acts of helping afford opportunities for 1) introspection and insight—seeing oneself freshly in the experience of the other, 2) extracting important life lessons via the self-disclosure process, 3) resolving one’s own ambivalence by persuading others, 4) enhanced physical and emotional health, 5) achieving the social status inherent in the helper role, and 6) envisioning the potential for new roles and opportunities.\textsuperscript{225} The positive effects of helping on recovery are confirmed in multiple studies (see chapter four) and even exert positive effects on active drug users.\textsuperscript{226}

**INDIVIDUAL, COMMUNITY, CULTURE**

In culturally besieged communities, hope for individuals and families must be couched in a broader vision of hope for a people; in all communities, understanding the ecology of recovery is key to the design of effective P-BRSS. P-BRSS, at their best, supplement intrapersonal interventions with efforts to anchor recovery within each client’s natural environment or, failing that, create an alternative environment in which recovery is possible.

*In the Red Road to Wellbriety, the individual, family and community are not separate; they are one. To injure one is to injure all; to heal one is to heal all.*\textsuperscript{227}

*We must begin to create naturally occurring, healing environments that provide some of the corrective experiences that are vital for recovery.*\textsuperscript{228}

Organizations that promise to rehabilitate or cure people with AOD problems and return them to the family/community often end up further isolating those individuals from the family/community. The greater the physical, psychological, and cultural distance between a helping organization and the natural environment of the person being helped, the greater will be the difficulty transferring learning from the former to the latter. P-BRSS provide a vehicle to close this gap by forming a bridge between professional and natural environments and by developing and mobilizing recovery supports within each person’s natural environment. P-BRSS, rather than focusing solely on intrapersonal healing, focus on guiding marginalized individuals and families back into the lives of their local communities.

P-BRS enhances the effectiveness of professional helping agencies, in part by building bridges of community involvement for those who have lived as cultural outsiders. Achieving that feat requires sustained involvement of the P-BRSS specialist in networks of community relationships—a style of involvement that can be threatened by professionalism of the P-BRSS role. The following view of the administrator of a street outreach program utilizing “paraprofessional ex-addicts” exemplifies this potential:

...any overserious assumption of middle-class roles by the workers could seriously jeopardize their effectiveness and would undercut the fundamental rationale of an effort employing former addicts, knowledgeable in the ways of addiction, to help practicing addicts.

Kaufman, in his study of the use of ex-addicts in prisons, similarly notes the tension between what the ex-addict helper needs for his own stability and recovery (e.g., to break contact with drug-copping neighborhoods) and what is needed as a helper to others (e.g., sustained sensitivity to the culture and folkways of those neighborhoods).

Ideally, P-BRSS flow from the cultural and geographic communities being served. The individuals providing the services are vetted by the community. The services themselves are designed by and for the community and tap indigenous recovery support resources within the community. Also, the community leaders and stakeholders have a role in valuing as well as evaluating the services. Where justifying claims of “evidence-based” practices rely on external authority,
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“culturally vetted” services rely on a community stamp of approval via the community’s indigenous leaders and community storytelling.\textsuperscript{233} Addiction can be a manifestation of estrangement from the community or generate such estrangement over time. Peer recovery support provides a framework for reconciliation in the person-community relationship. Folgheraiter and Pasini refer to this process as “civic recovery” and refer mutual-aid groups as a “gym for active citizenship.”\textsuperscript{234} P-BRS provides an incubation chamber in which the person-community relationship can be repaired and reconstructed. The essential ingredients in this process are self-inventory, confession of harm to community, acts of restitution, and acts of service.

\section*{Cultures of Addiction and Recovery}

Addiction and recovery, and the transition from the former to the latter, can be as much a physical and cultural journey as an intrapersonal journey.\textsuperscript{235} There are elaborate cultures of addiction and cultures of recovery—mirrored in their organization by age, gender, ethnicity, social class, sexual orientation, drug choice, and neighborhood—that respectively support one’s addiction or recovery status. Individuals can be as dependent upon the culture of addiction—its language, values, roles, rituals, and relationships—as they are on the drugs that form the centerpiece of that culture. Individuals deeply enmeshed in a culture of addiction may need to become equally enmeshed in a culture of recovery during recovery initiation, and may need a guide to help them make the journey from one culture to the other.\textsuperscript{236} The P-BRSS specialist, who is knowledgeable but not defensive about local communities of recovery, can offer such guidance.\textsuperscript{237}

\textit{Junk is not just a habit. It is a way of life. When you give up junk, you give up a way of life.}\textsuperscript{238}

\textsuperscript{236} White, W. (1996). Pathways from the culture of addiction to the culture of recovery. Center City, MN: Hazelden.
Because of the P-BRSS specialist’s intimate knowledge of the cultures of addiction and recovery, as well as of the addiction/recovery experience, he or she is in an ideal position to serve as a bridge—an interpreter, liaison, and advocate—in the relationship between the professionally trained therapist and individuals entering addiction treatment. P-BRSS specialists approach those they serve from the position of cultural insider: one knowledgeable of the culture of addiction and, more important, one who can serve as a guide through the pathways of egress from this culture, an egress that involves the translation of knowledge and skills from one world to the other.

**Preventing Harm in the Name of Help**

Within the history of addiction treatment and recovery there is a long history of harm inflicted in the name of help.\(^{239}\) P-BRSS are not immune from such potential for harm. Safeguards must be taken to reduce these risks.\(^{240}\)

The first step in such protection involves the selection of peer specialists, whether they operate in paid or volunteer roles. Advocates of P-BRSS do not suggest that ALL persons in recovery are by their recovery status qualified to help those addicted to alcohol and other drugs. Some individuals in recovery are too damaged by their addiction or are characterologically unsuited (e.g., impatient, dogmatic, unsympathetic, intolerant, critical, manipulative, exploitive) for such a role.\(^{241}\) Others are simply too immature and self-involved to function as peer helpers.

*A person who after some years of sobriety still attends AA seven nights a week, has not yet learned to play, relates poorly to the opposite sex and to family, and has little interest in anything other than alcoholism is scarcely an ideal candidate [for an alcoholism counselor].\(^{242}\)*

Since the “paraprofessional” days of addiction counseling, concerns have been raised about the potential harm that might come from peer models of helping. Even early advocates of employing ex-addicts as counselors cautioned about problems related to nepotism, financial malfeasance, sexual exploitation of
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clients, and other ethical problems that might arise when ex-addicts were placed in positions of authority without adequate supervision.\(^{243}\)

These concerns may be magnified in peer-support models for adolescents. Same-aged peers may be looked upon with suspicion by parents and/or treatment staff, or regarded as not mature enough or as not having sufficient recovery time, and older peers may be looked upon with suspicion out of fears that they might take advantage of younger adolescents seeking recovery.\(^{244}\) Concerns have also been raised about ex-addicts employed in schools as agents of drug prevention,\(^{245}\) particularly the concern that the charismatic young ex-addict might inadvertently “turn the adolescent non-drug user on to drugs through his attractive role modeling.”\(^{246}\)

In determining the potential of the P-BRSS specialist for help or harm, it is important that such determinations be made based on a judgment of each individual rather than on sweeping stereotypes, whether those stereotypes are of a positive or negative nature. As Dr. Donald Louria noted in 1973:

….whether in rehabilitation, community services, or education, the ex-addict’s role must be determined on an individual basis. Some have the capacity to do a very good job and their drug experiences, incorporated into their formal roles, augments that capacity. Others are mediocre and still others are poor and should be encouraged to focus on job opportunities outside the arena of drug abuse.\(^{247}\)

Efforts to prevent inadvertent harm within P-BRSS include careful screening and selection of staff and volunteers and orientation, training, and supervision of P-BRSS that emphasize practicing within and only within the boundaries of one’s education, training, experience, and role. Some recovery community organizations have clarified the roles of recovery coach, sponsor, and addiction counselor\(^{248}\) and articulated core recovery community values (and ethical guidelines) to guide the actions of P-BRSS specialists.\(^{249}\)

---


244 Lora Passetti, Personal communication, December, 2008.


Another aspect of harm in the name of help involves potential injury to individuals in recovery who work in volunteer or paid recovery support roles. Such injury can come from:

- The emotional strain accompanying efforts to help individuals with severe and complex problems;
- Role ambiguity, role conflict, role overload, and inadequate role feedback experienced in the role of recovery coach; 250 and
- Role safety concerns and exposure to drug-using cues for those working as outreach workers. 251

All of these conditions can heighten vulnerability to relapse among recovering people working in P-BRSS roles. (See chapter six for studies on relapse rates.) Such vulnerability can be reduced via length-of-recovery requirements; care in screening and selection; and effective orientation, training, and supervision.

**Stewardship of Community Resources**

P-BRSS constitute a delivery device for long-term recovery support that can enhance recovery outcomes at costs far lower than those that would be necessary to provide sustained professional care. As the financial resources allocated to addiction treatment erode, P-BRSS are being considered as cost-effective alternatives to professional treatment for people with low-to-moderate problem severity and as ways of supporting the recovery of people with high problem severity and complexity who have received professional treatment. Put simply, P-BRSS are cost effective and contribute to better recovery outcomes.

Dr. Tom Kirk, Commissioner of the Connecticut Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services, recently affirmed this rationale.

*When we examined our service utilization data, we found that 20 percent of our behavioral health clients were consuming approximately 80 percent of our resources by repeatedly recycling through our most acute and expensive levels of care. Our investment in recovery support services was an attempt to generate better recovery outcomes. We are finding ways to use intensive case management and peer support to reduce excessive service utilization and increase recovery outcomes for this group of clients, and to divert the dollars we are saving through this effort to invest in recovery support service programs* (Thomas Kirk, Personal communication, September, 25, 2008).


To recovery advocates, treating addiction with serial episodes of expensive acute stabilization without sustained recovery support services is like treating a bacterial infection with only half of the needed antibiotics. The symptoms may disappear temporarily, but the condition is likely to return in a more virulent and intractable form.

This monograph has been written in the midst of a collapsing American housing market, plummeting stock values, declining city and state tax revenues, and much talk about a sustained economic recession, all ushering in a new era of fiscal austerity. In these conditions, professional treatment resources are shrinking, and some policymakers and administrators are suggesting that the movement toward peer-based support services and the broader transformation to a recovery focus should be slowed or postponed until the economy improves.

Recovery advocates believe that these times offer a real opportunity to transform the way in which help is delivered to people seeking recovery. Peer-based recovery support services complement existing professional treatment, increasing its effectiveness and providing more opportunities for sustained recovery. These supports, provided through service organizations, are complemented by recovery mutual-aid societies. It is interesting to note that the economic condition we find ourselves in today is similar to that which saw the rise of Alcoholics Anonymous during the Depression.

Pathways to recovery, including professional treatment, must be built on a foundation of indigenous recovery support that is not vulnerable to the vagaries of policy shifts and economic cycles. How many local addiction treatment programs have disappeared during the decades in which peer-based mutual-aid societies like AA have maintained continuous existence and accessibility?

**THE THREATS OF ANTI-PROFESSIONALISM AND PROFESSIONALISM**

As a recovery orientation evolves, including the expanded use of peer-based recovery support services, there are two threats to this important movement. The first risk lies in the propensity for anti-professionalism, “incestuous closure,” and organizational implosion.252 While intertwined with one another and integral to recovery success, P-BRSS and professionally directed addiction treatment services are grounded in fundamentally different ways of knowing. Both face similar threats as they evolve. The first is the danger of casting their way of knowing and what has been learned through that method as the whole truth.

In closed systems, organizational beliefs are transformed into a holy cause. Ideologies are not just defined as true; they are defined as THE Truth—one that is whole and fully evolved. Any proposed alteration is
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The history of addiction treatment and recovery is strewn with the carcasses of professional and peer-based organizations that saw their own ideas and ways of knowing as the only source of truth.

A second danger is that the forces of professionalization, bureaucratization, and commercialization will usurp P-BRSS—displacing experiential knowledge with theoretical knowledge and concerns about organizational management and finance. If there is a wholesale shift in focus from people to paper, profit, and professional status, the conditions will be set to threaten the very hope and promise that this new recovery orientation holds out. AA’s co-founders each faced the temptation of professionalism, but eschewed professionalizing their AA service work. After much deliberation, Bill Wilson turned down an offer to work as a lay alcoholism therapist at Charles Towns Hospital, and Dr. Robert Smith refused to charge fees for the more than 5,000 alcoholic men and women he treated medically. However, when these colonizing forces succeed, conditions are set for the rise of new movements that re-extol the value of experiential knowledge—as is now happening through the growing interest in P-BRSS.

This does not suggest that professional or recovery community organizations should not seek financial resources to pursue their respective missions. But it does suggest the importance of filtering all issues of finance through the question of whether pursuing a particular resource will enhance the mission of increasing individual, family, and community recovery capital or be a diversion from this mission.

Financial considerations can also have a negative impact on relationships with clients within the professional paradigm. Along with a rigid adherence to this paradigm, the constraints imposed by managed care and financial scarcity can lead to loss of mutual vulnerability, inequalities in power, preoccupation with papers and procedures, and distracting fixations on time spent in sessions (limited doses, days, etc.) and money. The milieu of modern addiction treatment has cooled dramatically through its maturation. P-BRSS constitute an effort to re-inject personal passion and personal involvement back into the recovery catalyst process, and their effects on support relationships have often been highly positive.

Concerns about the professionalization of P-BRSS go far beyond styles of knowing. At a practical level, professionalism in any field involves pushing

issues congruent with the financial interests and social status of the profession and protecting one’s declared turf from encroachment by other professions and cultural institutions. Successful efforts at professionalization usually occur in tandem with the rise of new social institutions. Such linked events can fundamentally redefine the recovery support relationship and shift the focus of that relationship from the needs of the person to the needs of the service profession and the service institution. Those peer-based efforts that have survived over time have sustained core values and principles, such as AA’s Twelve Traditions, that have helped members and the organization as a whole avoid the temptations of professional status and financial profit.

To sustain their non-professional status, recovery community organizations providing peer-based recovery support services must find a way to transcend what Robert Michels referred to as the “iron law of oligarchy”—the tendency of organizations to become less democratic, and for organizational relationships to become less egalitarian, as organizations grow in size and complexity. In Michels’ view, the emerging need for efficiency, rapid decision-making, task delegation, and role specialization inevitably breeds bureaucratization, centralization of power, and relationships based on authority.

A conscious and sustained effort to avoid these tendencies and their effects on service relationships is a distinctive quality of organizations whose missions include the delivery of P-BRSS. The move to professionalize P-BRSS, driven in part by the desire for reimbursement, is being undertaken with the noblest of intentions, to improve opportunities for sustained recovery. However, if care is not taken, the essence of what distinguishes peer support from professionally directed treatment services might be destroyed. This corruption might occur within any organizations—from treatment programs to recovery community organizations—that offer P-BRSS.

There is a process through which indigenous non-professionals can lose their effectiveness by over-identifying with the professional organization that has hired them and the organization’s professional values.

In overidentifying with the agency in this way, the nonprofessional worker underidentifies with the community. He may begin to feel superior to his less fortunate fellows…This type of reaction militates against effectiveness of the nonprofessional as a communication link….Care must be taken in both selection and training to expose, and clearly oppose, this tendency.

259 The fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous illustrates how this can be done via the decentralization and rotation of leadership and the codification of organizational values (e.g., Twelve Traditions) about the management of power, money, property, professional status, and public esteem.
Care might well be taken that the training...[of recovering addicts to become counselors] does not have as its objective the manufacture of junior therapists such that the counselor is led to ape the behaviors of the "professional" in uncovering and understanding client problems rather than in providing client guidance and support for undertaking new behaviors. The temptation may be large for both the counselor and trainer to make the counselor over in a traditional therapist image. In this transition, he may begin to ignore, if not downgrade, some of the advantages he brings to the counseling situation by virtue of his community and life experiences.  

The reverse of this process can also occur when professional models of addiction treatment are abandoned for the experience-based models of care characterized by anti-intellectualism, anti-professionalism, and a disregard for mainstream regulatory and funding structures.

The loss of either way of knowing—experiential knowledge or professional knowledge—constitutes a loss. These different ways of knowing can be highly complementary and offer valued and variable help that responds to the unique needs of individuals and families at different points in their addiction and recovery careers. The tension between these ways of knowing may also be a source of continued organizational renewal that helps professional and peer-based organizations escape Michels' iron law of oligarchy.

**PRIMACY OF PERSONAL RECOVERY AND IMPORTANCE OF SELF-CARE**

All peer-based recovery support services rest on the primacy of personal recovery. There are positively evaluated projects that have engaged peer leaders within illicit drug cultures to serve as peer helpers to reduce HIV transmission among injection drug users, but studies have shown that outreach workers in recovery have greater credibility with active drug users than do those who are still using. AA co-founder Bill Wilson stated the operative principle here: "...you cannot transmit something you haven't got."  

One of the profoundly important lessons within the history of P-BRSS is that offering recovery support to others is not in itself a program of personal
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recovery. That lesson surfaces repeatedly within the early history of addiction treatment and recovery, and relapse has continued to be a concern within the modern history of addiction counseling and P-BRSS. Alcohol- or drug-related impairment continues to be among the top reasons for ethics complaints filed against addiction counselors. In response to this history, self-care is an important theme within the contemporary culture of P-BRSS—perhaps more so than within mainstream helping professions. This primacy of recovery must be sustained in the face of the P-BRSS specialist’s potential estrangement from his or her professional colleagues (via being devalued, disrespected, and underpaid) and his or her own recovery community (via criticism for “making money off the Program”). Such marginalization can pose threats to one’s sobriety, well being, and sanity.

The primacy of recovery for P-BRSS specialists goes beyond just maintaining abstinence. It encompasses the personal qualities and style of living that make long-term recovery possible, meaningful, and attractive to others. Humility and harmony are frequently cited by P-BRSS specialists as aspirational values. To sustain humility, we must avoid “Stratton’s Disease” (the grandiose delusion that we understand addiction and recovery better than anyone else) and falling in love with the image of ourselves as helpers—stances that transmit an air of superiority and benevolent condescension that repels the very people we deem to help. To sustain harmony and balance, we must regularly monitor and adjust the time and emotional resources that we allocate to self, family, community, and those seeking recovery.

---


ROLE OF RISK IN RECOVERY

A unique foundation of P-BRS is the belief that risk is an essential part of recovery and that a life without risk and challenge is a life lived in shackles. Recovering people have the right to take risks and make mistakes, taking full responsibility for personal choices and their consequences. Most of all, they have a right to own their own successes and, at a larger level, to be part of the solution to the very problems that once defined them. The focus of P-BRS is not on preventing all risk—but in supporting people to take the kinds of risks that lead to a productive and meaningful life of recovery within the community. Embedded within the peer recovery culture is the understanding that the same “Go for it!” attitude that fueled recklessness and excess in addiction can be the source of great success and service when it is channeled into a recovery process. The latter risks often involve acts of care, purposeful self-development, and helping encounters with others.

The question of when a person in recovery is “ready” to help others is not a question of timing but a question of type and degree of help. The person with two days’ sobriety may have something of great value to offer the person struggling to get through his or her first day sober. One of the consistent threads in the history of recovery is that a most perfect and perfectly timed message can be delivered by the most imperfect of messengers. Professional paternalism, and with it preoccupation with problems, vulnerabilities, risks, and liabilities, can prevent people from taking risks and assuming helping roles. Peer recovery traditions focus instead on risk in service to recovery.

THE VALUE OF P-BRSS

In summary, supporters of P-BRSS argue that recovering people in paid and volunteer roles can enhance the long-term recovery of others by:

- sharing the sensitivities, knowledge, skills, and zeal for helping others that are among the fruits of their own recovery from addiction;
- using "street credibility" to exhibit empathy, establish rapport, and engage the most alienated, difficult-to-reach individuals and families affected by alcohol and other drug problems;
- communicating with individuals seeking recovery from a foundation of shared experience and a common language;
- delivering support within a relationship that is free of contempt and marked by mutual respect and honesty;
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270 For example, see the early history of AA in Cleveland, where requests for help came so quickly in response to a series of Cleveland Plain Dealer articles on AA that members with little sobriety were used to coach others through their first days of sobriety. White, W. (1998). Slaying the dragon: The history of addiction treatment and recovery in America. Bloomington, IL: Chestnut Health Systems.

271 Personal communication with Fraser Ross, January, 2009.

• understanding and working within the cognitive and behavioral defenses of persons receiving treatment and recovery support services (minimizing cons, hustles, and manipulations);
• serving as a communication bridge between the person seeking help and other professional helpers—mediating the “patients’ cultural and subcultural values, behaviors, linguistic metaphors, nonverbal cues, and conceptual frameworks”\textsuperscript{273} with the professional culture;
• stirring and sustaining hope through personal charisma and role modeling;
• promoting the benefits of involvement in a formal program of professional treatment and/or recovery;
• linking individuals to particular support groups using the intimate knowledge they have gained through personal participation in these groups;
• linking individuals and families to professionally directed treatment and allied health and human services;
• exhibiting a high degree of commitment (“more than a job”; willingness to go “above and beyond” on behalf of those they serve);
• providing behavioral control (rule enforcement) within treatment milieus,
• giving individuals and families recovery guidance to that is pragmatic, concrete, specific, and experience-based;
• providing sober companionship (a safety net) for the person’s first entry into the community as a recovering person;
• guiding the transfer of affiliation from cultures of addiction to local communities of recovery and, when possible, to the mainstream community;
• lowering treatment dropout rates via the provision of collateral support;
• providing sustained post-treatment monitoring, stage-appropriate recovery education, recovery coaching, and, when needed, early re-intervention;
• developing and mobilizing local recovery support services; and
• creating community environments in which recovery can thrive through such activities as recovery community education, recovery advocacy, and support of recovery celebration events.\textsuperscript{274}

CRITICISMS OF P-BRSS

Criticisms of P-BRSS, particularly challenges to the early role of the recovering “paraprofessional” counselor in the early 1970s, have included the following:

- Alcohol and drug dependencies are such complex, intractable disorders that only trained professionals are qualified to treat them; counseling by the recovering paraprofessionals “who have assumed counseling positions by obtaining pseudoprofessional credentials” might actually do harm and injury to those they seek to help.\(^{275}\)
- Traditionally trained counselors who are in recovery may be ineffective in counseling those with less severe AOD problems.\(^{276}\)
- The current infatuation (early 2000s) with P-BRSS is a regressive step toward the demedicalization and deprofessionalization of addiction treatment.\(^{277}\)
- People seeking helping roles who have a personal recovery background should not be given preference, because recovery status is not a significant factor in counselor effectiveness as measured by client attraction, engagement, retention, or long-term recovery outcomes. (See Chapter Six.)


\(^{277}\) On the lecture circuit, I frequently am asked by treatment representatives whether peer support programs like CSAT’s Recovery Community Service Program and Access to Recovery programs are a precursor to the future de-funding of professionally directed addiction treatment.
• Similar backgrounds within a helper-helpee relationship can lead to “therapeutic scotoma” (blind spots within the helper’s visual field).

• Recovering people are prone to countertransference (“biases, prejudices, and distortions” through which they force each helpee into the recovering person’s own pathway/style of recovery, repel others with an attitude of self-righteousness, or are personally wounded by the continued addiction of those they seek to help).

• Some recovering people, in spite of their own recovery success, view people addicted to alcohol and/or drugs in moralistic terms and are prone to a “reverse sort of snobbery”.

• Self-disclosure of one’s recovery status and story in the counseling relationship is clinically ineffective and a breach of professional ethics.

• Recovering people who work as professional helpers have “questionable motives” for seeking helping roles and are at increased risk of burnout and relapse.

• Recovering people working as counselors do not maintain proper clinical documentation and are not as open to supervision as professionally trained counselors.

One of the most consistent criticisms of the role of recovering people in the treatment field is that people in recovery inhibit the development of new knowledge and approaches to the treatment of addiction.
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281 This was the rationale that many treatment programs used to prohibit their counselors from providing a factual response to questions regarding their recovery status.


…the most personal and poignant dimension may be that the ex-alcoholic is torn inside himself between a commitment to a view of alcoholism that undergirds his continuing personal stability and a commitment to intellectual and scientific knowledge and its concurrent professional integrity…he may have less personal freedom to look at alcoholism problems dispassionately and perhaps innovate new approaches.²⁸⁴

**Testing the Theoretical Foundations of P-BRSS**

The key ideas and propositions set forth in this chapter regarding P-BRSS can be viewed as hypotheses that need to be tested in empirical studies of P-BRSS and through the ongoing monitoring of recovery-focused systems-performance measures. The coming chapters summarize findings from existing studies. Examples of performance measures that can be used to test the theoretical foundations of P-BRSS are displayed in Table 7.

### Table 7: Performance Measures and P-BRSS Core Ideas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical Proposition</th>
<th>Example of Performance Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Wounded Healer               | • Recovery representation (measured by percentage) on governing board, executive staff, direct service staff, and volunteers  
|                              | • Relationship of recovery representation to recovery outcomes                                  |
| Experiential Knowledge        | • Relationship of recovery outcomes to average number of recovering people each person is exposed to during a service episode |
| Mutual Identification        | • Policies encouraging appropriate use of staff/volunteer disclosure of recovery status/story  
|                              | • Frequency of self-disclosure as a helping intervention                                       
|                              | • Evaluation of effects of helper self-disclosure on helping alliance and recovery outcomes     |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical Proposition</th>
<th>Example of Performance Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Chronic Illness and Peer Support       | • Average number of years/months between first service episode and achievement of first year of sustained recovery—with and without P-BRSS  
• Quality-of-life measures for individuals and families experiencing chronic substance use disorders—with and without P-BRSS  
• Percentage of persons who are admitted, retained, and assertively linked to a recommended next level of care  
• Percentage of persons who maintain continuity of contact within a primary recovery support relationship across levels of care |
| Charisma                               | • Percentage of service recipients who attribute early engagement to energy, enthusiasm, and influence of peer helper  
• Percentage of service recipients who attribute service termination to intrusiveness/paternalism/domination by peer or professional helper |
| Stigma/Attitudes                       | • Percentage of individuals receiving P-BRSS who report feeling safe and respected within the peer service relationship  
• Percentage of clients re-initiating service after a relapse who report being welcomed, respected, and encouraged rather than shamed  
• Percentage of clients discussing their personal response to the social stigma attached to AOD problems |
| Helper Therapy Principle               | • Percentage of P-BRSS specialists who report that their personal recovery has been enhanced by their work as a P-BRSS specialist  
• Percentage of P-BRSS staff who have maintained uninterrupted sobriety during their tenure as peer support specialists |
| Respect for Calling                    | • Percentage of P-BRSS staff/volunteers who report feeling called to service work with individuals/families seeking recovery |
| Recovery Management                    | • Comparison of access, early retention, service dose, service scope, and post-treatment recovery support group participation rates—with and without P-BRSS  
• Percentage of clients who report that their motivation for recovery was sustained as a result of the peer support relationship |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical Proposition</th>
<th>Example of Performance Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecology of Recovery</td>
<td>• Percentage of individuals for whom family recovery capital was evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of individuals with family members involved in the recovery support process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Average number of family members per client receiving P-BRSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of clients visited by peer/professional staff in the client’s natural living environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of individuals for whom community recovery capital was formally evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultures of Addiction/Recovery</td>
<td>• Percentage of clients for whom degree of enmeshment in culture of addiction was evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of clients who were assertively linked to indigenous communities of recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primacy of Recovery</td>
<td>• Percentage of P-BRSS specialists involved in weekly personal recovery support activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Annual lapse/relapse relapse rate of P-BRSS specialists (staff and volunteers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dangers of Professionalism and Anti-Professionalism</td>
<td>• Percentage of P-BRSS programs that retain P-BRSS service mission and maintain fidelity to core service values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuity of Support</td>
<td>• Percentage of individuals who are admitted and retained within a next level of recommended care (connection as a percentage of assertive linkage attempts).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of individuals involved in two or more levels of care who report continuity of contact through a single P-BRSS relationship across levels of care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimization of Harm</td>
<td>• Number of complaints alleging harm filed by individuals/families receiving P-BRSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Percentage of clients who experience measurable deterioration in health and functioning during the service process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewardship/Cost Effectiveness</td>
<td>• Evaluation of cost offsets resulting from shortened addiction careers (reduced readmissions, reduced health care costs, reduced incarceration rates)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cost-benefit analysis for the P-BRSS infrastructure and service delivery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 illustrates that many of the constructs that underlie P-BRSS could be tested in formal scientific studies and through simple, program-level monitoring processes. The next chapter begins our exploration of what scientific studies have revealed to-date about peer-based recovery support.
Chapter Four

Scientific Evaluation of Peer-based Support: Studies of the Effects of Participation in Recovery Mutual-aid Societies

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

- Scientific studies regarding the effects of participation in recovery mutual-aid societies on long-term recovery outcomes are limited in scope and methodological rigor.
- Most of what is known about mutual-aid and recovery outcomes is based on studies of the effects of involvement in Alcoholics Anonymous by individuals treated in professionally directed addiction treatment programs.
- Participation in recovery mutual-aid societies typically enhances long-term recovery rates, elevates global functioning, and reduces post-recovery costs to society among diverse demographic and clinical populations.
- Individual responses to recovery mutual-aid groups are variable, including those who respond optimally, those who respond partially, and those who fail to respond.
- Recovery mutual aid participation has multiple active ingredients, including motivational enhancement for recovery, reconstruction of personal identity, reconstruction of family and social relationships, enhanced coping skills, and the personal effects of helping others.
- The effects of recovery mutual aid involvement are interdependent with frequency, intensity, and duration of involvement.
- Combining recovery mutual aid and professionally directed addiction treatment has additive effects in clinical populations.
- For clients in addiction treatment, affiliation with and benefits from recovery mutual-aid societies are influenced by counselor attitudes toward mutual aid, the style of linkage (assertive vs. passive, degree of choice, and personal matching), and the timing of linkage (during treatment vs. following treatment).
- The Internet may provide an effective adjunctive or alternative delivery device for peer-based recovery support services, but studies of Internet-based recovery support services are at an early stage.
• The potential positive effects of recovery mutual-aid participation are often not achieved due to weak linkage procedures and high early dropout rates.

There is a substantial body of research literature confirming the role of social support, particularly recovery-specific social support, on the long-term resolution of severe alcohol- and other-drug problems. Put simply, the odds of recovery rise in tandem with social network support for abstinence and decline with the increased density of heavy AOD users in one’s social network. The presence or absence of family and peer support for abstinence exerts a particularly powerful influence on the recovery outcomes of adolescents treated for substance use disorders. In this and proceeding chapters, we will explore how different types of peer support influence the prospects of long-term recovery.

In spite of the long history of organized peer support in addiction recovery, scientific studies of the effects of peer support on long-term recovery are limited in scope and methodological rigor. Studies to-date fall into three general topical categories, which we will address in this and coming chapters: 1) the effects of participation in recovery mutual-aid societies, 2) the effects of participation in other recovery community support institutions, and 3) studies of recovering people working in multiple service roles in addiction treatment and allied health organizations.

As noted earlier, there are numerous limitations that prevent drawing definitive conclusions on critical questions related to the design and delivery of peer-based recovery support. These limitations include questions toward which no studies have been directed and studies that suffer from small sample sizes, non-representative samples, selection bias, lack of control groups, lack of randomization, and reliance on self-report without biomedical or collateral corroboration of abstinence. Studies to-date are also limited by their primary focus on one recovery mutual-aid framework (Alcoholics Anonymous), AA-
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influenced treatment models, and treatment population responses to AA during the earliest stages of recovery. Most studies of people in recovery working as addiction counselors are limited by having been conducted in an era in which most addiction counselors working in addiction treatment possessed neither significant education or training—a status that has changed dramatically over the past 40 years.

The discussions in the coming chapters highlight studies that shed light on P-BRSS and discuss critical issues related to P-BRSS that deserve further scientific investigation. As we proceed, it would be best if the reader considered the findings presented as “true” of some people in some places at a particular point in time. The collective findings of the studies reviewed tell a story, but it is not the whole story.

**LIMITED SCOPE OF RESEARCH ON RECOVERY MUTUAL-aid SOCIETIES**

Most of what we know scientifically about the effects of participation in addiction recovery mutual-aid societies on long-term recovery outcomes is based on studies of adult members of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) and, to a lesser extent, Narcotics Anonymous (NA). Early studies of AA suffered from weak methodological rigor, which limited the value of their findings, but the quality of AA studies has improved markedly in the past decade. In spite of these improvements, there is still great controversy surrounding AA research and the wildly divergent conclusions drawn from that research. (See Kaskutas, in press, for the latest review.)

Studies of alternative recovery mutual-aid societies have begun to appear in addiction science journals, but these early reports are primarily descriptive and do not reflect long-term recovery outcome studies. This literature includes papers on new 12-Step programs for drug dependencies other than alcohol and


narcotics, Women for Sobriety, Secular Organizations for Sobriety, Rational Recovery, LifeRing Secular Recovery, SMART Recovery®, and Moderation Management. Particularly striking is the lack of scientific literature—even descriptive studies—on faith-based addiction recovery support groups.

There are multiple methodological challenges in studying mutual-aid recovery support groups, but perhaps the most significant is that “the more the researcher controls the group for research purposes, the less what is being evaluated is truly a self-help group as opposed to a professionally controlled paraprofessional helping program.”

Recent enhancements in the methodological quality of studies of recovery support groups (for example,


improved measurement, longer follow-up periods, higher follow-up rates, and the use of comparison groups) are generating replicated findings that allow the articulation of preliminary conclusions related to the operation and effectiveness of such groups, particularly Alcoholics Anonymous.\textsuperscript{301} The extent to which findings from AA can be generalized to other recovery support societies is unclear.

**ROLE OF MUTUAL AID IN RECOVERY OUTCOMES**

Participation in addiction recovery support groups typically enhances long-term recovery outcomes.\textsuperscript{302} Recovery support group participation is also linked to increased global (physical, emotional, relational, occupational) health and functioning,\textsuperscript{303} as well as reduced mortality rates,\textsuperscript{304} particularly rates of suicide.\textsuperscript{305}


In 1977, Emrick, Larsen, and Edwards identified three principles related to AA and professional treatment involvement and drinking outcomes, principles that have stood the test of time: 1) AA is more effective than professional treatment in helping alcoholics maintain total abstinence, 2) professional treatment appears to be more effective than AA in helping alcoholics reduce drinking without becoming totally abstinent, and 3) both peer and professional helpers appear to be needed, because each is helpful only to some people.306

But how much benefit can one expect from AA participation? Humphreys and Kaskutas recently reviewed the latest research studies on such effects and drew the following conclusions:

These studies show that among patients who receive treatment, supplemental involvement in 12-Step mutual help organizations has quite large benefits, increasing abstinence rates by 25-100%. The health care cost reductions, on the order of thousands of dollars per patient, are also of note. Importantly, these findings are not due to self-selection, they derive from randomized trials and quasi-experimental studies, and if anything, the randomized trials show greater not lesser benefits to AA/NA participation than do uncontrolled studies. What about an addicted person who is not in treatment—how much will they benefit? This is a hard question to answer, but one useful source of data is Moos and colleagues’ series of studies of individuals seeking help for alcohol problems for the first time. One study in this research program compared 135 individuals who went to AA first with 66 broadly comparable people who chose to go to professional outpatient treatment. By three year follow-up, both groups had decreased their ethanol consumption and alcohol dependence symptoms by about 70%. Most of the individuals who started in AA stayed in AA and did not subsequently enter professional treatment, which suggests that large benefits of AA participation are not limited to individuals who combine treatment with mutual help group involvement.307

Data from the 2006 and 2007 National Survey on Drug Use and Health reveal that approximately 5 million people a year (2% of the population over age 12) attend recovery support groups to support their recovery from alcohol and other drug-related problems. These individuals represent a high degree of


diversity by gender, age, race/ethnicity, size of community, and family income. Of those attending recovery support groups in the past year in the U.S., 45.3% attended to resolve alcohol problems, 21.8% to resolve an illicit drug problem, and 33% to resolve problems related to both alcohol and illicit drug use. Of those reporting past-year attendance, 45.1% reported abstinence in the past month, and 54.9% reported continued substance use.  

VARIABILITY OF RESPONSE

The response to addiction recovery mutual-aid groups is not uniform. People exposed to a particular recovery support group may respond fully, partially, or not at all. For example, in a study of client referrals to AA during treatment, 31% had an optimal response, 43% a partial response, and 22% a non-response, with the non-responders having the worst post-treatment recovery outcomes. Some studies have linked higher levels of AA affiliation with higher levels of problem severity among adults and adolescents. Brown, O'Grady, Farrell, and colleagues studied recovery support group affiliation patterns of clients in outpatient drug treatment who had been referred from the criminal justice system. Higher participation rates were related to greater problem severity (as measured by prior treatment and greater criminal involvement) and earlier age of onset of alcohol use.

Patterns of affiliation differ widely among those who do affiliate with recovery mutual-aid groups. Kaskutas and colleagues described four such

patterns: 1) low AA attendance (participation in only a small number of meetings during first year following treatment, 2) medium AA attendance (attending a high number of meetings but only for a short period of time), 3) high attendance (increasing level of involvement during the first five years), and 4) moderate but steady attendance. They found abstinence rates increasing and decreasing in tandem with increased and decreased meeting attendance, but also documented the potential of sustained sobriety for some people following cessation of regular AA meeting attendance. They referred to this latter pattern as “positive disengagement.”

The growing varieties of recovery support groups and the variability of personal responses to each group suggests the use of a philosophy of choice, through which addiction professionals and peer support specialists review recovery support options with each person to achieve the best person-group match. Individuals may initiate and sustain recovery within a single recovery support group, concurrently participate in more than one recovery support group, or initiate recovery through one framework and then shift to another framework to maintain that recovery. The latter is illustrated by African American women shifting from AA/NA for recovery initiation to the church as their primary source of support for recovery maintenance. Although at a philosophical level some recovery support groups appear opposed to one another, at the individual level, it is common to see people simultaneously attending “opposing” mutual-aid groups such as Women for Sobriety and AA.

**Effectiveness across Diverse Populations**

Recent studies confirm that affiliation and recovery rates within AA also extend to:

---


• people dependent upon drugs other than, and in addition to, alcohol;  
• adolescent and adult women;  
• people of color;  
• young people;  
• people with co-occurring psychiatric disorders;  

---


• people without religious or spiritual orientation.\textsuperscript{325}

These findings confirm that AA has matured beyond its origins as a program for white, middle-aged, middle-class Protestant men. Studies have actually found that women participate more and benefit more from 12-Step recovery support groups following treatment than do men.\textsuperscript{326} Similarly, studies of AA and/or NA participation following treatment show that African Americans are more likely than Caucasians to participate in AA and/or NA following treatment.\textsuperscript{327}

The most recent evidence available on representation of women, people of color, and young people, as revealed in available recovery fellowship membership surveys, is displayed in Table 8. Degree of diversity in social class is reflected in a combination of three factors variably reported in the membership surveys: education, employment, and income.


### Table 8: Demographic Characteristics of Recovery Mutual-aid Societies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>73.4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>36.6%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>85.1%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>99.4%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian American</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (or no answer)</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>.6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth representation (under age 21)</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1% under 18; 8% 18-24</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Average membership age is 46</td>
<td>Less than 1%</td>
<td>% under 21 not available; Mean age of 44 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education (% with at least one year of college)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>79.5%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>62.2%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Annual Income</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>$31,000</td>
<td>$23,000</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>76% $50,000+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data not available in latest published survey

These surveys suggest that the representation of women in AA parallels the 3:1 male/female alcohol problem ratio found in the general population and that representation of women is even higher in other recovery mutual-aid groups. People of color, particularly African Americans and Hispanics, increasingly participate in AA and NA, but there is a marked need for studies on their degree of participation in non-12-Step recovery support groups, particularly faith-based recovery support groups. Social class is not collected in AA and NA surveys, but data from other secular groups suggest that these alternatives may attract a greater proportion of people from higher educational and income levels.

As noted earlier, many people with co-occurring psychiatric and substance use disorders actively and successfully participate in mainstream recovery support meetings. Such affiliation is less likely for those with the most severe of these disorders (psychosis), and those who attend do face special issues within and obstacles to their recovery. These unique needs have...
spawned three specialty recovery support groups: Dual Recovery Anonymous (DRA), Dual Disorders Anonymous (DDA), and Double Trouble in Recovery (DTR). DTR has been subjected to the most rigorous research.

DTR members in New York City report a broad spectrum of past drugs used (alcohol, marijuana, cocaine, non-prescribed pills, crack, heroin, and other drugs in order of prevalence) and a broad spectrum of past psychiatric diagnoses (unipolar depression, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, anxiety disorder/phobia, and post-traumatic stress disorder, in order of prevalence). More than half of DTR members have multiple prior psychiatric diagnoses, and the majority have prior substance use and psychiatric treatment. Past-year substance use is very low among DTR members—from 2-10% across drug choices. Seventy-six percent of DTR members currently take medications for the management of psychiatric illness, 73% of members have attended DTR for more than a year, and 90% attend at least one DTR meeting a week.344

Several factors are associated with positive outcomes in DTR: enhanced internal locus of control and sociability are linked to DTR affiliation; and helper therapy (sponsoring others), reciprocal learning (mutual sharing of “experience, strength and hope”), spirituality, and hope are linked to sustained alcohol/drug abstinence and other health-promoting behaviors.345 The effects of DTR participation in these studies must be viewed in light of the finding that three-quarters of DTR members also attend traditional (AA/NA) 12-Step groups.346

**COST-EFFECTIVENESS**

Studies of participation in recovery support groups following addiction treatment have concluded that such participation reduces continuing care costs347 and post-treatment health care costs.348 Related to such cost reductions are the facts that AA and other recovery support groups are geographically accessible (particularly true of AA and NA), are available on a 24-hour basis

---

without cost, and do not require time away from work.  

Studies of recovery mutual-aid participation by people with co-occurring substance use and psychiatric disorders show that such participation enhances medication compliance and reduces the incidence and cost of hospitalization.  

Humphreys and Moos sum up the work to-date:

Certain tasks supportive of recovery, such as encouragement, social activities, friendship, monitoring and spiritual support, can probably be accomplished by peer-based services as well as they can by health care professionals, and at greatly reduced cost. This has a 2-fold benefit: greater likelihood of long-term recovery for the addicted individual and greater targeting of scarce professional resources to those patients who require such assistance....self-help group involvement is a useful method of extending the benefits of treatment while lowering its ongoing costs.

THE QUESTION OF HARM (IATROGENESIS)

Harm done in the name of help is a pervasive theme in the history of addiction treatment and recovery. It is thus appropriate to raise the question whether any aspects of recovery support group participation can result in harm. Allegations of such injury have primarily targeted AA, through a series of books, articles and anti-AA web sites.


Collectively, these allegations include charges that AA:

- undermines personal autonomy and responsibility;
- encourages dependence on AA beyond the time that it is needed;
- discourages political activism via a focus on personal rather than social pathology;
- programs members to self-fulfill the prophecy of “one drink, one drunk,"
- coerces particular spiritual/religious beliefs;
- inhibits members from obtaining professional help;
- discourages members from taking needed medications; and
- tolerates exploitive sponsor-sponsee relationships.

Research to-date on iatrogenic effects of recovery mutual-aid involvement is very limited. Studies to-date have found the following:

1) AA and NA members are not discouraged from community participation, and such participation increases with length of sobriety.356
2) Some AA members disengage from active participation in AA and NA meetings but sustain long-term abstinence.357
3) AA members who continue attending meetings have a lower risk of relapse than those who stop attending.358
4) The potential of an “abstinence violation effect” (the idea that members who lapse are more likely to escalate to full-blown relapse because of the “one drink/one drunk” belief among 12-Step groups—the belief that escalation is inevitable because of a unique biological vulnerability over which they have no volitional control) has been theorized by behavioral therapists such as Marlatt,359 but studies to test this potential have shown mixed results.360

355 For examples of anti-AA web sites, see http://www.orange-papers.org/ and http://www.aadeprogramming.org/index_frames.html.
5) AA member use of professional help after joining the organization is high (63% of AA members).\(^{361}\)

6) AA, as represented by attitudes of its local service representatives, is much more tolerant of medications for the treatment of addiction and co-occurring disorders than has been alleged.\(^{362}\)

Whether injuries such as those alleged as effects of AA participation occur within recovery support groups—and the types, severity, and relevance of such injuries—are all legitimate and important questions for future scientific investigation. Such studies should compare:

- the potential for injury and variations in types of potential injuries across religious, spiritual, and secular recovery support groups;
- the comparative risk of injury from mutual-aid participation with the risk of injury within professionally directed addiction treatment; and
- the risk of harm in peer and professional interventions compared to the risks faced by persons with substance use disorders who fail to participate in either mutual aid or professional treatment.

**POTENT INGREDIENTS OF RECOVERY MUTUAL AID**

There is growing evidence that participation in recovery mutual-aid communities enhances long-term recovery outcomes, but the potent ingredients of such participation remain elusive and may differ across individuals at different stages of recovery. The mechanisms of change isolated to-date include:

- problem recognition and commitment to change;\(^{363}\)
- regular re-motivation to continue change efforts;\(^{364}\)
- counter-norms that buffer the effects of heavy drinking social networks and AOD use promotion in the wider culture;\(^{365}\)

---


- sustained self-monitoring;366
- increased spiritual orientation;367
- enhanced coping skills, particularly the recognition of high-risk situations and stressors;368
- increased self-efficacy;369
- social support that offsets the influence of pro-drinking social networks;370
- helping others with AOD problems;371
- exposure to sober role models and experience-based advice on how to stay sober;372
- participation in rewarding sober activities;373

• 24-hour accessibility of assistance, and
• potentially lifelong supports that do not require financial resources.

**ADDITIVE EFFECTS OF PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT AND MUTUAL AID**

In studies of clinical populations, completion of addiction treatment and participation in recovery mutual-aid groups is more predictive of long-term recovery than either activity alone. There is a potential synergy between AA and treatment. People who attend recovery mutual-aid groups do better following addiction treatment than those who do not attend, regardless of the type of treatment they originally received, and those who participate in treatment and AA are also less likely to drop out of AA than those who only participate in AA. The potential role of recovery support groups and recovery community institutions takes on added significance in light of the present diminished access to treatment and diminished dose of treatment.

---

AA can serve as an adjunct or alternative to addiction treatment. Sixty-three percent of AA members received professional help before coming to AA, and 63% received such help after joining AA, leaving 37% of AA members who received no professional support for their recovery before or after their affiliation with AA. In comparison, 76% of people who participate in mental health support groups also receive professional help for the same problems.

**Timing of Participation**

Studies by Moos and Moos suggest advantages in linking individuals to recovery support groups prior to linkage to treatment. This allows those who can to resolve AOD problems without the financial and social burden of addiction treatment while enhancing outcomes for those who require professional treatment. In the 16-year treatment follow-up study, those who were exposed to AA prior to treatment had the highest post-treatment recovery rates. Persons who attend recovery support meetings as part of addiction treatment, and who are exposed to 12-Step literature and build 12-Step-related friendships and sponsorship relationships during treatment, are more likely to sustain 12-Step group participation after treatment than are those who are simply referred to support meetings at the end of treatment. Patterns of voluntary recovery mutual-aid participation established by adults during treatment tend to be sustained after treatment.

---


LINKAGE PROCEDURES AND PARTICIPATION RATES

Studies reveal that as many as 50% of clients who complete primary treatment for substance use disorders do not attend even one recovery support meeting following discharge from treatment. There is a direct relationship between clinician attitudes toward recovery support groups and successful referral rates to such groups, with successful referral rates declining as the clinician’s attitudinal resistance towards such groups rises.

Several studies have contrasted procedures of passive linkage to mutual-aid groups (procedures that involve verbal encouragement to attend and provision of a meeting list) with assertive linkage procedures. The latter procedures include orientation to the importance of recovery support group participation; introduction to support group choices and respective philosophies, language, and meeting rituals; encouragement to set goals for group participation; use of a volunteer “guide” to facilitate entry into recovery support group networks and meetings; provision of transportation to early meetings; and use of journaling to monitor responses to meetings. These assertive linkage procedures have been incorporated into manuals that clinicians and recovery support specialists can use as a rigorous introduction to particular recovery mutual aid cultures. Assertive linkage to recovery support groups early in addiction treatment increases post-treatment participation rates for adults and


adolescents.\textsuperscript{391} Matching individuals to recovery support groups whose philosophies are congruent with their personal beliefs also enhances engagement.\textsuperscript{392} At present, most addiction treatment programs do not routinely provide such assertive and individualized linkage procedures.\textsuperscript{393}

**LINKING ADOLESCENTS TO RECOVERY SUPPORT GROUPS**

Problems in linkage between addiction treatment and recovery support groups are particularly pronounced for young people.\textsuperscript{394} Adults leaving addiction treatment are twice as likely to attend 12-Step meetings in the first three months than are adolescents discharged from addiction treatment.\textsuperscript{395} Studies of adolescents have found several key variables linked to non-affiliation with AA: a drug-using peer social network, a lack of prior treatment, greater parental involvement in treatment, and higher levels of hope.\textsuperscript{396} Adolescent affiliation with a recovery support group meeting rises in tandem with the percentage of young people attending.\textsuperscript{397} Adolescent affiliation rates and the benefits of participating in recovery support groups can be enhanced by participation in young people’s meetings, but these specialty meetings are unavailable in many communities.\textsuperscript{398}

Those who have studied linkage of adolescents to recovery support groups note several obstacles. The fact that members of young people’s groups “age out” presents a unique problem related to group leadership and stability. Adolescents have also been found to have less problem recognition and motivation for abstinence, less identification with the stories and life issues of


older group members, and greater difficulty understanding or utilizing key recovery concepts. Passetti and Godley studied adolescent treatment center referrals to recovery support groups and found the highest rates of successful linkage within programs that:

- emphasized the sober social activities sponsored by support groups through such events as young people’s conferences,
- worked with local support group service structures to identify particular meetings appropriate for young people,
- identified individuals to serve as role models and guides for young people,
- created networks of trusted people to accompany young people to meetings,
- monitored post-treatment attendance and response to meetings, and
- helped identify potential sponsors.

Little is known about the role of mutual-aid factors other than meeting attendance (e.g., the influence of a sponsor, home group, or step-work) on long-term adolescent recovery outcomes.

**EARLY DROP-OUT RATES**

Studies reveal that 40-60% of adult clients who begin participation in 12-Step groups discontinue participation in the 9-12 months following treatment discharge. Studies of post-treatment adolescent participation in 12-Step self-help meetings and adolescent attendance rates. 

---

399 Lora Passetti, Personal communication, December, 2008.
groups report similar attrition rates.\(^{403}\) (Attrition rates in non-12-Step groups have not been studied.) The short-term post-treatment outcomes of those who stop attending support meetings, or who attend them only sporadically, descend to the level of outcomes of those who report never regularly attending.\(^{404}\) This early drop-out rate is not unique to recovery mutual-aid participation and likely parallels attrition in other health improvement and social activities (for example, participation in exercise, dieting, and social clubs).

McIntyre conducted an analysis of the attrition data reported in the membership surveys that AA has conducted since 1968.\(^{405}\) He draws several conclusions that may apply to the broad spectrum of recovery support groups.

- The most significant period of attrition occurs during the first 90 days of exposure to AA.
- People who sustain participation beyond the first 90 days have significantly increased odds of sobriety 1-5 years later, compared to those who cease participation.
- Reducing or stopping meeting attendance after five years or more of sobriety is common and should not be viewed in the same way as early attrition, since most of those with this later pattern of disengagement remain sober, still consider themselves AA members, and continue to participate in special AA events.

McIntyre’s findings on the importance of early engagement in the development of sustained affiliation with AA is confirmed by a 2008 analysis of AA membership survey data. In this study, 26% of AA members in their first month of attendance at AA meetings, and 56% of those in their fourth month, will still be involved in AA at one year.\(^{406}\) These data reinforce the importance of sustaining early engagement past an initial priming dose—a principle that would also be likely to apply to attendance patterns at other support groups (e.g., Weight Watchers) and health-related activities (e.g., health club participation following enrollment).

A critical point of evaluation for a recovery mutual-aid group is whether the group can attract and sustain the period of involvement needed to make the transition from recovery initiation to stable recovery maintenance. A critical point in the evaluation of P-BRSS is whether linkage procedures to communities of recovery are potent enough to sustain exposure beyond 90 days. We will now explore the dose of participation needed to achieve this transition.

---


DOSE AND INTENSITY OF PARTICIPATION EFFECTS

Studies of recovery mutual-aid groups reveal evidence of a dose effect (early recovery stability associated with increased meeting attendance)\textsuperscript{407} and an intensity effect (recovery stability increasing with broader patterns of participation in such activities as applying concepts to daily problem solving, reading recovery literature, sober socializing, service work).\textsuperscript{408}

FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION

There are several key findings related to recovery support meeting participation. First, the advisability of initiating recovery via “90 meetings in 90 days” has never been tested scientifically,\textsuperscript{409} but this practice does provide intense support through what has been confirmed as the highest period of risk for disengagement and relapse.\textsuperscript{410} Second, attending recovery mutual-aid meetings less than an average of once per week, at least during early recovery, is in effect equivalent to not attending meetings.\textsuperscript{411} Third, recovery outcomes from a medium level of sustained attendance at support group meetings is equivalent or superior in the long run to the recovery outcomes of those who go from high


initial intensity of participation to low intensity of participation. The latest AA membership survey found that AA members attend an average of 2.4 meetings per week.

Passetti and colleagues looked at thresholds of recovery support group meeting attendance for adolescents in the 90 days prior to their six-month follow-up from addiction treatment. They found a strong link between meeting attendance and six-month abstinence rates. Thirty-nine percent of low attendees (with meetings attended 1-10 days in past three months) reported abstinence, whereas 70% of high attenders (meetings attended 63-90 days in past three months). Unfortunately, the former made up 90% of the sample and the latter only 2% of the sample.

**Duration of Participation**

Some people require or benefit from lifelong participation in a recovery mutual aid fellowship. In the 2004 AA membership survey, the average length of sobriety reported by members currently attending AA meetings was more than eight years. This finding must be balanced against a growing number of studies documenting that a significant proportion of AA members decrease or stop meeting participation but continue their sobriety and other recovery-related activities. However, those who continue to participate in AA after the first year

---


people in remote locations who have not had the opportunity to participate actively and on an equal basis with people who have higher levels of advantage,\textsuperscript{426} and
defective drinkers.\textsuperscript{427}

Online support is also effective for individuals who have made initial progress during primary treatment but prefer an online format of continued recovery support.\textsuperscript{428}

Particularly striking is the high percentage of women who use online support groups—a phenomenon likely linked to issues of accessibility, convenience, and safety. Hall and Tidwell’s\textsuperscript{429} study of those using Internet-based recovery support services reported that women made up more than 60% of those using such services—a dramatically higher percentage than that found in treatment admissions and surveys of face-to-face recovery support groups. (See Table 6 in chapter four.)

From the onset of online support groups, it was assumed that online meetings would supplement face-to-face meetings. Surprisingly, an unknown percentage of individuals are initiating and sustaining recovery online without participation in face-to-face meetings. A day may come in the not-too-distant future when more people participate in online recovery support activities than participate in face-to-face meetings.

**RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HELPING AND HELPER RECOVERY OUTCOMES**

Several studies have concluded that helping others (for example, sponsoring) improves one’s own prognosis for recovery.\textsuperscript{430} Bohince and


Orensteene (1953)\textsuperscript{431} conducted one of the earliest studies of AA by comparing those who were successful and those who were unsuccessful in achieving stable recovery in AA. They found that 66\% of successful AA members had sponsored other AA members, whereas only 19\% of unsuccessful AA members had served as sponsors. Cross and colleagues\textsuperscript{432} conducted a follow-up study of inpatient alcoholism treatment and found that those former patients who served as AA sponsors had a 91\% recovery rate. In the only study that has been conducted on the effects of sponsorship on inner-city injection drug use, Crape and colleagues\textsuperscript{433} found that sponsoring others significantly elevated recovery rates for injection drug users. Witbrodt and Kaskutas\textsuperscript{434} studied individuals with alcohol dependence, drug dependence, and alcohol and drug dependence. They found that involvement in peer service work was the best predictor of abstinence across all three diagnostic groups, and that peer helping activities during treatment predicted higher AA involvement after treatment. Also significant is a recent study finding that the benefits of helping within AA cross boundaries of gender, race, education, marital status, employment status, and past level of problem severity. Remarkably, this study also found that AA members with higher levels of depression were more likely to be involved in helping activities and that depressive symptoms lessened as a result of helping others.\textsuperscript{435}

**STUDIES OF FAMILY SUPPORT GROUPS**

Research studies on recovery support groups for family members affected by severe AOD problems within the family are limited in number, scope

---


and methodological rigor. Most of what can be concluded about participation in such groups is limited to a small number of studies of Al-Anon and Alateen.

Information on Al-Anon and Alateen members is available from membership surveys that have been conducted since 1984. Table 9 contrasts Al-Anon membership characteristics in 1984 with those measured in 2006.

**Table 9: Al-Anon Membership Characteristics in the United States, 1984 and 2006.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Al-Anon Membership Characteristic</th>
<th>1984</th>
<th>2006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% female</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average age</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of members who are Caucasian</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>87%  (7% Hispanic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% with some college education</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% urban and suburban</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% referred to Al-Anon by a professional</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% receiving professional help before joining Al-Anon</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% receiving professional help after joining Al-Anon</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average duration of Al-Anon membership</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of members who left and returned to Al-Anon</td>
<td></td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of meetings attended per month</td>
<td></td>
<td>7*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 5% of Al-Anon members participate in online meetings—an average of two online meetings per week.

Compared to members surveyed in 1986, Al-Anon members in 2006 are older and better educated, with a higher representation of women of color and a membership that is more likely to have sought professional help before and after coming to Al-Anon.

Profile information is also available for Alateen members. Members are an average of 14 years of age, predominately female (65%), and more ethnically diverse than members of other 12-Step fellowships (72% Caucasian, 13% Hispanic, 5% Native American, 3% African American and 1% Asian, 12% “mixed” or “other”). Only 8% of Alateen members are referred to Alateen by professional helpers, although 34% sought professional help before coming to Alateen and
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74% sought help after coming to Alateen. Alateen members attend an average of four Alateen meetings per month and have an average duration of participation of 2.4 years.  

Participation in family support groups in the addictions arena might be evaluated on a number of key dimensions, including effects of participation on: 1) understanding of and attitudes toward AOD problems, 2) physical and emotional health, 3) the marital/intimate relationship, 4) the health and functioning of children in the participant's family, 4) measures of family health (e.g., roles, rules, rituals), and 5) effects on help-seeking and recovery outcomes of the family member with an AOD problem. Regarding the last of these dimensions, it should be noted that the primary purpose of family recovery support groups is not to get the addicted family member into treatment or otherwise support the addicted family member's recovery. The primary focus of these groups is on enhancing the emotional health of members and the health of their families. Only 1% of Al-Anon members perceive the primary purpose of Al-Anon as being support of the alcoholic, in spite of the fact that a focus of Al-Anon evaluation studies has been on its effects on the alcoholic family member. Studies of the effects of family group participation have until recently been only descriptive in nature.  

Studies to-date have drawn the following conclusions:  
- Al-Anon attracts a diverse mix of family members, spouses, ex-spouses, and friends whose significant others include persons in stable recovery and persons who are actively drinking.  
- The self-esteem and marital adjustment of Al-Anon members improve with length of Al-Anon participation, but improvements in marital adjustment, when they occur, are linked to prolonged Al-Anon participation and the spouse's sobriety and level of participation in AA.  
- Some studies reveal that the levels of family distress of AA members whose spouses attend Al-Anon do not differ from such levels in the families of AA members whose spouses do not attend Al-Anon, while
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other studies find that family distress scores decline with extended participation in Al-Anon.443

- Participation in Adult Children of Alcoholics support groups engenders substantial changes in members’ views of themselves and their families—changes linked to destigmatization of personal experience and increased self-acceptance and self-esteem.444
- In early studies of Al-Anon, Al-Anon participation was associated with the spouses of Al-Anon members achieving and sustaining sobriety.445
- In more scientifically rigorous studies, “Al-Anon has repeatedly been shown to be ineffective as a unilateral approach for engaging drinkers in treatment.”446
- Sisson and Azrin compared two approaches to using family members to initiate and support treatment of people with drinking problems: 1) education about the disease of alcoholism with a firm referral to Al-Anon; and 2) Community Reinforcement and Family Training, a program that included education and training on how wives could motivate drinkers to change their behavior via encouragement, consequences, scheduling competing activities, and management of drinking behavior and dangerous situations. None of the husbands in the education/Al-anon group sought treatment, while 86% of the husbands of CRAFT participants entered treatment.447
- Miller and colleagues conducted a study of treatment engagement rates comparing Al-Anon participation, the Johnson Institute intervention technique, and the CRAFT model; the resulting treatment engagement rates were 13% for Al-Anon, 23% for the Johnson Institute intervention, and 64% for CRAFT.448
- Meyers and colleagues compared three methods of engaging unmotivated drug users in treatment and found treatment engagement
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rates of 29% for Al-Anon/Nar-Anon-facilitation therapy, 58.6% for CRAFT, and 76.7% for CRAFT plus aftercare (up to six months of group sessions following individual sessions).  

- Alateen members are more likely than teenagers not in Alateen to view alcoholism as a medical rather than moral problem, to view recovery as possible through participation in support groups, and to believe that children were not responsible for their parents' heavy drinking.

- Alateen members with an alcoholic parent report fewer negative moods, higher self-esteem, and less criminal justice involvement than teens in the same circumstances who do not participate in Alateen; Teens who participate in Alateen have levels of self-esteem and mood comparable to those of teens without an alcoholic parent.

In summary, participation in family recovery support groups enhances participants’ understanding of addiction and hope for recovery, enhances their emotional health, and enhances family functioning following sustained duration of participation. Participation in these groups is not the most effective means of engaging unmotivated family members to seek addiction treatment.

In the next chapter, we will explore the effects of participation in other recovery support institutions.
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Chapter Five
Scientific Evaluation of Peer-based Services: Studies of the Effects of Participation in other Recovery Community Institutions

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

- There is a long history of recovery support institutions beyond mutual-aid fellowships (e.g., recovery community organizations, Recovery Community Centers, recovery-oriented social networking sites, and other online resources), but very little research exists on the effects of involvement in these institutions on long-term recovery.
- Participation in recovery social clubs reduces the risk of relapse following addiction treatment.
- Living within the national network of Oxford Houses significantly reduces the risk of relapse and enhances long-term recovery outcomes.
- Participation in recovery high schools and college/university-based recovery communities reduces the risk of relapse, enhances recovery outcomes, and elevates academic achievement.
- Recovery industries and recovery-conducive employment sites have yet to be described or evaluated extensively in the scientific literature.
- Religion-oriented recovery colonies, recovery ministries, and recovery churches are growing but remain all but invisible to the professional addiction treatment and research communities.
- Recovery support structures organized by and for recovering people within the context of addiction treatment, such as consumer councils and alumni associations, have not been evaluated scientifically.

From temperance hotels to recovery homes, and from the Drunkard’s Club to AA Clubhouses and new recovery community centers, recovery support structures organized by and for recovering people have long played a role in addiction recovery in the United States. Surprisingly, the nature of this influence has been subjected to only limited scientific study. Two recent articles highlight the recent growth of recovery community institutions:

community organizations, recovery homes, recovery industries, recovery schools, recovery ministries and recovery churches, religious recovery colonies, recovery cafes, recovery book clubs, and recovery athletic teams, as well as a resurgence in recovery-focused consumer councils, alumni associations, and volunteer programs linked to addiction treatment institutions.

The presence and scope of these recovery support institutions are rarely acknowledged in the scientific literature and even more rarely evaluated with methodological rigor. Here is what we know to-date.

**Recovery Social Clubs**

Considering the large number of studies conducted on recovery mutual aid meetings, it is surprising how little attention has been given to studying the effects of mutual-aid society clubhouses on recovery initiation and maintenance. A few studies are indicative of the potential of these recovery support institutions.

Hunt and Azrin\textsuperscript{453} described a self-governed social club for recovering alcoholics that was part of a more comprehensive community reinforcement approach (CRA) to alcoholism treatment. Those who participated in this CRA approach achieved superior outcomes as measured by decreased alcohol consumption, increased employment, and decreased hospitalization compared to matched control group members, but the role of the social club was not isolated for analysis. Two subsequent studies clarified this relationship. Mallams and Hall\textsuperscript{454} found that the social club reduced relapse rates, reduced treatment re-admission, and enhanced global functioning. Mallams, Godley, Hall, and Myers\textsuperscript{455} confirmed these effects and illuminated strategies for involving clients in the activities of the social club. They found that traditional referral procedures (providing each client with written information on the club and providing a single verbal statement of encouragement to attend) had little effect on initiating or sustaining club involvement. In contrast, systematic encouragement procedures significantly increased club participation. The procedures included an average of ten personal statements of encouragement to attend, letters sent describing scheduled club activities, provision of membership cards and club by-laws, resolving obstacles to participation, a warm welcome and praise from other members for attending, and assessing and providing preferred recreational activities at the club.

One clubhouse for adolescents exists in Kentucky as part of the Louisville Adolescent Network of Substance Abuse Treatment (LANSAT). According to their website (www.sevencounties.org), the youth clubhouse was designed to complement and expand an array of existing services by offering structured


programming, recreational, and socialization opportunities in a drug-free and recovery-focused environment. The clubhouse is accessible to adolescents who have a desire to participate in activities and groups and are interested in decreasing use and/or maintaining sobriety. Adolescents may be in treatment, have completed treatment, or be affected by the use of family members. Structured groups offered include recovery support groups, skill development groups, special interest groups, and 12-Step meetings. Recreational activities include game night, basketball, shooting pool, and playing ping-pong. Tutoring and informal SAT/ACT assistance are also offered.\textsuperscript{456}

\section*{Recovery Community Centers}

Many recovery community organizations are establishing recovery community centers as a central recovery "hub," gathering place, and peer-based service center for people seeking or in recovery, and for their family members. These centers serve a clubhouse function in terms of recovery fellowship, but offer a much wider spectrum of recovery support services than would be available in a typical AA clubhouse. They also serve as an organizing place for recovery advocacy activities. The number of centers is growing rapidly, particularly in the Northeastern United States. For example, there are networks of recovery community centers in Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Vermont, New York, and New Hampshire. (See program profiles below.) The organizations that run these centers conduct their own internal evaluations, but no studies have been published on their effects on recovery initiation/maintenance; quality of life in recovery; or societal attitudes toward people in and/or seeking recovery, or toward their families.

\textsuperscript{456} Lora Passetti, Personal communication, December, 2008.
Program Profile 13: Vermont Recovery Center Network (VRCN)

**Purpose:** Provide a venue for sober socializing, peer recovery support, recovery-focused community education, and recovery advocacy activities.

**Service Elements:** Social support and fellowship; recovery support group meetings; recovery education and training; linkage to needed services; social activities; recovery advocacy.

**Service Volume/Status:** Currently nine recovery community centers across Vermont; approximately 70 hours per week of operation; supported primarily by 15 part-time staff and 150 volunteers (30,000 hours of volunteer support per year); 127 recovery support meetings per week held across nine centers; 143,903 visits to the nine centers in past year; 25% of visitors have less than a year of sobriety since completing treatment; 33% of visitors have never been in treatment; 20% of visitors are on probation or parole; current funding level is $47,000 per center per year.

**Service Outcomes:** 50% of participants acknowledge VRCN role in recovery initiation; 88% acknowledge VRCN role in recovery maintenance; the employment of visitors to the centers increased from 36% at initial contact to 50% at follow-up; reported homelessness decreased from 25% at initial visit to 12.5% at follow-up.

**Service Lessons:** 1) Recovery centers (RCs) must be wanted and driven by recovery community; 2) where RCs failed in VT, they did so due to lack of perceived need and lack of grassroots organizing that preceded their opening; 3) importance of idea of RC without walls—an RC that organizes events using available community facilities rather than a designated building; 4) importance of moving RC beyond creation of a 12-Step clubhouse; 5) importance of funding diversification to enhance sustainability.

**For More Information:** Contact Patty McCarthy at RecoveryVT@aol.com and Mark Ames at vtrecoverynetwork@gmail.com.
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Program Profile 14: Philadelphia Recovery Community Center

**Purpose:** A collaborative effort between the Philadelphia Office of Addiction Services and PRO-ACT to provide a venue for the delivery of peer-based recovery support services (opened December, 2007).

**Service Elements:** 1) Life-skills education; 2) recovery coaching; 3) recovery plan development; 4) educational/employment coaching; 5) family support and relationship enhancement; 6) parenting training; 7) special interest support groups; 8) sober leisure; and 9) community service projects.

**Service Volume/Status:** In first eleven months of operation, the Recovery Community Center had 3279 visitors, provided 161 workshops and 21 other skill-building opportunities to 793 individuals, trained 61 volunteers who contributed more than 2,451 hours to the Center, and made 206 referrals to addiction treatment programs.

**Service Outcomes:** 6-month follow ups indicated that in the employment/education category a 41.7% increase occurred in employment and/or school attendance; those reporting stable living environments increased from 23.1% at intake to 46.2% (reporting a permanent place to live) at 6-month follow up; 100% reported no crime or involvement with the criminal justice system within the past 30 days; and 100% reported that they believed they were socially connected.

**Service Lessons:** 1) Importance of conveying history and tenets of recovery movement—making people feel a part of something larger than themselves; 2) importance of conveying that everyone has something to give as well as receive from recovery center participation; 3) need to re-emphasize continually that the center is a place for fellowship and community, rather than therapy; 4) importance of stage-appropriate activities that “set people up for success,” with success contingent upon skills and support; 5) importance of wide mix of activities to appeal to diverse needs of recovery community members; 6) creating a safe place for people to acknowledge a lapse/relapse episode speeds re-initiation of recovery stability; 7) a source of personal shame (e.g. prison) can be transformed into an asset that can be used to help others.

**For More Information:** Contact Bev Haberle at bhaberle@bccadd.org or 215-262-5771

---

**RECOVERY HOMES**

Recovery homes were founded on the proposition (and growing evidence) that sobriety-supportive living environments can elevate recovery outcomes. There is a long history of residential therapies and halfway and
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458 Personal communication with Bev Haberle, December, 2008

three-quarter-way houses, all fueling the modern recovery home movement. Residents in these facilities are expected to work, pay their rent, and provide each other mutual support within an environment that may or may not include professional-directed treatment services.

Today, the term “recovery home” is used loosely—too loosely—to describe a continuum of recovery-focused housing services that range from staff-directed residences that in earlier periods were referred to as halfway and three-quarter way houses to self-managed residences of recovering people. The latter constitute hidden resources that exist in a growing number of communities. A recent survey of such homes in Philadelphia showed 25 recovery homes receiving financial support from the Department of Behavioral Health, while another 250 such homes were financially self-supported by their residents. The same survey revealed wide variation in quality of the physical facilities, depth of recovery orientation, and degree of connection to the local community.

The predominant recovery home model is Oxford House. Founded in 1975, Oxford House has grown to include more than 1,200 recovery homes occupied by more than 24,000 recovering people a year in 48 states. The Oxford Houses are multiple-bedroom dwellings segregated by gender and located in stable neighborhoods judged to be conducive to recovery. Nearly 200 of the homes are for women, and 34 are designed specifically for women and children.

The Oxford House model has several distinctive features:
- democratic self-governance,
- financial self-support of each home by its members,
- shared house chores,
- reliance on support from peers rather than paid staff,
- no required exclusive pathway of recovery (e.g., no mandated treatment participation or AA attendance),
- self-determined lengths of stay,
- an expectation of complete and enduring abstinence, and
- the expulsion of anyone who uses alcohol or drugs.
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The Oxford Houses provide residents considerably more personal liberties (e.g., the ability to bring personal belongings, personal choice of daily schedule, freedom to leave for weekends, and “private time” with guests in their rooms) than would be found in most residential treatment settings or therapeutic communities. Leonard Jason and his colleagues at DePaul University’s Center for Community Research have evaluated this model extensively. Major findings from their studies include the following.

- Oxford House residents present a profile of gender and ethnic diversity, high alcohol and drug problem severity, and rates of co-occurring psychiatric disorders comparable to those of addiction treatment populations.
- Alcoholics Anonymous is the dominant framework of recovery for Oxford House residents (76%), but other pathways of recovery are also respected (with 17% reporting individual psychotherapy as their primary recovery support medium).
- At 2-year follow-up, residents who stayed in an Oxford House for a minimum of six months following residential addiction treatment had superior recovery outcomes compared to those placed in traditional aftercare and had higher rates of employment, higher incomes, and significantly lower rates of arrest.
- The prospects of long-term recovery rise with length of stay in an Oxford House.
- At extended follow-up, 69% of residents continue to live in the house or have left as planned and in good standing.


• Women’s Oxford Houses that accommodate children have a positive effect both on the mothers and on the other women in the house.471
• The communal environment of the Oxford House has been found to be particularly congruent among African American men and women and members of other groups whose historical experience has created a distrust of authority figures.472
• Psychiatric severity does not constitute an impediment to successful recovery within Oxford House.473
• Community attitudes toward Oxford Houses are most positive among neighbors who live closest to these houses.474

Recovery within the Oxford Houses has been conceptualized as the transition from a destructive dependency on drugs to a constructive dependency on recovery peers.475

Two system-wide efforts to map and/or organize recovery homes are described in Program Profiles 15 and 16:

### Program Profile 15: Recovery Home Survey (Philadelphia, PA)\(^{476}\)

**Purpose:** 1) To map the number and location of recovery homes and other recovery support services in the city of Philadelphia, 2) to compare the depth and zip code location of recovery support services to areas of greatest need as revealed by zip code analysis of AOD problem indicator data.

**Service Elements:** Site visits were conducted at all identified recovery homes in the City of Philadelphia; each recovery home was rated on physical plant, recovery programming, and community involvement; recovery home survey data were compared to other recovery resource and AOD problem indicator data by Philadelphia zip code.

**Survey Outcomes:** 1) 22 funded and 267 unfunded recovery homes were identified; 2) funded homes rated considerably higher in quality than unfunded homes; 3) zip codes were identified as having high problem severity and low recovery capital, and these zip codes can be targeted for future recovery resource development.

**Service Lessons:** 1) “You can’t judge a book by its cover”: Some very attractive homes have little recovery programming, while some unattractive homes have vibrant recovery cultures; 2) Recovery home surveys can weed out boarding houses (with active drinking) that misrepresent themselves as recovery homes; 3) It is possible to analyze AOD problems and recovery resources by zip codes within a community.

**For More Information:** Contact Fred Way at FWay@pmhcc.org or 215-790-4973
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### Program Profile 16: Connecticut Community of Addiction Recovery’s Recovery Housing Project

**Purpose:** 1) Establish a state-of-the-art database of all recovery houses www.findrecoveryhousing.com in Connecticut; 2) organize interested recovery home owners to form the statewide Recovery Housing Coalition of Connecticut; 3) establish minimum standards to open and operate recovery homes via the Recovery Housing Coalition of Connecticut, to ensure good-quality housing for people in recovery; and 4) provide training to potential owners on how to establish a recovery home.

**Service Elements:** Recovery House owners were invited to participate in the Recovery Housing Coalition of Connecticut, which developed a set of standards that they believed would “set the bar high,” ensuring that recovery housing in CT was safe and affordable. Site visits were conducted at all identified recovery homes in CT; each owner was asked to agree to the standards set forth. www.findrecoveryhousing.com was launched, with more than 80 houses listed. Referrals to Recovery Houses continue at about 100 per week.
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Connecticut Community of Addiction Recovery’s Recovery Housing Project (Continued)

**Survey Outcomes:**
1) Identified more than 170 houses, of which 80 are currently listed on www.findrecoveryhousing.com; 2) conducted site visits and surveys at each Recovery House (the other 80 are currently being contacted); 2) saw more than 30 new homes established as a result of the “So, You want to Open a Recovery House” Training; 3) held monthly meetings of Recovery Housing Coalition of CT and began updating its standards; 4) provided linkage between recovery home owners and state agencies, to enhance referrals and the quality of recovery housing.

**Service Lessons:**
1) www.findrecoveryhousing.com allows owners to update their bed availability, but it has been a challenge to persuade them to do it themselves; 2) there continues to be a huge need for safe, affordable, funded recovery homes; 3) Recovery Housing Coalition of CT has become a group of very passionate owners who want to ensure the quality of recovery housing in CT.

**For More Information:** Contact Cheryle Pacapelli at cheryle@ccar.us or 860-244-2227

When local recovery community organizations (RCOs) conduct focus groups to assess the needs of the recovery community, recovery-supportive housing is always near the top of the priority lists that are generated. As a result, many RCOs are developing or encouraging the development of self-governed, self-supported recovery homes. They are also finding creative ways to link people in need to these homes. (See findrecoveryhousing.org.)

**Recovery Colonies**

Recovery colonies—whole communities made up of recovering people—have a history that dates to the late nineteenth century. At that time, it was discovered that alcoholics who initiated recovery through the Christian rescue missions in urban America were in need of a setting for more extended healing. Religion-sponsored recovery colonies such as Keswick Colony of Mercy, founded in 1897, grew in response to this need.477 Here is a brief account based on the author’s visits to a recovery colony.

In 1962, Mickey and Laura Evans had a vision and a calling to build a camp for recovering alcoholics in the South Florida wilderness. That vision turned into Dunklin Memorial Camp, which has for more than 45 years served individuals and families wounded by alcohol and other drugs. The first striking characteristic of Dunklin is its remoteness. The question, “Are we lost?” is common on first and subsequent journeys to the area. As one enters Dunklin, what one finds is a self-contained and self-sufficient community. Driving through the community, one passes
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multiple dormitories, homes for staff, homes for resident families and families who visit on weekends, a mess hall, a tabernacle, a school, a computer lab, a library, a lumber mill and furniture workshop, hog and cattle pens, fruit groves and sugar cane fields, a health clinic, rodeo grounds, and a cemetery. Effusive love connects the members of this community. Work crews circle in prayer before beginning work in the various industries; hugs abound as the community enters the mess hall for lunch, and prayers precede each meal—real prayers, personal prayers, rather than those memorized and delivered in rote. This is not a treatment center; it is a healing community. From its humble beginnings, the Dunklin vision has expanded to encompass a larger vision of residential recovery, family recovery, ministry training, and the development of new cities of refuge (Dunklin-type communities around the world) and outreach through jail and prison ministries and Overcomers Groups in local communities. That vision has already extended Dunklin’s work across the Southeastern United States and Costa Rica, and into South America. Dunklin Memorial Camp is part of the growing network of addiction recovery colonies in the United States.

A secular variant of the religious recovery colony can be found in efforts to create recovery villages (for example, as units within public housing projects or specialty programs within shelters) where recovering individuals and their families can sustain themselves in a recovery-conducive physical and social environment.478

Recovery colonies are all but invisible to the public, and the mainstream addiction treatment field and the research community seem to be completely unaware of their existence.

**RECOVERY SCHOOLS**

___

Recovery high schools have saved my life.

—Stefanie K., Recovery High School Student 480

One of the newest recovery community institutions is the recovery school. This institution provides support for recovering students within what has been
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described as an “abstinence-hostile environment.” Between 1977 and 2000, collegiate recovery school programs were established at Brown University, Rutgers University, Texas Tech University, and Augsburg College. Collegiate recovery programs were established between 2001 and 2004 at Dana College, Grand Valley State University, Case Western Reserve University, University of Texas at Austin, and Loyola College in Maryland. Since Ecole Nouvelle (now Sobriety High) in Minnesota was opened in 1986 as the first recovery high school, the growth of high school programs specifically for recovering students has quickened. Twenty-five recovery high schools opened across the United States between 1999 and 2005. This rapid growth sparked the formation of the Association of Recovery Schools.

Recovery school programs vary in their design, but generally combine special recovery support services, with an emphasis on academic excellence. The former may include special faculty guidance, recovery dorms, recovery support meetings, recovery drop-in centers, sober social activities, and peer mentoring. The latter is achieved through academic guidance, study centers, and peer-tutoring programs. Preliminary studies of these programs confirmed high rates of uninterrupted abstinence (70-80%); early intervention and retention of students following lapse; and excellent academic performance as measured by grades (well above the student average), class attendance rates (90-95%), and the number of students in recovery high schools going on to college (65%).

Gibson conducted a study of a school-based recovery support (RSS) curriculum established in 1986 for Wichita Southeast High School students returning from residential treatment. Students who qualified for RSS but did not enroll were used as a control group. The major findings included 1) an 82% recovery rate for the students enrolled in the RSS, 2) a high rate of school withdrawal for those students who qualified but did not participate in RSS, and 3) significant improvements in school attendance and family relationships for RSS students. Students reported that RSS served as an effective bridge from treatment to recovery and helped address their feelings of anxiety, isolation, and self-consciousness; concerns about making new friends; and academic performance.
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Moberg and Finch\textsuperscript{485} conducted a study of 18 recovery high schools in six states over the course of three semesters. They found that recovery high schools:

- operate under a variety of names, including \textit{recovery school}, \textit{sober school}, \textit{alternative school}, \textit{charter school}, and \textit{learning center};
- usually have small enrollments (12-25 students);
- receive financial support primarily through a mix of public and private funding; and
- serve to support recovery maintenance rather than recovery initiation.

Weekly substance use for the students in the Moberg/Finch survey dropped from 90\% prior to entrance into a recovery school to 7\% at the time of the survey, with 56\% of students reporting continuous abstinence since their enrollment in a recovery school. Students in the recovery school survey also reported decreased emotional problems and increased personal progress, particularly academic progress.

Harris and colleagues\textsuperscript{486} conducted a study of a campus recovery community at Texas Tech University (TTU). Elements of this program include 1) financial assistance for recovering students entering or returning to college, 2) support from the staff at the Center for the Study of Addiction and Recovery (CSAR), 3) daily on-campus 12-Step meetings, 4) seminars on addiction and recovery, 5) a system of peer mentoring for recovery support and academic coaching, 6) parent and family weekends on campus, and 7) an expectation of community service. They found that students within the Texas Tech collegiate recovery community had a 3.18 grade point average, a 70\% graduation rate, and a relapse rate of only 8\%. A separate study of the TTU campus recovery community from 2003-2006 confirmed the high level of academic achievement and found a within-semester relapse rate of only 4.4\%\textsuperscript{487} This is a striking rate of recovery when one considers the environmental context of this achievement and the fact that more than half of those completing addiction treatment in the United States use alcohol and/or drugs within 12 months post-discharge\textsuperscript{488}

Botzet and colleagues have reported on Augsburg College’s StepUP Program. This program included options for drug- and alcohol-free living environments, weekly one-to-one and group recovery support meetings, sobriety contracts, sober social activities, and behavioral requirements that included attending AA/NA and other campus recovery support meetings. They reported outcomes for 46 current students and 37 alumni. Only one student presently


enrolled reported substance use in the past six months, and none met criteria for
current substance use disorders. Eight (21.6%) former students reported one or
more episodes of alcohol or drug use in the previous six months, and only one
student surveyed (2.7%) met criteria for a current substance use disorder in the
past six months.

The overwhelming majority of current StepUP students is not using drugs,
is maintaining a favorable GPA, is functioning quite well socially, and
perceives the StepUP program as vital to their overall well being. 489

**Peer-based Occupational Recovery Support**

Those admitted to addiction treatment have high unemployment rates and
a high need for employment counseling, 490 but employment counseling,
vocational training, and job-seeking skills training are not standard components
of most addiction treatment programs, nor are assertive linkages to these
services routine components of specialty-sector addiction treatment 491. There has
been an unstated assumption that successful recovery will by itself increase
employment, but studies have drawn three conclusions that challenge this
assumption: 1) providing standard addiction treatment does not in itself
significantly increase post-treatment employment rates, 492 2) post-treatment
employment status is not a predictor of abstinence (suggesting that successful
recovery is possible without stable employment), 493 and 3) programs that place
greater emphasis on combinations of ancillary services such as sober housing
and employment have better recovery outcomes than those that offer strictly
clinical interventions. 494

The importance of establishing financial self-sufficiency is underscored by
the finding that recovery outcomes can be compromised by low socio-economic
status. 495 To achieve the goal of economic self-sufficiency, new recovery support
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organizations such as Recovery at Work in Atlanta are experimenting with recovery work co-ops as a transition from treatment to mainstream employment. These co-ops are small businesses within the recovery community that help people in recovery return to mainstream employment or obtain such employment for the first time. Such services integrate the opportunity for stable employment with disengagement from criminal enterprises, resolution of existing legal problems, participation in community life, and acts of community service. They also attempt to address the discrimination that recovering people, particularly those with addiction-related criminal histories, face in seeking employment.

Program Profile 17: Recovery Oriented Employment Services, Hartford, CT (Connecticut Community of Addiction Recovery)

**Purpose:** Pilot employment project in which a Recovery Community Organization (RCO) collaborates with local treatment providers in Hartford, Willimantic, and New London, CT to: 1) help people in recovery become active members of their communities; 2) combine treatment, case management, vocational training, and recovery support; and 3) link persons in recovery needing employment with recovery-friendly businesses.

**Service Elements:** 1) Treatment providers screen clients for employment needs and assist with vocational choices, a vocational plan, and referrals; 2) the RCO provides job readiness training, on-the-job recovery strategies, telephone recovery support, employment-focused support groups, and opportunities for participation in other recovery support services and recovery-focused service activities.

**Service Volume/Status:** The pilot program in Hartford began in July, 2008; the Willimantic pilot in September, 2008; and the New London program in February, 2009. Between 7/1/08 and 12/31/08, 151 clients had been enrolled, with 21 currently enrolled. 72 participants have obtained employment. Recovery Friendly Business coalition meetings began in December, 2008 and continue on a monthly basis.496

**Service Lessons:** 1) Transportation challenges continue to limit participants’ ability to find employment. 2) Community stigma surrounding addiction, gaps in work histories, and arrest records are also major stumbling blocks to employment. 3) Participants rely on support from Recovery Community Center throughout the training and employment process.

**For More Information:** Contact Diana Desnoyers at diana@ccar.us or 860-218-9476

Initiatives like Recovery at Work and Recovery Oriented Employment Services assume that employment is a support for and an outcome of recovery, but a pilot study by Godley, Passetti, and White suggests that employment plays a more complex role in adolescent recovery from substance use disorders. They found a consistent relationship between days of full-time employment and increased days of AOD use during the six months following discharge from treatment. Possible explanations for this finding include the influence of AOD-

496 Personal communication with Linda Guillorn, CT Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services, January, 2009.
using colleagues in the workplace, availability of income to purchase alcohol and other drugs, and conflicts between work schedules and recovery support activities. This finding underscores the potential need for recovery-conducive employment opportunities for adolescents and special recovery supports for employed adolescents in recovery.

As noted earlier, occupational recovery support groups also exist, but there is a marked absence of studies evaluating whether participation in these groups as an adjunct or alternative to 12-Step or other recovery support groups elevates long-term recovery outcomes. The exception to this lack of research involves professional peer assistance programs organized for high-status professional groups such as physicians, nurses, attorneys, and airline pilots. The most extensive research has been conducted on the physician health programs (PHPs) that have long provided a peer-based framework for recovery for addicted physicians.

A recent review of available PHP research confirmed the exceptionally high recovery rates of physicians participating in PHPs—70-96% across studies. These exceptional recovery rates were linked to: 1) educational programs that promote early referral; 2) peer-based intervention services; 3) comprehensive evaluations; 4) linkage to abstinence-based, comprehensive treatment; 5) sustained peer-based support; and 6) long-term monitoring (for at least five years). Those of us involved in this review of PHPs left that experience wondering why all Americans did not have access to such key service elements. The fact that the highest recovery rates in the scientific literature include sustained support and strong peer-based recovery components deserves broader attention from the providers of treatment and recovery support systems and their funding and referral sources.

**RECOVERY MINISTRIES/RECOVERY CHURCHES**

Special ministries to alcoholics and addicts began in the closing decades of the nineteenth century, through religion-sponsored urban rescue missions and the creation of rural inebriate colonies. This movement was spawned by pioneering institutions that included the Water Street Mission in New York City and the Salvation Army. A resurgence of such ministries followed the rise of juvenile narcotic addiction in the 1950s and 1960s and included street outreach performed by Father Dan Egan, the “Junkie Priest,” in New York City; outpatient

---


counseling clinics like Saint Mark’s Clinic in Chicago; and residential rehabilitation programs like Teen Challenge.

The involvement of the faith community in the problem of addiction and recovery is not new, but this involvement has expanded greatly and taken some stunning new turns. These recent developments exist on a continuum of involvement that spans:

- “recovery-friendly churches” that welcome recovering people but offer no special recovery services;
- churches sponsoring explicitly religious recovery mutual-aid groups such as Celebrate Recovery and Victorious Ladies;
- mega-churches adding a “recovery pastor” to their staff;
- small churches using lay leaders and volunteers to lead recovery support meetings;
- church-sponsored, recovery-focused worship services, workshops, leadership training, and children’s programs;
- Recovery Churches (e.g., Central Park Recovery Church in St. Paul, Minnesota; the Recovery Church in Charlotte, North Carolina; and the Christian Recovery Fellowship in Dryden, Maine) whose identities are based on the recovery focus of their ministries;
- new faith-based recovery colonies (residential communities) such as Dunklin Memorial Camp in Okeechobee, Florida;
- a new association of recovery ministries, the National Association for Christian Recovery (http://www.nacronline.com); and
- The growth of non-Christian recovery ministries and support groups such as Millati Islami.

The religious branches of the American recovery movement are experiencing a reawakening and a historically unprecedented degree of influence within the mainstream church. This trend is particularly evident in African American communities and has been aided, in part, by the new Access to Recovery federal initiative described in Chapter Seven.

Most of the research on the role of faith-based recovery ministries is observational rather than controlled. White, Woll, and Webber reviewed the long history of Project SAFE in Illinois, a project aimed at treating addicted women with histories of abuse or neglect of their children. In this review, Project SAFE clinical staff frequently observed that African American women initiated their recovery through traditional frameworks that included professional treatment, AA, NA, and recovery homes, but that later (12-18 months into recovery), many of them shifted to the church as their primary recovery support institution.

particularly to churches that had strong recovery ministries. This finding is consistent with a study by Stewart, who found a link between post-treatment abstinence and regular practice of one’s religious faith among African Americans, and Crepe and colleagues study of 500 former and current injection drug users in Baltimore, in which participation in church functions was strongly associated with sustained abstinence. However, these constitute only preliminary findings and may be contradicted by others. For example, a recent study by Roland and Kaskutas examined the effects of spirituality and religiosity and involvement in AA among African Americans, Caucasians, and Hispanics. One of their findings was that African Americans reported high AA attendance and church attendance at follow-up, but that they were not more likely than other groups to reduce AA participation in tandem with increased church involvement.

**Other Recovery Support Structures**

Other recovery support structures are also emerging within local communities—recovery advocacy organizations, recovery bookstores, recovery cafes, recovery art co-ops, recovery social networking web sites, recovery athletic teams, and recovery-based travel groups, to name a few—but there are no studies on the influence of participation in these structures on recovery outcomes. Most surprising is that searches of the addictions literature fail to identify focused studies on those recovery support structures most closely linked to addiction treatment: consumer councils and alumni associations.

---


Program Profile 18: NET Consumer Council (NorthEast Treatment Centers, Philadelphia, PA)

Purpose: Enhance clients’ participation in agency policy development and ownership of their recovery processes.

Service Elements: 1) Weekly Consumer Council meetings with elected consumers and agency representatives; 2) monthly Consumer Recognition Day; 3) Recovery Focus, a regular consumer council newsletter; 4) consumer peer mentor program (peer mentors assigned to all new clients); 5) consumer volunteer program (outreach and community service work); 6) Community Living Program (a consumer-directed recovery skills training and recovery coaching program delivered to men residing in the NET Wharton Center, an inpatient residential rehabilitation program); 7) The NET Community Recovery Center (a consumer-operated drop-in center); and 8) the Consumer Speakers Bureau.

Service Volume/Status: Since its creation in August 2006, 90%+ participation from 14 revolving CC representatives; average of 120 consumers at monthly consumer recognition dinner.

Service Outcomes: Increased daily attendance rates, completion rates, and successful rates of transfer to another level of care; decreased levels of power struggles between clients and staff; greater client involvement in treatment.

Service Lessons: Empowering clients increases personal motivation for recovery and also increases motivation for professional staff; outreach moves recovery into the life of the community.

For More Information: Contact Joseph Schultz (jschultz@net-centers.org)

Today there are growing numbers of new, innovative recovery support institutions developing outside of professional addiction treatment and outside of recovery mutual-aid fellowships. These institutions are likely to exert a profound influence on future opportunities for sustained recovery for individuals, societal attitudes about hope for recovery among people still struggling with addiction, and policymaker attitudes toward investing in recovery, as well as on the future of peer-based support services. In the next chapter, we will review what the science tells us about recovering people who work in the field of addiction treatment as staff and volunteers.
Chapter Six

Scientific Evaluation of Peer-based Services: Studies of Recovering People Working in Addiction Treatment

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

- The portrayal of recovering people working in the addictions field is plagued by misconceptions and stereotypes that are contradicted by the available scientific evidence.
- The percentage of counselors in personal recovery within specialty sector addiction treatment workforce has declined from nearly 70% in the early 1970s to approximately 30% in 2008.
- Recovery status alone does not predict pre-practice educational performance or performance on addiction counselor certification tests.
- Studies of addiction counselors in the United States have not found that addiction counselors in recovery are more or less effective than addiction counselors who are not in recovery, but recovering counselors are as effective as counselors who are not in recovery.
- The key determinants of effectiveness do not include recovery status. The effectiveness of counselors in personal recovery, like that of counselors not in recovery, varies widely from person to person.
- Recovering people working in addiction treatment are paid less than people not in recovery for comparable work, even when their educational credentials are equal.
- Studies of the personalities of recovering men and women working as addiction counselors reveal few differences from counselors without addiction recovery backgrounds.
- Much of what has been attributed to recovering counselors by way of beliefs and attitudes is a function of educational level; as educational levels of people in recovery have increased, differences between recovering counselors and counselors without addiction histories diminish or disappear completely.
- Attitudes toward evidence-based practices differ by educational levels, but not by recovery status (when education levels are controlled).
- People in recovery do not constitute a homogenous group: attitudes/beliefs, clinical effectiveness, and the quality of ethical sensitivity and decision-making cannot be predicted based on recovery status.
- Studies of the relapse rates of recovering addiction counselors over the past 40 years report relapse rates ranging between 5% and 38%, with rates progressively declining through these years.
• The evaluation of treatment models delivered primarily by counselors in personal recovery report recovery outcome rates similar or superior to those of programs whose services are delivered by staff without recovery backgrounds.
• Volunteer programs in addiction treatment relying primarily on volunteers in personal/family recovery have been evaluated positively; volunteer programs declined in popularity within the field throughout the 1980s and 1990s but are increasing in tandem with renewed calls for peer-based recovery support services.

**SCIENCE VERSUS STEREOTYPES**

The portrayal of the attitudes, beliefs, knowledge, and performance of recovering people working as addiction counselors, and of their degree of representation in the addiction treatment workforce, continues to be plagued by misconceptions and stereotypes that are contradicted by most scientific studies. The prevailing view is that the majority of addiction counselors are in recovery; that most recovering counselors do not have college or advanced degrees; and that recovering counselors differ in their attitudes, beliefs, knowledge, skills, and effectiveness from addiction counselors without addiction/recovery backgrounds.506

Anderson and Wiemer’s portrayal in the 1990s of the generally perceived differences between recovering counselors and counselors without a history of addiction varies little from such portrayals in the 1970s.

1992: *Professionals are described as formal, impersonal, and calculating, whereas nonprofessionals are described as empathetic, spontaneous, dedicated, optimistic, and immune to manipulation by clients.*507

1979: *Subjective evaluations have tended to characterize professional and paraprofessional counselors and their orientations toward clients in dichotomous terms. Professional counselors were reputed to be formal, impersonal, and calculating, while paraprofessionals, and especially ex-addict paraprofessionals, were said to be empathic, understanding and spontaneous.*508

---

This chapter will separate fact from myth regarding such differences. We will try to draw broad conclusions about the character and level of effectiveness of addiction counselors who are in recovery, while noting that the designation “counselor in recovery” represents not a homogenous group, but men and women with diverse addiction/recovery careers and styles of helping.

**RECOVERY REPRESENTATION IN ADDICTION TREATMENT**

Tenured observers of the addiction treatment field in the United States suggest that the percentage of recovering people working as addiction counselors has declined significantly in recent decades, but the change of recovery representation in the addiction treatment field has not been systematically studied. Analyzing this trend is compromised by the fact that many recent clinical studies and surveys of the addiction treatment workforce did not ask participants to indicate their recovery status.

---


Table 10 summarizes recovery representation in the addiction treatment workforce as reported in 39 studies/surveys conducted between 1960 and 2007. (See the Appendix for a detailed presentation of these studies.) The reader’s ability to draw conclusions from this data is challenged by the different ways in which such information has been collected. Some workforce surveys and studies ask participants to note their recovery status, some ask for designation of family recovery (existence of a participant’s family member in recovery), some combine these categories, and more recent workforce surveys are less likely to ask questions related to recovery status.

Table 10: Recovery Representation Among Counselors Working in Addiction Treatment: 1960-2007

[Table and graph showing recovery representation trends from 1960 to 2007]
If all recovery representation reports are reviewed by decade, several conclusions can be drawn.

- Histories and studies of addiction treatment from the mid-1960s through the early 1970s note very high recovery representation rates, with counseling staff from many residential alcoholism treatment programs and residential therapeutic communities reporting rates of recovery representation between 60% and 100%. Recovery representation in early outpatient treatment and methadone maintenance treatment programs was considerably lower.

- Between 1974 and 1975, staff recovery representation rates dropped to approximately 50%.

- In the early 1980s, staff recovery representation dropped into the 30th percentile, but these data were reported in local studies and may not be representative of national trends. Winick (1991) found that staff recovery representation rates in New York City’s therapeutic communities had dropped from nearly 100% to 54%. One national study of this period reported a 57% recovery representation rate among alcoholism counselors.

- National studies between 1984 and 1990 report staff recovery representation rates ranging from 39% to 75%.

- During the 1990s, recovery representation rates in available state surveys ranged from 39% to 46%, and two national surveys revealed staff recovery representation rates of 57% and 59.7%, the latter reflecting a survey of 400 private addiction treatment programs. By 2002, staff recovery representation in this same sample of private programs declined to 39%.

- Between 2000 and 2008, staff recovery representation rates in available surveys ranged from 25% to 65%, with most studies reporting rates in the 30th and 40th percentiles.

- Recovery representation in public-sector treatment is highest in those modalities treating clients with the highest degrees of problem severity.

---


and complexity (detoxification and residential treatment); for-profit, hospital-based addiction treatment programs have the lowest representation of recovering people working as counselors.517

- Recovery representation is higher in abstinence-based programs than in medication-assisted recovery programs.518
- Recovery representation among counselors working in Minnesota Model alcoholism programs and drug-free therapeutic communities has declined from nearly 100% in the 1960s to below 60%.

What have not been reported consistently enough to note trends are recovery representation status trends by age, gender, ethnicity, and drug choice, and only sparse information exists on recovery representation among persons filling non-clinical recovery support service roles.

**Program Profile 19: Peer Specialist Initiative (Philadelphia, PA)**519

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose:</th>
<th>1) Demonstrate to service recipients, service professionals and behavioral health leaders the value that experiential wisdom and experience-based skills can add to the service system; 2) increase the number of Certified Peer Specialists throughout the Philadelphia behavioral health care system; 3) create employment opportunities for people in recovery; 4) develop agency norms that celebrate hope for recovery and nurture the development of peer recovery cultures; 5) cultivate more active, more participatory roles for service consumers. (Initiative launched November, 2006)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Elements:</td>
<td>1) Recruitment, 2) interview/orientation on nature of training/certification, 3) two-week peer specialist training program (20 per class), 4) consultation with peers to evaluate effects of employment on Social Security Disability benefits, 5) program orientation for agency leaders, 6) two-day training program for supervisors of peer specialists, 7) monthly peer specialist development seminars for graduates, 8) bi-monthly seminars for agency supervisors of peer specialists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume/Status:</td>
<td>A total of 130 peer specialists trained and certified to-date.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


519 Personal communication with Joan King and Tom O’Hara, November/December 2008.
Peer Specialist Initiative (Continued)

Service Outcomes: 90% of those enrolled achieved successful certification; all those certified received six college credits; 76 graduates hired—74% full time and 26% part time; 72.5% of those hired are still employed (a high retention rate in a field noted for high staff turnover); a survey is underway to evaluate obstacles faced by those certified but not yet hired. Agencies with peer specialists now viewed as being on “cutting edge”; there is competition to develop peer specialists within agencies.

Service Lessons: 1) Infrastructure of program (above-listed elements) is crucial to success, 2) financial incentives and system-wide recognition of peer initiatives aid recruitment of participating agencies, 3) agency competition is part of initiative-aided success, 4) peer specialist initiative generated a contagious energy that helped agencies transform themselves, 4) requiring each organization to submit a transformation plan for the program in which the peer specialist would be employed prevented the peer specialist initiative from becoming an appendage to an otherwise unchanged program.

For More Information: Contact Tom O’Hara at Tom.OHara@phila.gov or 215-410-0445

THE ROLE TRANSFORMATION OF ADDICTION COUNSELORS IN RECOVERY

There are no formal studies on how the core activities and service relationships of the non-degreed, “paraprofessional” recovering counselor has changed through professionalization of the addiction counselor role. It may be that no significant differences ever existed between recovering counselors and counselors without addiction histories, or that differences once existed but those differences were erased through the processes of academic/professional education and socialization.

Our earlier historical review suggests that the core ideas, functions, and relational style of the addiction counselor have changed throughout the era of professionalization. These have included changes in attitudes toward self-disclosure, role model functions, liaison with recovery communities, experience-based recovery coaching, seeing clients in their natural environments, and socializing with clients. Such changes are important in that they set the stage for their revival through P-BRSS. As traditional professionals assumed ownership of the addiction treatment field, the frequent unspoken message to recovering counselors entering the field was, “You can join us if you forsake your recovery identity and learn to think, feel, speak, look, and act like us.” If the professionalization of recovering counselors has eliminated the unique ingredients that historically contributed to the recovery support process, and if they are now indistinguishable from professional helpers without recovery background, then recovery representation in the field no longer has meaning or value.

The recovery status of the helper has meaning only if that status contributes something to the recovery experience that is not provided by people not in recovery. As more scientific investigation of P-BRSS takes place, it is critical that information on recovery status and other ingredients be examined carefully. For example, the issue of recovery representation will be moot if the recovery status of people working in treatment as P-BRSS service providers cannot be disclosed, or if these employees cannot draw upon their experiential knowledge and relational connections with local recovery communities in the performance of their roles—and clients cannot draw upon their own knowledge of that recovery status as a source of hope and a model for recovery-based decision-making and living.

In their description of the value of paraprofessionals in the treatment and recovery process, Talbott and colleagues observed: “We see the paraprofessional’s talents and skills as different from the professional’s, rather than merely an extension of them.” Early alcoholism counselors feared that these talents might be lost in the rush to professionalize the field.

*With standardization comes an exclusiveness, an isolation, a power block, a kind of thinking and procedure that mitigates against an informality that has characterized the counselor’s worth. Efforts at certification and qualification standards for AA member-alcoholism counselors should be approached slowly and prudently.*

In the subsequent professionalization of addiction counseling, we may well have diluted if not lost those unique qualities.

*We first rendered the peer helpers extensions of the professional (by defining them as “paraprofessional”), then we turned the peer helper into a professional (through the escalating requirements of education, certification, and licensure). In the transition from paraprofessional to professional, recovering counselors took on the trappings of power and authority and forged traditional service relationships in which the “new profession” was protected but the client was abandoned. We conveyed that separation in a thousand subtle ways: our gatekeepers (secretaries), the required rituals of access, our titles, our dress, our desks, our posted degrees and certificates, our office bookshelves, our language, our use of diagnoses and labels, our papers and protocols—even separate bathrooms. We entered the field speaking the “language of the heart” and shed that language in exchange for a professional argot that elevated our status but distanced us from those we were pledged to serve (Author, excerpt from personal journal).*
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This raises the question of whether we “train out the best qualities and characteristics”\(^{523}\) of those entering the field. There is a clear trend toward decreased face-to-face time between counselor and client, greater task orientation in the counseling process, and a decreased focus on issues that have a direct nexus to long-term recovery outcomes.\(^{524}\) In this context, distinctions that once existed between the features of recovering counselors and those of counselors without addiction histories may well have dissipated. The same may well be said for recovering people working as physicians, nurses, psychologists, and social workers in addiction treatment.

Why are the service needs and recovery supports being addressed within the framework of P-BRSS not addressed by the addiction counselor? The progressive erosion of recovery representation within the addiction counseling field and the new professional etiquette of addiction counseling diminished the early peer qualities of the service relationship. As the addiction counselor’s role came to resemble the roles that had preceded it (psychologist, social worker, mental health counselor), conditions were set for the emergence of a new role that recaptured these peer qualities. P-BRSS constitute, not a new chapter in the history of addiction recovery, but an effort to retrieve something of past value that was lost.\(^{525}\)

This discussion is intended to demean neither the process of professionalization nor those, including the author, who invested most of their careers in this goal. But it is intended to raise the question of whether our focus on the professional and administrative structures and processes established to ensure the quality of addiction treatment have diverted our eyes from the ultimate outcome of care (recovery). The message here for addictions professionals is that one must resist and regularly mend the disconnection between what we are doing and why we are doing it. There are service professionals who will be allies in this effort to renew addiction treatment and to create more authentic and more person/family-centered service relationships. The ultimate goal of professional care is long-term recovery. Professional structures of helping must be constantly refocused on that goal. Adding P-BRSS as a band-aid on addiction treatment as a system of care will not, by itself, mend this breach.\(^{526}\)

The validity of the work of recovering persons and of peer-based support lends credence to the community of professionals who want more than the rigid boundaries that regulation and habit of mind have imposed. There are many professionals who are encouraged by what peer support


\(^{526}\) Special thanks to David Dan for our discussion of these points.
services are adding to the recovery process and who are using the
lessons from peer support to renew their own professional service
work.\textsuperscript{527}

**DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF COUNSELORS IN RECOVERY**

There are no national workforce studies that reveal the demographics of recovering and nonrecovering counselors working in addiction treatment; however, some early work suggests potentially important differences. LoScioto and colleagues\textsuperscript{528} reviewed staffing patterns at five drug addiction treatment programs in the 1970s and found that ex-addict counselors were more likely than professional counselors to be male (60\% vs. 48\%) and older (39 vs. 29), and less likely to be Caucasian (22.6\% vs. 67.7\%). While profound changes have occurred in the composition of the addiction treatment workforce,\textsuperscript{529} recent studies offer no profile of recovering people working in the field and no clear sense of how that profile has changed over the past 40 years.

The profile of recovering people entering the addiction treatment field does have relevance to larger workforce development issues. Women now make up from 50 to 70\% of the addiction treatment workforce, although 68\% of clients admitted to addiction treatment are men.\textsuperscript{530} Similarly, less than 10\% of the addiction treatment workforce is non-white, while 43\% of clients admitted to addiction treatment are people of color.\textsuperscript{531} As the field of addiction treatment has become a less desirable and less financially viable occupational choice for men, recruitment of men in recovery may be an essential strategy for developing some degree of match between the gender of clients and service providers. Recruitment of recovering people of color may achieve a similar goal in terms of ethnic and cultural representation.

**PRIOR TREATMENT/RECOVERY EXPERIENCE OF COUNSELORS IN RECOVERY**

There has been no systematic review of the personal treatment and recovery histories of people working as addiction counselors. Little is known of their prior treatment experience (the type, number, and duration of past treatment episodes), the length of stable recovery prior to beginning work as an addictions

\textsuperscript{527} Personal communication with David Dan, December 2008.


counselor, recovery pathways (religious, spiritual, secular), or past/present involvement in recovery mutual-aid groups. Only one study from the 1970s was found that touched on these issues—a study noting that recovering counselors in the drug abuse programs studied had spent a median length of 22 months in treatment within a variety of programs (drug free, chemically supported detoxification, and methadone maintenance).  

**Pre-service Educational Functioning of Counselors in Recovery**

Koch and Blanco conducted a study that compared the academic performance of two groups of students in an “Alcohol, Drugs and Society” course. The groups compared were 1) general study students and 2) students, an unreported number of whom were in recovery, who were preparing to become addiction counselors. There were no differences in academic performance between these counselors-in-training and others taking the course. Koch and Blanco concluded, “There is no evidence that pre-professionals get caught up in a paradigm shift which creates academic problems for them…” (p. 89). This confirms findings of an earlier evaluation of an alcoholism counselor training program that found no differences in cognitive learning gains between non-alcoholics and recovering alcoholics preparing to be alcoholism counselors. Similarly, performance on certification tests has been linked to educational levels but not to recovery status.

**Educational Levels of Recovering People Working as Addiction Counselors**

Recovering counselors as a group have fewer years of educational training compared to counselors without addiction/recovery backgrounds, but the degree of difference in levels of education has narrowed since the 1970s. Two

---


surveys conducted in the 2003-2004 period are revealing. The first found that more than 70% of addiction counselors have some college education, with 29% reporting a bachelor’s degree, 27% a master’s degree, and 5% a doctorate. The second survey found that 79.9% of addiction treatment professionals have at least a bachelor’s degree and 48.6% have a master’s degree. The percentage of recovering counselors today who have college or advanced degrees has not been reported. The increased educational requirements for addiction counselor certification and licensure has contributed to the shrinking recovery representation in the field and the likely increase in the educational credentials of people in recovery who today work as addiction counselors.

While educational levels are increasing among addiction counselors, only 55% of states require a bachelor’s degree to work as an addictions counselor. By contrast, 98% of states require a master’s degree to work as a mental health counselor. The superiority of the allied health professional model (with its reliance on educational preparation) over the apprenticeship model (which has an emphasis on experiential preparation and mentorship by a professional elder) has yet to be established in the addiction treatment and recovery support arenas. (See later discussion on recovery outcomes.)

**Certification, Licensure, and Clinical Effectiveness**

Many factors led to the drive for certification and professional licensure of “alcoholism counselors” and “drug abuse counselors” during the pre-professional years of addiction treatment. Many of these focused on potential gains for:

- the maturing field (buttressing the field’s claim to cultural ownership of AOD problems),
- local treatment organizations (achieving organizational status among allied service organizations and referral sources, compliance with new accreditation standards, service reimbursement from third-party payors, and reduced organizational liability),
- addiction counseling as a profession (achieving professional status and protecting newly acquired professional turf), and
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• the addiction counselor (acquiring occupational status, a legitimized role within multidisciplinary teams, professional confidence, and enhanced income potential and career opportunities).541

These larger interests were nested within the proposition that credentialing addiction counselors would protect and benefit consumers of addiction treatment. College-based and independent preparatory addiction studies programs, clinical training programs, and addiction counselor certification programs became major sub-industries within the larger industrial economy of addiction treatment. The goal was to professionalize the paraprofessional recovering counselor or replace that counselor with professionals credentialed by education. In spite of the efforts toward this goal over nearly four decades, the proportion of addiction counselors who are certified or licensed varies across states from 45% to 72%.542 In 2004, there were more than 130,000 direct service staff working within addiction treatment programs in the United States, and of those who filled counseling roles, only half were certified by one of the 66 organizations that credential counselors.543

Surprisingly, there is a marked lack of scientific evidence that counselor education, certification, or licensure have elevated the long-term recovery outcomes of consumers of specialty-sector addiction treatment. Studies to-date have not found differences in effectiveness between degreed and non-degreed addiction counselors,544 and no studies were found in this review that specifically evaluated whether clients of certified or licensed counselors achieve better recovery outcomes than clients of counselors who are not certified or licensed. What little evidence we do have confirms considerable differences across counselors in clients’ short-term (treatment engagement and retention) and long-term (post-treatment recovery status and level of global health and functioning) outcomes, but these are unrelated to such factors as age, gender, race, education, or certification status.545 Only a minority of studies have found these

factors of significance to intermediate outcomes,\textsuperscript{546} and no well designed studies were located that draw a clear connection between enhanced recovery rates and counselor education or certification. (See later discussion on recovery status of counselors and client recovery outcomes.)

**Compensation of Recovering Counselors versus Counselors without a History of Addiction**

Administrators of addiction treatment programs report no perceived differences between the effectiveness of recovering counselors and that of counselors without a history of addiction,\textsuperscript{547} but they pay the former less for comparable work. Olmstead and colleagues\textsuperscript{548} analyzed salary data within the 2002-2003 National Treatment Center Study and found that, when other factors such as education, years of experience, and certification/licensure are controlled, recovering counselors receive $1,000-$2,580 per year lower salary compensation than do counselors who do not have a history of addiction. They theorize that this lower compensation is related to two factors: 1) fewer job alternatives for recovering counselors and 2) the willingness of recovering counselors to work for less pay in jobs to which they feel “called.” This author would suggest a third possibility: that lower compensation for equivalently educated recovering counselors reflects the unrecognized internalization of social stigma within the addiction treatment field.

**Personality Characteristics of Recovering Addiction Counselors**

Studies of the personalities of recovering men and women working as addiction counselors reveal few differences from counselors without addiction/recovery backgrounds.\textsuperscript{549} Shipko and Stout (1992) conducted a study


of personality characteristics of addiction counselors that included such issues as capacity for empathy, flexibility, and tolerance. They concluded that “...there were no significant differences between the recovering alcohol counselors and non-alcoholic counselors...” The general conclusion of these studies is that counselor effectiveness is related to particular traits that are not linked to recovery or non-recovery status. The only exception to these general findings is a 1975 study by Jansen and Hoffman. Their study concluded that some enduring traits of “addictive personalities” remained after recovering alcoholics had been trained as alcoholism counselors, but drew no conclusions as to whether such traits hindered or aided effective addiction counseling.

**BELIEFS AND ATTITUDES OF RECOVERING ADDICTION COUNSELORS**

Numerous studies have been conducted—most in the 1970s—to evaluate differences in the beliefs and attitudes of addiction counselors based on the presence or absence of personal addiction recovery. LoSciuto and colleagues found no substantial differences based on recovery status in counselors’ views on such issues as the etiology of addiction or factors related to treatment success.

*The attitudinal similarity of the three counselor groups [professional counselors, ex-addict counselors, and non-ex-addict paraprofessionals], regardless of education, work, and life experience, and regardless of attitudinal area investigated, is most striking.*

In 1987, McGovern and Armstrong conducted a state (Texas) and national (NAADAC membership) survey of addiction counselors that compared the characteristics of recovering and non-alcoholic counselors. Although recovering counselors were more likely to be male, certified, and less well educated than non-alcoholic counselors, the two groups expressed similar attitudes toward treatment-related issues. Like the McGovern and Anderson study, most early studies reveal few if any differences by counselor recovery
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status on perceptions of drinking behaviors or beliefs about addiction and addiction treatment.\textsuperscript{556} LoSciuto, Aiken, Ausetts, and Brown (1984) note this central finding:

\begin{quote}
The similarities in responses…of counselors are much more impressive than are the differences…The groups conceive of the etiology of drug abuse, the nature of drug abusers, the factors critical for drug treatment and the lasting outcomes of treatment as essentially the same….\textsuperscript{557}
\end{quote}

But they did find some qualitative differences worth noting:

\begin{quote}
While clients of the three groups viewed their counselors as equally able to understand them and were equally confident in their counselors, the clients of ex-addict counselors saw their counselors as more knowledgeable about critical issues of drugs and the street scene, were more willing to bring personal problems to their counselors, and expected and desired more participation from their counselor in both counseling-related and personal problems.\textsuperscript{558}
\end{quote}

LoSciuto, Aiken, Ausetts, and Brown (1984)\textsuperscript{559} also found that ex-addict counselors were more positive about their clients’ prospects for recovery.

Other studies of counselor beliefs and attitudes have contradictory findings. Some conclude that recovered counselors more strongly embrace the conception of addiction as a disease\textsuperscript{560} and abstinence as a treatment goal (and are less supportive of a moderation goal) than counselors without a history of


addiction. Other studies conclude that beliefs of addiction counselors are shaped primarily by education rather than recovery status and that recovering counselors use a broader range of techniques and embrace a broader range of treatment goals than do counselors not in recovery. Crabb and Linton found that addiction counselors in recovery were no more likely than counselors not in recovery to believe that alcoholics could not learn moderate drinking. Equally striking in this study was the finding that counselors in recovery held the most non-traditional beliefs and were more likely to change their belief systems about addiction, treatment, and recovery over the course of their counseling careers—findings confirmed in other studies. There is a need to confront stereotypes in this arena. Humphreys, Noke, and Moos conducted a study of counselor attitudes and concluded:

Because recovering staff have a varied educational background and come from diverse disciplines, treatment professionals who hire, supervise and work with recovering staff should not assume that being in recovery necessarily implies a particular perspective on treatment. The regression equations demonstrate that recovery status is a less consistent predictor of beliefs than are other factors.
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Humphreys was even more explicit on this point in his 2004 review: “When level of education is taken into account, recovering staff are no more likely to endorse a 12-Step style disease model than non-recovering staff.”

Thombs and Osborn (2001) used cluster analysis to create a typology of three different clinical orientations of addiction counselors: a uniform group that minimized client differences, a multiform group that embraced diverse beliefs about addiction and recovery, and a client-directed group that recognized client heterogeneity and the high need for individual counseling. Their conclusions are consistent with Humphreys:

The findings of this study challenge the descriptions, or perhaps the stereotype, of chemical dependency counselors as a monolithic group strident in its advocacy of the disease model and closed to other treatment options. It is noteworthy that counselors in recovery were not concentrated in any particular cluster.

Existing studies have tended to focus on dichotomous comparisons between recovering counselors and counselors with no history of addiction. Further studies of intragroup differences among recovering counselors and recovering people filling other roles will likely underscore the lack of homogeneity and in fact the rich diversity that exists among addiction counselors in recovery. It appears that the image of the recovering counselor as a person who is resistant to new knowledge and clinical practices is a stereotype lacking factual foundation.

Treatment setting also exerts an influence on the attitudes and beliefs of recovering counselors and counselors without history of addiction. Berger-Gross and Lisman compared the attitudes toward alcoholism of paraprofessionals working in a state hospital with those of paraprofessionals working in a detoxification center (85% of each group was in recovery). Attitudes varied by setting, with those paraprofessionals working in the detoxification center exhibiting far less tolerant attitudes. Brown, Jansen, and Bass conducted a study of attitudes regarding the use of methadone in the treatment of heroin addiction among three groups of staff: ex-addict counselors, ex-addict counselors who were maintained on methadone, and non-addict counselors. All
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three groups were ambivalent about methadone and expressed attitudes suggesting that the use of methadone reflects "a certain lack of personal integrity on the part of those clients as compared with clients who have become abstinent".\textsuperscript{574} Brown and colleagues expressed concern that such attitudes could be conveyed to clients in methadone treatment and exert pressure for premature termination of treatment. The legitimacy of their concern was validated by later studies related to the shame and stigma ("dirty little secret") experienced by those taking methadone for treatment of opiate addiction.\textsuperscript{575} Subsequent studies also confirmed continuation of an abstinence bias (a view that methadone should be time limited and that recovery begins only when methadone treatment is terminated) among frontline MMT counselors and nurses\textsuperscript{576} and the link between abstinence orientation and shorter lengths stay in MMT.\textsuperscript{577} This is of particular concern given studies confirming that MMT outcomes improve when a minimal threshold of at least one year has been reached\textsuperscript{578} and that dropout rates are linked to clients’ misconceptions about methadone and negative attitudes toward MMT.\textsuperscript{579} Staff pressure to move toward termination of methadone maintenance is also of concern due to the high post-discharge relapse rates (70%+) and increased death rates linked to the loss of drug tolerance.\textsuperscript{580}


ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS OF RECOVERING COUNSELORS RELATED TO EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICES

In discussing evidence-based practices in addiction treatment, one sometimes hears the comment that counselors in recovery resist new evidence-based practices in favor of traditional models of treatment. To further explore the character and performance of the recovering counselor, we will test this proposition by reviewing studies that illuminate whether such resistance is a reality or a myth. The major findings of counselor attitudes toward evidence-based practices reveal the following:

- University and medical center research sites have a far lower representation of recovering staff than community-based sites, which might influence study findings and transfer of knowledge from research to community service sites.\(^5\)

- The addictions field has promoted advanced educational and certification requirements regardless of recovery status.\(^2\)

- Few differences exist in theoretical orientation or use of treatment techniques as a function of recovery status;\(^3\) “12-Step orientation” is often considered a proxy for recovery status among addiction counselors, but such orientation is related more to the factors of education and years of clinical experience than to recovery status.\(^4\) “This underscores the need to consider traditional 12-Step clinicians as complex, flexible and heterogeneous and neither predictable nor closed-minded to other behavioral approaches.”\(^5\)
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• Attitudes toward evidence-based psychosocial interventions such as contingency management do not differ by recovery status alone.\textsuperscript{586}
• Counselor attitudes concerning the acceptability and effectiveness of buprenorphine in the treatment of opiate dependency and naltrexone in the treatment of alcohol abuse and dependence do not vary by counselor recovery status,\textsuperscript{587} but counselors in recovery express more negative attitudes toward the use of ibogaine in opioid dependency than do counselors not in recovery.\textsuperscript{588}
• Counselor receptivity to the use of medications in addiction treatment is a function of education, training, and certification/licensure, rather than recovery status.\textsuperscript{589}
• There is no direct linkage between counselor recovery status and support for or resistance to the implementation of evidence-based practices in addiction treatment.\textsuperscript{590}

The studies reviewed here challenge the portrayal of addiction counselors in recovery as a monolithic group that supports a single pathway model of addiction, treatment, and recovery and resists the acquisition of new knowledge.

and skills. The addiction treatment workforce scores high on readiness to adopt new counseling techniques that would improve recovery outcomes.

**ROLE PERCEPTIONS OF RECOVERING ADDICTION COUNSELORS**

In the 1970s, Kozel and Brown conducted a study of ex-addicts' and non-addict counselors' perceptions of their roles as counselors. The two groups shared a common vision of their role. The only noted difference was that ex-addicts perceived the ideal counseling role as involving greater amounts of time spent in community education, counseling in the community, and socializing with clients. Aiken and colleagues confirmed this finding a decade later.

**RECOVERY STATUS AND CLIENT PERCEPTION OF CREDIBILITY AND EFFECTIVENESS**

Ball and colleagues asked addicted clients in treatment to rate the degree of helpfulness of treatment staff. Forty-two percent of professional counselors were rated as helpful, while 60% of ex-addict counselors were rated as helpful. Another early study on counselor credibility focused on the addicts' ratings of various sources of information about drugs. Sinnett and colleagues found that addicts felt that their own experience and that of ex-addicts (source ranking of 1 and 2) were far more credible sources of information than scientific journals (source ranking of 19) or psychologists, psychiatrists, or social workers (source rankings of 23, 25, and 30 respectively). LoSciuto and colleagues found that clients favored ex-addicts on their knowledge of street drugs, but that
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recovering counselors and counselors without a history of addiction achieved similarly high marks on other aspects of the counseling relationship.

Later studies of client perceptions of counselors concerning such factors as empathy, expertness, trustworthiness, and attractiveness do not generally show significant differences in these perceptions based on the recovery status of the counselor. Berzins and Ross looked at the helping preferences of 50 hospitalized female opiate addicts. While professionals and ex-addicts exerted similar attractiveness, patients with more severe addictions expressed preference for ex-addict helpers, and those with milder problem severity expressed preference for professionals. As one of the few studies that factored in problem severity, this study suggests that recovering helpers may have a special role engaging people with the most severe addiction problems and serving as a bridge for connection to professionals and the larger society they represent.

Professional training, regardless of recovery status, increases credibility in the eyes of clients. But at least one study found that recovering counselors were less likely than counselors without a history of addiction to believe they needed addiction education and training. When clients are asked to rate their perceptions of the value of ex-addict counselors, African American counselors and clients rate such value considerably higher than do other ethnic groups. Savage and Stickles compared the perceptions of three groups concerning whether recovering counselors or counselors without a history of addiction are preferred.


alcoholism would provide the most effective assistance for alcohol problems. Both graduate students preparing to become counselors and practicing counselors expressed a preference for the recovering counselor (47% to 21%); 86% of high school students preferred the recovering counselor. Another interesting finding was that recovering alcoholics in AA perceived counselors in recovery more positively than did alcoholics initially seeking recovery, suggesting the potential utility of using recovering people for post-treatment recovery support services or clinical work with AA members who have relapsed after some period of sobriety. As a point of comparison, most program administrators who were surveyed in 1992 reported that recovering counselors and counselors without a history of addiction were equally effective.

The mixed findings on this question of client-perceived credibility or preferences related to recovery status are similar to mixed findings from the general disability literature on whether persons with disabilities prefer working with counselors who share their disability. This literature, like studies of addiction recovery status, notes a preference for peer status or no finding of peer preference, but there are no studies noting that a shared disability would disqualify someone as an effective counselor. White and Kurtz (2006) have described three types of attitudes toward personal recovery—recovery-positive, recovery-neutral, and recovery-negative identities. The last of these categories embraces people who feel great shame attached to their addiction history and recovery status, reject the “disability identity,” and seek to “pass” socially by rigorously hiding their recovery status. This raises at least the theoretical possibility that internalized stigma might lead these individuals to perceive an assigned helper in recovery as less credible and less effective. Such perceptions might contribute to increased resistance and weak therapeutic alliance.

Counselor Recovery Status and Therapeutic Alliance

Early studies presented conflicting findings on whether counselors’ recovery histories bestowed heightened capacities for therapeutic alliance with clients entering addiction treatment. Talbott and Gillen compared a group of recovering counselors to counselors with no addiction history and found that
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recovery status predicted neither a uniform set of counselor values nor uniform clinical outcomes (as measured by engagement and retention rates). In contrast, Lawson used the Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory to compare the scores of recovering counselors and counselors without a history of addiction and found that prior alcoholism recovery was “a significant factor in the quality of the relationship which existed between counselors and patients.” Machell conducted a study of the influence of a client’s primary counselor’s recovery status on the client’s sense of belonging within the treatment milieu, length of stay in treatment, and post-treatment relapse rates. No differences by counselor recovery status were found. A similar lack of differences in perception of empathy and therapeutic alliance has been reported in other studies.

Meier, Barrowclough, and Donmall conducted a recent literature review concerning therapeutic alliance in addiction treatment. They concluded: “More experienced counselors were able to retain their clients in treatment for longer, and length of experience of delivering counseling appeared to be a more influential predictor than having a formal counseling qualification.” This is congruent with findings from the general disabilities literature indicating that a shared status with the client engenders a working relationship with the helpee only in the presence of at least a minimum level of helping skills.

Sanders, Trinh, Sherman, and Banks compared peer-led counseling groups with counseling groups led by addiction counselors. They found that clients with peer counselors were more likely to describe them as empathic and to identify them as the most helpful part of their treatment experience.

COUNSELOR RECOVERY STATUS AND ETHICAL DECISION-MAKING

Recovery status raises ethical issues within counseling, case management, and other service roles that are more complex than for helpers not in personal recovery—greater complexity in dual relationships, ambiguities,
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related to self-disclosure, potential role conflict with other professionals, and confidentiality within service relationships and recovery community relationships.\textsuperscript{616}

Torriello and Benshoff\textsuperscript{617} evaluated the sensitivities of addiction counselors facing ethical dilemmas. In a surprising finding, those with an associate’s degree or high school diploma (recovery status of the sample was not identified, but lower education continues to be a proxy for counselor recovery status in many treatment programs) exhibited greater ethical sensitivity than those with a graduate degree. Sias, Lambie, and Foster \textsuperscript{618} studied the influence of recovery status on moral reasoning in addiction counselors. They found no differences between the moral reasoning abilities of recovering counselors and those of counselors without addiction histories. McCollum\textsuperscript{619} compared recovering addiction counselors and addiction counselors without addiction histories regarding their beliefs about dual relationships. Counselors not in recovery found dual/multiple relationships more ethically problematic than did recovering counselors. This difference might be related to the fact that recovering counselors more frequently encounter clients in recovery support group meetings and have learned how to clearly define and separate these roles. This explanation draws some support from a study by Bachrach\textsuperscript{620} that compared peer helpers within a union-based peer assistance program within the airline industry. The study found that peer helpers in recovery used more assertive relationship boundary management tactics than did peer helpers who were not in recovery.

The P-BRSS literature suggests three levels of intimacy in the helping relationship: 1) a zone of enmeshment marked by extreme directiveness, over-involvement, and possessiveness; 2) a zone of disengagement marked by coldness, passivity, and physical and emotional detachment; and 3) a zone of appropriateness and effectiveness marked by firmness, continuity of contact, and support that remains within the educational and experiential capabilities of the P-

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
The boundaries demarcating these zones are poorly defined, but there are ethical guidelines emerging to guide the delivery of P-BRSS that are based on recovery community values and collective experience as opposed to guidelines that simply mimic ethical standards for addiction counselors, psychologists, and social workers.

Training of P-BRSS specialists emphasizes the importance of practicing within the boundaries of one’s education, training, and experience, but some research has suggested that service providers at all levels of training consistently overestimate their skills. The ethical mantra to practice within the boundaries of one’s education, training, and experience has meaning only if professional and peer helpers accurately perceive their limitations and use supervisory structures to validate those perceptions.

COUNSELOR RECOVERY STATUS AND CLIENT SATISFACTION WITH SERVICES

Mavis and Stöffelmayr conducted a study of factors related to client satisfaction with addiction treatment. The clients in their study who were treated by recovering staff reported higher ratings of satisfaction with treatment than those treated by staff not in recovery. Ball, Graff, and Sheehan conducted a study of heroin addicts’ views of methadone maintenance treatment. Although ex-addicts filled only four of 44 staff positions, 60% of patients identified the ex-addict counselors as the most helpful part of their treatment experience.

COUNSELOR RECOVERY STATUS AND CLIENT RECOVERY OUTCOMES

In comparing the clinical outcomes of addiction counselors, three preliminary points are noteworthy: 1) there are significant differences in outcomes across counselors, 2) counselor assignment accounts for greater degrees of variance in outcome than assignment to different treatment, and 3)
differences in outcomes across counselors may be greater in the addictions field than in other areas of counseling.  

The earliest professional reports on client outcomes by helper recovery status were primarily observational. Slaughter and Torno described a peer-based counselor program in which senior patients were assigned to mentor incoming clients, lead groups, and even manage a treatment unit. Their reported outcomes included higher patient retention rates and greater insight of patients into their problems. Brown and Thompson compared treatment outcomes for clients served by recovering counselors to outcomes for those served by counselors without a history of addiction. They concluded that recovery status did not enhance or detract from clinical outcomes as measured by rates of post-treatment drug use, employment, or arrest. A similar lack of recovery outcome differences by counselor recovery status was reported in studies by Valle, LoSciuto, Aiken, and Ausetts; Connet; Longwell, Miller, and Nichols; Moos, Finney, and Chan; Machell; and McLellan, Woody, Luborsky, and Goehl.

What appear to be the most critical influences on recovery outcomes are not a counselor’s recovery status or even formal education, but particular traits and the quality of addiction-specific counselor training and experience. These factors differ across counselors and are not predictable by recovery status of the
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counselor.\textsuperscript{637} Valle\textsuperscript{638} conducted a study of the differences in client recovery rates assigned to eight recovering counselors. There were significant differences in client recovery outcomes across the counselors, with clients of recovering counselors with the highest levels of interpersonal functioning achieving the best post-treatment recovery rates (as measured by rates of continuous sobriety and number and duration of relapse episodes).

Seven studies identified in this review found at least slight differences in clinical outcomes by the recovery status of the counselors. All but one of these studies were conducted in the 1970s and 1980s. Argeriou and Maohar\textsuperscript{639} found general equivalency of outcomes but found that younger clients had better recovery rates when assigned to recovering alcoholic counselors. Ottomanelli\textsuperscript{640} compared the pre-treatment and post-treatment MMPI scales of clients assigned to professional and paraprofessional addiction counselors. There were no changes in pre/post MMPI scales for the clients of recovering counselors, but two of the post-treatment MMPI scales (the D and Sc scales) were lower for clients who had professional counselors—a finding limited by the small number of counselors in the study. LaRosa and colleagues randomly assigned clients in methadone treatment to group therapy conducted by master’s-level therapists or ex-addict counselors. At one year follow-up, the professional therapists had retained more clients in treatment than the ex-addict counselors (68% versus 40%) and achieved higher satisfaction ratings.\textsuperscript{641} Brown and colleagues\textsuperscript{642} found that opiate clients had higher treatment retention rates when they were assigned professional rather than ex-addict counselors. Aiken and colleagues\textsuperscript{643} found general equivalency between recovery rates of clients of recovering paraprofessionals, paraprofessionals without addiction histories, and professionals without addiction histories, but noted that clients counseled by professionals were more likely to pursue educational activities than were clients in the other two groups. King\textsuperscript{644} found that alcoholics treated by recovering


\textsuperscript{644} King, B.E. (1997). A comparison of sobriety success rates between alcoholic clients with recovering alcohol counselors vs. non-alcoholic counselors and metaphoric vs. non-
alcoholic counselors had higher post-treatment sobriety rates than did clients with counselors without recovery history. Snowden and Cotler (1974) conducted an early study of the relationship between the personality characteristics of 25 paraprofessional ex-addict counselors working within a methadone program (as measured by the MMPI) and client outcomes (as measured by medication compliance, rates of attendance at counseling sessions, and negative urine tests). Counselors with personality traits usually regarded as “non-adjustive or even pathological” (e.g., concern with bodily functions, pervasive suspicion, hypersensitivity, emotional excitability as evidenced by enthusiasm or irritation) had higher client success rates. They concluded:

Perhaps most counselors, as newly reformed addicts of virtually equivalent duration, experience comparable amounts of personal distress. However, some are non-defensive or even overly prepared to acknowledge and explore these difficulties, while others deny the existence of such problems. Hence, the former group would probably be characterized by greater self-exploration, honesty, and openness to experience. These conditions have been related to therapeutic success.

This review confirms what folk wisdom in the field has long conveyed:

Addiction recovery can be a valuable asset to the helping process only when other conditions are met. Addiction recovery is by no means a necessary and sufficient criterion for counseling success.

This folk wisdom was again empirically confirmed in a study of therapist effects on clinical outcomes in Project MATCH (1998b), which found significant therapist effects on outcomes, but these effects were unrelated to recovery status.

Client outcomes were unrelated to therapists’ self-reports of being “alcoholic,” having had alcohol problems, or being “in recovery.” This is consistent with a large literature showing that a therapist’s personal
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history of alcoholism and recovery neither benefits nor hinders his or her effectiveness in the treatment of substance abuse.\textsuperscript{649}

Stöffelmayr and colleagues raised a provocative question related to the findings we have just reviewed:

\textit{…if professionals and paraprofessionals are equally effective [in addiction counseling] and cannot be differentiated in their approach to clients, why all these efforts to train paraprofessionals in the image of the professional counselor?}\textsuperscript{650}

The above findings and conclusions are based on experience with recovering people working in specialty sector addiction treatment programs serving adults. They may or may not apply to the effectiveness of recovering people working as addiction counselors in adolescent treatment programs. Only one early (1978) study was located that specifically addressed this question. DeAngelis and Ross reported on a study conducted at Pride House, a therapeutic community for adolescents that was transitioning from a predominately ex-addict staff to a professional staff. Concerning the comparison of performance of ex-addict professionals and non-addict professionals, DeAngelis and Ross noted the following findings.

- Ex-addict professionals had longer tenures of employment and lower turnover than did non-addict professionals.
- Eight percent of non-addict professionals and 46\% of ex-addict professionals who left Pride House were discharged for unethical conduct.
- There were no significant differences in client retention rates between the ex-addict and non-addict professionals.
- Non-addict professionals averaged 11 more client contacts per month than did ex-addict professionals.\textsuperscript{651}

There were no reports of post-treatment recovery outcome based on client assignment to ex-addict or non-addict professional. The extent to which finding in the DeAngelis and Ross study are unique to this program, or to that era of addiction counseling, is unknown due to the lack of other studies.


RECOVERY STATUS AND GENERAL JOB PERFORMANCE FACTORS

Blum and Roman\textsuperscript{652} conducted a comparison of recovering occupational alcoholism consultants (OPCs) and OPCs without a history of addiction. They found substantial similarity between the two groups, with no differences found related to effectiveness of job performance. Recovering OPCs did report higher levels of job commitment and job satisfaction. Aiken and LoSciuto\textsuperscript{653} conducted a study to evaluate counselor knowledge of drug use by their clients. Recovering staff were more accurate in identifying drug use of their clients than were non-addict counselors.

VULNERABILITY TO RELAPSE AMONG COUNSELORS IN RECOVERY

In the professional literature on addiction counseling there are innumerable references to the risk of relapse for recovering counselors, but few studies have measured the actual prevalence of counselor relapse. Rhodes and White\textsuperscript{654} reported on 274 ex-addicts hired to fill multiple roles in the Illinois Drug Abuse Program between 1968 and 1973. They reported that 48\% of this group had "failed" and that failure most frequently involved a return to drug use (six subsequent drug-related deaths were reported in this sample). It should be noted that this high failure and relapse rate occurred at a time when the emerging drug abuse treatment field knew little about the screening, hiring, orientation, training, and supervision of ex-addicts in helping roles.

Ten years later Kinney\textsuperscript{655} conducted a 10-year follow-up of recovered alcoholics completing an alcoholism counselor training program. In that study, 37.5\% of the graduates reported having experienced a relapse during the 10-year period. This is consistent with a survey of treatment programs in 1992, in which 39\% of administrators reported that their agencies had experienced the relapse of an employee in recovery.\textsuperscript{656} The same year, Kahn and Fau conducted a similar study of 145 recovering alcoholics trained to become alcoholism counselors (in successive classes over a 10-year period).\textsuperscript{657} Only 4.8\% of those training graduates reported having relapsed since completion of the training.

\textsuperscript{654} Rhodes, C. & White, C., with Kohler, M.F. (1974). The role of the so-called paraprofessional in the six years of IDAP. In E. Senay, V. Shorty, & H. Alksne (Eds.), \textit{Developments in the field of drug abuse} (pp. 1051-1066). Cambridge, MA: Schenkman.
This replicated findings from an earlier study of Kahn and Fau\textsuperscript{658} in which only four of 25 alcoholics training as alcoholism counselors experienced a brief relapse after the training, but all had at least a year of sobriety at the follow-up evaluation.

The differences among these studies reflect, in part, a longer period of study in which the Kinney subjects might have relapsed and the years of history reflected in the Anderson and Wiemer study of treatment administrators, compared to the Kahn and Fau sample that included recent graduates.

Seen as a whole, these studies suggest that the risk of relapse among addiction counselors in recovery progressively declined between the 1960s and 1990s, probably as a function of increased role clarity as well as improved screening, selection, orientation, training, and supervision. Substance-related impairment continues to be a concern for addiction counselors. In a national survey of addiction counselor certification boards, 40 boards representing more than 32,900 certified addiction counselors reported a total of 373 ethical complaints during the years 1991 and 1992. Forty-six (12.4\%) of those complaints were related either to impairment from substance use or to psychiatric impairment.\textsuperscript{659} The portion of these cases that resulted in relapse of a recovering counselor (as opposed to a new substance use disorder of a counselor not previously in recovery) or to the development of mental health problems among counselors is unknown.

**Influence of Recovery Status on Supervisory Relationships**

There are only two studies that focus on the effects of the recovery status of the supervisor on supervisory relationships with addiction counselors of varied recovery status. Culbreth and Borders\textsuperscript{660} found that a positive and supportive attitude was more important than recovery status in influencing the supervisory relationship. There were no differences in satisfaction with supervision based on recovery status of the supervisee and supervisor, but both recovering counselors and counselors without histories of addiction noted the potential for mismatches in which the supervisor discounted the professional or personal recovery experience of the counselor based on whether or not the supervisor had a history of addiction recovery.

In a follow-up study examining the content of supervision based on recovery status of the supervisor and supervisee, Culbreth\textsuperscript{661} found that recovery status of the counselor did influence the topical focus of supervision, with

recovering counselors preferring more supervisory time focused on client
typologies, ethical/legal issues, and personal/professional support.

**EVALUATION OF TREATMENT MODELS STAFFED BY RECOVERING PEOPLE**

Scientific studies have been conducted of four treatment/recovery models
that rely almost exclusively on recovering people as helping agents: social
model alcoholism programs, early ex-addict-directed therapeutic communities,
early Minnesota Model chemical dependency programs, and the Twelve Step
Facilitation arm of Project MATCH.

Social models of alcoholism recovery grew out of experiments with “AA
farms” and “AA retreats” in the 1940s and 1950s. Social model programs
(SMPs) provide support for people voluntarily seeking recovery from alcoholism
in a home-like, democratically governed residential environment that emphasizes
the principles and practices of Alcoholics Anonymous. SMPs help people
construct a sobriety-based social network that includes AA members and
program alumni. SMPs are staffed by people whose authority is based on
personal recovery experience rather than professional education and training.
The primary catalyst for recovery is the relationship between the person and a
community of recovering people, rather than the relationship between a client
and a therapist. Learning about recovery occurs through modeling and
discussion rather than through didactic instruction, and relationships between
SMP staff and participants/residents (not clients or patients) are egalitarian rather
than hierarchical. Responsibility for initiating and sustaining sobriety is the
responsibility of each participant who draws support from his or her peers in
recovery. SMPs rely on client-centered recovery planning rather than on staff-
directed treatment planning.

A review of early evaluations of SMPs reported sustained abstinence in
33% of participants and reduced substance use in 21% of participants. These
evaluations also reported enhanced employment and family incomes and
reductions in criminal activity comparable to those achieved in clinical models of
treatment, but at dramatically reduced costs. A recent and methodologically
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A rigorous study compared recovery outcomes in social and non-social model programs. At one-year follow-up, more clients treated in social model programs reported an absence of alcohol problems than did clients treated in clinical programs (57% to 49%), and a greater percentage also reported having no drug problems (59% to 51%). Other outcomes, such as reported medical, psychiatric, and family problems, were similar across program type. The reported effects of the social model programs may be mediated by levels of AA and NA participation that were higher at follow-up than the levels of such participation among clients treated in clinical programs.

Evaluations of fidelity to the core elements of the SMP reveal considerable fidelity erosion over time. Three factors contribute to the erosion of this model: 1) funding policies that do not reimburse key elements of the social model, 2) regulatory requirements that force a more institutional and less home-like environment, and 3) the professionalization of the SMP peer support relationship.

The Minnesota Model (MM) of chemical dependency treatment, like social model programs, began as a peer-based approach to alcoholism recovery. It then evolved through several stages that included delivery of services via a multidisciplinary team and the subsequent professionalization of the role of the alcoholism counselor within that team. Today’s chemical dependency counselor within the MM is less likely to be in recovery and, if in recovery, is more likely to have a college or postgraduate degree in a counseling-related field as well. Today, the 12-Step philosophy that was once the centerpiece of the MM is more likely to be presented alongside multiple philosophies and approaches. As a result, clients treated within these programs today are less likely to receive the intense exposure to recovering alumni, AA volunteers, and AA meetings in the community than was the norm decades ago. In light of all these changes, the earliest evaluations of the MM (those prior to 1980), although methodologically weaker than later studies, may give a more accurate evaluation of the influence of peer-based recovery support.

Rossi, Stach, and Bradley conducted the first detailed MM follow-up study of patients admitted to Willmar State Hospital (mean follow-up period of over 21 months) and reported that 24% of patients had been abstinent for six months or more prior to follow-up, and 14% had been abstinent since discharge. Laundergan evaluated clients discharged from Hazelden between 1973 and 1975, and reported that 50% were abstinent at follow-up (57.1% adjusted for
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non-response, deaths, and treatment re-entry) and 17.6% were improved—defined as drinking at the time of follow-up but at levels lower than pre-treatment levels. Cook\textsuperscript{671} reviewed outcome studies for MM programs from this period and concluded: “Despite exaggerated claims of success, it [the Minnesota Model] appears to have a genuinely impressive ‘track record’ with as many as two-thirds of its patients achieving a ‘good’ outcome at 1 year after discharge.”\textsuperscript{672}

The therapeutic community (TC), although considerably different from social model and Minnesota Model programs,\textsuperscript{673} also underwent changes that decreased its peer orientation. These changes include the professionalization of staff and the subsequent shift in relational status from “brothers” and “sisters” living and learning together within the TC “family” to “clients” being “treated” by professional staff. TCs have also shifted from an exclusive reliance on peer-support from inside the TC to the integration of involvement in 12-Step groups in the local community. In the TC world, “peer” now extends to people beyond the TC community.

De Leon\textsuperscript{674} reviewed the early TC effectiveness data and reported consistent positive outcomes, including post-treatment decreases in drug use and criminality and increases in employment and other indices of social adjustment. Two limitations to these findings are critical. First, positive outcomes were directly related to dose of treatment, with 120-180 days being the minimum dose for positive outcomes. Second, only 10-20% of people admitted to TCs successfully completed all phases of treatment. For example, early studies of Phoenix House revealed very high dropout rates (between 71-78%), but there were also high rates of sustained abstinence for those completing the TC program (94% at 12 months following completion).\textsuperscript{675} More than 60% of early TC graduates assumed staff positions within the TC in which they had graduated.


or in a similar program—a finding that triggered concern that ex-addict staff may not be well equipped to guide clients' community reintegration.

Social model programs, Minnesota Model programs, and therapeutic communities all became less peer oriented over time, due to trends in the broader field of addiction treatment. These trends included professionalization, regulation (and its accompanying paperwork burdens), commercialization, the shift in preference from inpatient/residential to outpatient treatment modalities, and the shortened treatment duration that has been a result of managed behavioral health care. Those changes set the stage for the re-emergence of more purely peer-based recovery models such as recovery homes, the growth of recovery community centers, the role of the recovery coach, and other peer-support specialty roles.

Project MATCH was a multi-site (nine treatment units), randomized trial to evaluate the benefits of matching clients who meet diagnostic criteria for alcohol abuse or alcohol dependence to three different specialized treatments. The three treatments included Cognitive Behavioral Coping Skills (CBT), Motivational Enhancement Therapy (MET), and Twelve-Step Facilitation (TSF). All were delivered over a 12-week period either as outpatient treatment or as an aftercare intervention following completion of inpatient or intensive day-hospital treatment.

Key findings of the Project MATCH study included sustained reductions in drinking among clients in all three treatments and the lack of clear superiority of one treatment over another. Findings related to matching variables were few: clients low in psychiatric severity who participated in TSF achieved better abstinence outcomes at one-year follow-up than did those who participated in CBT. The superiority of TSF over CBT on abstinence outcomes continued at year three follow-up.

The relevance of this finding to our current discussion is that TSF focused on promoting acceptance of alcoholism as a disease and on fostering a commitment to participate in Alcoholics Anonymous and AA “step work,” and was delivered primarily by therapists in 12-Step recovery from alcoholism who were also masters-trained and/or state-certified alcoholism counselors. The superior outcomes of the TSF intervention appear to be related to increased


levels of post-treatment AA participation. Reports of client satisfaction and post-treatment drinking outcomes were not related to counselor recovery status.  

**EVALUATION OF RECOVERY VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS LINKED TO ADDICTION TREATMENT OR MEDICAL TREATMENT**

Volunteer programs were very popular within addiction treatment in the mid-1970s, but a review of the literature on volunteer programs conducted in 1980 found no studies evaluating the effects of volunteer support on client recovery outcomes. The broader evaluation of such programs revealed consistently positive responses regarding the role of volunteers in general and the role of indigenous volunteers in recovery. Typical of these early evaluations was that conducted by Manohar, which found that a volunteer program within the Alcoholism Division of Boston City Hospital eliminated the waiting list for services, increased patient retention, and enhanced continuity of care following discharge. Volunteers in recovery with more than one year of sobriety at this site were more likely to establish relationships with patients characterized by warmth and non-possessiveness than were those with less sobriety or who were not in recovery.

There are more recent evaluations of volunteer programs within the addiction services arena. Blondell and colleagues compared patients hospitalized for alcohol-related trauma who were randomly assigned to care as usual, a brief 5-to-15-minute physician intervention, or a 30-to-60-minute meeting with a recovering alcoholic (AA) volunteer. Those in the peer intervention had superior outcomes at 6-month follow-up (64% abstinence rate compared to 36% and 51% for the other interventions, and a 49% rate of treatment initiation or recovery support group involvement following discharge compared to 9% and 15% for the other two interventions). The investigators concluded that, in addition to their effectiveness, visits by AA volunteers to hospitalized patients were “simple, practical, involve no costs, and pose little patient risks.”

---


Fagan and Fagan and Mauss evaluated a rehabilitation program for Skid Row alcoholics that achieved a 50% abstinence rate at follow-up from treatment. The program included teams of volunteers that “sponsored” each client’s social re-entry. The volunteers were recruited primarily from local churches, but the study did not report the recovery representation within the volunteer teams. The duties and responsibilities of the volunteer “sponsors” are listed here because of their similarity to the emerging recovery coach role: “Assist a recovering skid-row alcoholic…in relocating, bettering his or her employment, housing, and social status through moral support, acceptance, advice, shared experiences, advocacy, and reflection on problems, solutions, and personal strengths.”

There is also a larger body of research on the effects of volunteering on the volunteer. Such studies report enhancements in physical health, confidence, self-worth, and life satisfaction, as well as reduced depression and anxiety, as predictable outcomes of volunteer activity. There are no specific studies of the effects of volunteer activities outside of sponsorship roles on the health of people in recovery. Studies of sponsorship would suggest that broader service activities might well enhance recovery outcomes, and studies of recovery volunteer programs have reported exceptionally high recovery stability rates of volunteers.

Although no formal evaluations of the characteristics essential for effective volunteer recovery support work have been conducted, Manohar describes such characteristics as: “(1) at least a high school education; (2) interest and experience in community service; (3) an authoritative rather than authoritarian approach; (4) a high degree of personal arousal [energy]; (5) ability to see alcoholism as a legitimate human experience; (6) acceptance of responsibility for helping others; (7) resilient, empathetic, self-confident and sensitive personalities; (8) to be able to say ‘I don’t know’ with relative ease; and (9) to be able to react positively to the job, and to peers, supervisors and administrators.”

---

Collins, Barth, and Zrimec\textsuperscript{695} conducted a positive evaluation of the effects of the use of recovering alcoholic volunteers within the alcoholism program at Cleveland Metropolitan General Hospital. In this program, more than 70 local AA volunteers from 14 AA groups operated a friendship room close to the emergency room of the hospital. The volunteers provided lay counseling, escort to AA meetings, guidance in obtaining sponsors, and post-discharge follow-up.\textsuperscript{696} Collins and colleagues did note occasional problems arising within the volunteer program.

*Among the problems we have encountered are volunteers undermining or attacking the professional treatment program, volunteers becoming angry or impatient with resistant patients, volunteers allowing outsiders...to hang around the Friendship Room as if it were a drop-in center, volunteers demanding treatment for inappropriate candidates, or (rarely) volunteers relapsing to drinking.*\textsuperscript{697}

Collins and colleagues go on to note that such problems worked themselves out over the course of the program’s first five years and that the keys to program success were staff attitude toward volunteers and giving the volunteers “ownership” of the program.

**RELEVANT STUDIES ON PEER-BASED SERVICES FROM ALLIED FIELDS**

The potential effectiveness of peer-based services draws further support from other fields of health and human services. Durlack\textsuperscript{698} and Hattie\textsuperscript{699} conducted evaluations of studies comparing the effectiveness of professional and paraprofessional counselors. In Durlack’s review of 42 studies, one study found greater effectiveness among professional therapists (post-baccalaureate training in psychiatry, psychology, social work, or psychiatric nursing), and 12 studies found greater effectiveness among paraprofessional counselors (those without post-baccalaureate training), with the remaining studies finding no differences between professional and paraprofessional counselors. Durlack concluded:

*Findings from 42 studies comparing the helping effectiveness of paraprofessionals and professionals are consistent and provocative. The*


clinical outcomes paraprofessionals achieve are equal to or significantly better than those obtained by professionals.\(^{700}\)

However, Durlack’s 1979 review found only partial experimental evidence supporting the proposition that “indigenous therapists” (those similar to clients in background, lifestyle, and characteristics) generated better outcomes than did therapists who did not share such qualities with their clients. The proposition that counselors who shared their clients’ culture and peer-level status would make more effective helpers\(^ {701}\) has been subsequently tested using multiple dimensions (race, gender, and religious orientation), with mixed findings.\(^ {702}\) The extent to which similarities in race, gender, age, religious orientation, drug choice, and recovery pathways between P-BRSS specialists and those they serve remains an important research question. (See discussion in Chapter Eight.)

Hattie’s 1984 review of the comparative effectiveness of paraprofessional and professional helpers concluded:

*Effect sizes based on 154 comparisons from 39 studies indicated that clients who seek help from paraprofessionals are more likely to achieve resolution of their problems than those who consult professionals….The more experienced the paraprofessionals, the greater their effectiveness compared to professionals.*\(^ {703}\)

The mental health field has used peers primarily in the role of case managers.\(^ {704}\) Solomon and Draine\(^ {705}\) reviewed studies comparing mental health consumer- and non-consumer-delivered case management services. They concluded that personal characteristics of the case manager, more than personal recovery history, influenced service outcomes. Other studies of peer-delivered mental health services found that consumers are well integrated into mental health service teams and achieve service outcomes equivalent to those delivered by professional providers.

---


by professionals. Consumer-delivered mental health services are also linked to higher levels of positive regard and understanding, greater contact with clients, and higher rates of service retention and participation. No differences in stress or burnout have been found in studies comparing consumer- and non-consumer-delivered mental health services. In a recent review of this literature, Davidson and colleagues reviewed the available studies on consumer-run mental health services and concluded: “Consumer-run services can be viable organizations and can provide useful services.”

Peer-based services have also been positively evaluated in serving HIV+ addicted women, as well as addicted women with a history of neglect of their children. Until studies of new P-BRSS specialists’ roles can be conducted, it may be necessary to rely on existing studies that have evaluated particular functions (outreach, case management, and advocacy) within these specialist roles.

---


COMMENTARY ON LACK OF DISTINCTIVE FINDINGS

There are several striking findings from the studies reviewed in this chapter. First, most were conducted during the pre-professional stage of addiction counseling and compared non-degreed counselors in recovery with counselors not in recovery who had college or graduate degrees. Some observers have suggested that “the recovering person who has gotten himself well trained clinically has much more to offer than a therapist who is just recovering or well trained clinically,” but studies are lacking that compare the effectiveness of recovering counselors and counselors without a history of addiction who have comparable levels of education and clinical training.

Second, these studies have focused on the counseling role with people in the earliest stages of recovery and have not included the role of recovery status in the effectiveness of long-term, non-clinical recovery support services.

Third, these studies have focused on counselors with widely varying lengths of recovery and have not evaluated the effects of length or framework of personal recovery on helping effectiveness.

The findings to-date of no major differential effects of recovery status on addiction counseling or support might mean several things. They might mean that there simply are no such effects. They might mean that such differences do exist, but these differences disappear over time due to an exchange of learning (a synthesis of experiential and professional learning) that takes place between recovering counselors and counselors who do not have a history of addiction. They might also, as suggested earlier, mean that there are differences, but these differences are suppressed via education, training, supervision, and the sustained professionalization of the recovering counselor. The state of our knowledge at this moment supports the conclusion of the Annapolis Coalition on Behavioral Health Workforce Education:

There are multiple pathways to competence, which may include elements of personal experience, training and professional development. However, none of these pathways guarantees competence.

In addition, the competence of addiction professionals does not by itself guarantee successful client outcomes. No one system (or program) has the resources and reach to address the total span of alcohol and other drug problems within local communities and the contextual factors that exacerbate these problems and create obstacles to long-term recovery. P-BRSS constitute a bridge between professional systems of care and the resources of the larger community—resources that must be mobilized to increase the prevalence of recovery within communities across the country.


Chapter Seven

Recent Studies of Recovery Coaching and P-BRSS

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

- Two federal programs currently administered by the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment fund initiatives that emphasize peer-based recovery support services: the Recovery Community Services Program (RCSP) and the Access to Recovery (ATR) Program.
- Studies have not been conducted to determine the effects of RCSP or ATR services on long-term recovery outcomes.
- There are independent studies of particular peer-based recovery support services that have been linked to enhanced engagement, access, treatment completion, and improved long-term recovery.

In spite of the rapid proliferation of P-BRSS specialist roles, few studies have examined the effects of these support roles on the long-term recovery outcomes of those receiving and those providing such services. In this chapter, we will briefly review what is known about the two major federal programs that have contributed to the spread of P-BRSS, as well as model state and urban peer-service initiatives. We will also look at studies that have evaluated various aspects of P-BRSS roles.

THE RECOVERY COMMUNITY SERVICES PROGRAM (RCSP)

In 1998, the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment (CSAT) began the Recovery Community Support Program—an initiative that provided federal funds to recovery community organizations to conduct recovery-focused community education and advocacy by and on behalf of recovering individuals and their families. Grantees mobilized local communities of recovery culturally and politically, increased the involvement of recovery community members in key policy discussions, launched local anti-stigma campaigns, assessed the recovery support needs of local communities, and developed programs to address those needs. Between 1998 and 2002, RCSP grantees across the country pursued these functions with growing success and visibility. Through its grantees, the RCSP initiative contributed significantly to the rise of a “new recovery advocacy movement.”

In 2002, a policy change shifted the focus of the RCSP. The program was re-titled the “Recovery Community Services Program” and shifted from the earlier focus on community education and policy advocacy to the development of non-clinical recovery support services, with a particular emphasis on peer-based recovery support services. This shift brought RCSP grantees in closer alignment with the treatment system and provided to individuals and families RCSP services that might enhance treatment and long-term recovery outcomes. The following table displays CSAT’s description of the redesigned RCSP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSAT’s Recovery Community Services Program (RCSP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RCSP Goals:</strong> Under the RCSP, CSAT provides funding and support to recovery community groups and facilitating organizations to develop and deliver innovative peer-to-peer recovery support services in community settings. These services are intended to achieve the following goals:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1. Help prevent relapse  
2. Promote timely re-entry into treatment when relapse occurs  
3. Promote sustained recovery and an enhanced quality of life for participants |
| **RCSP Activities:** The RCSP grants are funded to conduct the following activities: |
| • Assess consumer, family, and other stakeholder strengths and resources, as well as community-specific recovery support needs  
• Develop and strengthen collaborative relationships with other area service providers  
• Develop a plan for delivering peer-to-peer recovery support services  
• Deliver the services  
• Document and evaluate the service program, using demographic and qualitative methods |
| **Funding Levels:** In Federal Fiscal Year 1998, CSAT presented awards to 19 projects, in the amount of $3.6 million. In Federal Fiscal Year 2001, 21 projects received a total of $4.8 million. In Federal Fiscal Year 2003, ten awards were made for a total of $3.25 million. In Federal Fiscal Year 2004, eight projects received awards in the amount of $2.8 million. In Federal Fiscal Year 2006, seven awards were made, for a total of $2.4 million. Most recently, in Federal Fiscal Year 2007, eight awards were made, for a total of $2.8 million. In FY 2008, no new projects were funded, and the program’s future is uncertain. |

---

Peer-based recovery support services provided by RCSP grantees include:

- peer-led recovery support groups and meetings;
- recovery coaching or mentoring;
- peer case management, information, and referral;
- recovery learning circles and other forms of recovery-related adult education;
- coaching or training in:
  - life skills,
  - health and wellness,
  - education and career planning
  - leadership skills development; and
- alcohol- and drug-free social and recreational activities.  

Process evaluations have been conducted of the RCSP program that report data on service volume and the experience and lessons learned from RCSP grantees, but to-date no formal studies of the RCSP have been published in the field’s scientific journals, nor have there been any independent, unpublished evaluations that included data on long-term recovery outcomes of service recipients within programs funded by the RCSP. From the standpoint of science, the effects of the recovery support services provided by RCSP grantees on those served through this project are unknown.

The RCSP is evaluated primarily through benchmarks established by the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment under the Government Performance Results Act of 1993. RCSP grantees exceeded these benchmarks, with service recipients across all RCSP cites reporting an 85% abstinence rate, 62% rate of employment with no criminal involvement, and 61% living in recovery-conducive housing.

THE ACCESS TO RECOVERY (ATR) PROGRAM

The Access to Recovery (ATR) program is a Presidential initiative begun in 2004, through which federal funds are allocated to expand the number of people receiving addiction treatment and non-clinical recovery support services in the United States. Two unique aspects of ATR include the expansion of service providers to include faith-based and other community service organizations that have not previously received public funding and a voucher

---


721 Literature searches failed to reveal any RCSP studies in peer-reviewed journals, nor were any such studies identified by persons who have worked closely with the RCSP: Personal communications with Marsha Baker and Bonnie Veysey, November 2008.

program that enhances service consumer choice in selecting a service provider. The ATR program began with awards to 14 states and one tribal government in 2004, and ATR awards were granted in 2007 to 18 states, the District of Columbia, and five tribal organizations. To-date, approximately $300 million have been allocated to ATR services.

One purpose of the ATR program was to increase access to treatment and recovery support for special underserved populations, including pregnant women; women in the child welfare system; men, women, and youth returning to the community from jails and correctional facilities; men and women involved in drug courts due to methamphetamine dependence; and those living in rural areas with limited service resources. To-date, more than 170,000 people have been served through the ATR program, which is now administered by the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA).723

Like the RCSP, there have been no studies of the ATR program published in peer-reviewed, scientific journals. However, ATR grantees do report service data through the SAMHSA Services Accountability Improvement System (SAIS). SAIS data answer at least some critical questions related to the ATR program. First, services provided through ATR have gone beyond traditional treatment services: 63% of ATR clients have received recovery support services, and a total of 48% of all ATR dollars have been used for recovery support services. Second, the goal of expanding the treatment and recovery support network is being achieved: 31% of ATR dollars have gone to faith-based organizations.

The long-term effects of ATR services are more difficult to determine. This question involves the extent to which these services facilitate the early interruption of addiction careers, enhance recovery initiation and stabilization, sustain recovery maintenance, and enhance quality of life in long-term recovery. Of these four dimensions, reports are available to answer only the second dimension, recovery initiation and stabilization. The SAIS data provided by ATR grantees document the following key findings:

- 71.4% of ATR clients were abstinent at discharge from service.
- At discharge, 22.3% of clients with housing problems at intake had resolved these problems.
- 29.3% of clients unemployed at intake had achieved employment by discharge.
- 59.5% of clients who were not connected to social support for recovery had achieved such connection by discharge.
- 84.7% of clients involved with the criminal justice system were no longer involved at discharge.724

The extent to which these gains were sustained following discharge is unknown.

---


Mangrum conducted one of the few evaluation reports of ATR.\textsuperscript{725} This study of ATR services in Texas between 2004 and 2007 drew several important conclusions. First, ATR clients entered treatment with less severe substance-related problems than did non-ATR clients—a factor that may have contributed to the finding that ATR clients achieved better treatment completion rates and abstinence-at-discharge rates than non-ATR clients achieved. Another factor that may have influenced these positive outcomes is the fact that ATR clients tended to stay in treatment longer. The best intermediate recovery outcomes were achieved by clients who received support services directly linked to recovery initiation and stabilization: recovery coaching, recovery support groups, and relapse prevention training. Support services such as housing, transportation, and employment coaching were unsuccessful in the absence of addiction treatment. Again, the extent to which the gains achieved through participation in ATR services are sustained in the months and years following treatment is unknown.

**STUDIES OF SERVICE ELEMENTS RELATED TO P-BRSS**

The lack of studies of the major P-BRSS initiatives at the federal, state, and local levels makes it difficult to respond to questions related to the effectiveness of such services. There have, however, been studies of particular functions or elements within P-BRSS that can cast light on their potential value. Representatives of such studies include the following.

- **Outreach**: Project SAFE in Illinois successfully used outreach workers to engage hard-to-reach women with histories of addiction and child neglect.\textsuperscript{726} Coviello, Zanis, Wesnoski, and Alterman\textsuperscript{727} used an outreach intervention delivered by bachelor’s-level case managers to successfully re-engage methadone clients who had relapsed following their discharge from treatment.\textsuperscript{728}

---

\textsuperscript{725} Mangrum, L. (2008). *Final Evaluation Report: Creating access to recovery through Drug Courts*. Texas Department of State Health Services, Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services Division. Austin, Texas: Gulf Coast Addiction Technology Transfer Center.


• **Recovery Coaching**: Klein, Cnaan, and Whitecraft\(^729\) studied a peer support program for people with co-occurring psychiatric and substance use disorders. Those who received the services of a “friend’s connector” (peer recovery coach) had dramatically fewer crises and hospitalizations, less alcohol and drug use, improved living circumstances, enhanced income, and enhanced health compared to those who did not receive recovery coaching. Ryan, Marsh, Testa, and Louderman (2006) found that the use of recovery coaches to help integrate addiction treatment and child welfare services for parents in substance-involved families enhanced access to treatment and resulted in increased rates of family reunification.

• **Case Management**: Case management has been found to improve addiction treatment engagement, treatment completion, and long-term recovery outcomes in adults and adolescents.\(^730\)

• **Supplemental Services**: Increased ancillary medical and social services in addiction treatment have been consistently linked to enhanced recovery outcomes across treatment modalities.\(^731\)

• **Recovery Checkups**: Recent studies have confirmed the utility of post-treatment recovery checkups (monitoring, support, re-intervention, re-linkage to treatment) on long-term recovery outcomes for adults\(^732\) and

---


adolescents. The studies have not reported on the recovery status of those conducting the face-to-face or telephone recovery checkups, so the degree to which these effects would be sustained or even enhanced within a peer delivery model is unknown.

Positive studies of key service elements provided by recovery coaches suggest that P-BRSS is a potentially promising practice as an adjunct to addiction treatment. Any determination of the extent to which P-BRSS can elevate long-term recovery outcomes will require additional studies of such services. Suggestions for such future research are outlined in the next chapter.

Chapter Eight

A P-BRSS Research Agenda

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS

- There are increased calls for a recovery-focused research agenda capable of illuminating the prevalence, pathways, styles, and stages of long-term individual/family recovery from severe AOD problems.
- Research on naturally occurring recovery communities is best conducted with the sensitivities and methods recently developed for the study of other ethno-cultural communities.
- A research agenda related to P-BRS and P-BRSS must encompass expanded research on the effectiveness of recovery mutual-aid societies (particularly non-12-Step recovery support groups); the role of other recovery community support institutions in long-term recovery; the influence of recovery representation at board, executive, staff, and volunteer levels on recovery outcomes of service consumers; individual factors affecting the degree of effectiveness of P-BRSS; the effectiveness of particular P-BRSS across the stages of recovery; the relative potency of key recovery support service ingredients; the relationship of P-BRSS to professional treatment; the effects of P-BRSS on family health and functioning; and the influence of organizational context on the effectiveness of P-BRSS.
- Research should also identify the major sources of resistance to P-BRSS and the most effective methods of implementing P-BRSS.
- The recovery research agenda must encompass studies of recovery at individual, family, and community levels.

TOWARD A RECOVERY RESEARCH AGENDA

The author has argued through a long series of publications that pathology- and intervention-focused research agendas within the addiction field must be substantively extended to encompass a recovery-focused research agenda.\(^{734}\) Such an agenda would plot the long-term pathways, styles, and

stages through which severe AOD problems are resolved within individuals, families, and communities and extract lessons that could guide the design of clinical treatment and non-clinical recovery support services. It would also evaluate the role of peer-based recovery support services in long-term addiction recovery. In this chapter, we will explore some of the questions that should be addressed related to P-BRSS within this larger recovery research agenda.

COMMUNITIES OF RECOVERY AS ETHNO-CULTURAL COMMUNITIES

There are important parallels between communities of color and communities of recovery. Recovery research that involves investigation of recovering people, communities of recovery, and recovery community institutions should be informed by the historical role of research in communities of color. White and Sanders describe this role.

People of color and communities of color have been wounded in a number of ways by culturally dominant research studies. They have been subjected to grossly unethical research practices (e.g., withholding medical treatment from 399 African American sharecroppers in the Tuskegee Syphilis Study). They have been stereotyped via reports characterizing the presence or absence of AOD problems in terms of racially dictated, biological vulnerability—from the “firewater” myths of racial vulnerability of Native Americans to the myth of racial invulnerability of Asians. They have been wounded by the assumption of universal applicability—the misapplication of research findings from studies in which no people of color were included. Communities of color have been injured by bad (“junk”) science, such as the now-discredited, sensationalist literature on crack cocaine and “crack babies” that turned the criminal justice and child welfare systems into occupying institutions within poor communities of color. They have been shamed by research designs and interpretations that dramatized the problems within


communities of color while ignoring their strengths and resiliencies.740 Observers from within ethnic communities have also been very critical of how communities of color have been used as a valuable resource to enrich individual careers and institutions in exploitive processes that returned nothing to communities of color.741 …Given this history, scientists and scientific institutions bear a continued burden of proof regarding their safety, relevance, and benefit to communities of color. Achieving such credibility will require, at a minimum, the inclusion of community of color leaders and members in the design, conduct, interpretation, and dissemination of research and evaluation studies.742

The conduct of research in communities of recovery requires similar levels of sensitivity toward the potential for harm and strategies for achieving credibility within those communities.

More than ever, ethnocultural communities demand that research occur in their communities under their direction and control. Researchers should be prepared to collaborate with communities, share results that have practical value, and accept the conditions imposed by the community in gaining access to information and respondents.743

As we proceed into this chapter, we will try to identify some of the most critical questions whose answers will shape the future of peer recovery support services. These lists are by no means comprehensive, but they do convey some of the basic questions for which we currently lack answers.

RESEARCH ON RECOVERY MUTUAL-AID GROUPS

There is an extensive list of unanswered research questions related to addiction recovery mutual-aid groups. The following are among the most important to the future of P-BRSS linked to addiction treatment.

- Can the findings of research on AA be applied to other 12-Step programs and to explicitly religious and secular recovery support groups?
- How do affiliation and long-term recovery rates differ across and within mutual-aid groups representing religious, spiritual, and secular frameworks of recovery?
- What mechanisms of change are common across existing addiction recovery mutual-aid groups, and which are distinctive to particular frameworks of recovery?
- Is there scientific evidence of inadvertent harm resulting from participation in a recovery support group? If so, how might harm be minimized? Are certain types of groups contraindicated for particular types of individuals/families?
- What is the influence of having multiple choices of recovery support fellowships on rates of affiliation, participation, and long-term recovery?
- What interventions increase initial affiliation rates, reduce early dropout rates, and enhance long-term participation in recovery mutual-aid groups?
- What happens to those people who drop out of recovery support group involvement after varying lengths of participation? Do these effects vary across populations and recovery support groups?
- Does concurrent participation in more than one recovery support group generate additive or antagonistic effects?
- Are the effects of combining professional counseling, peer-based recovery coaching, and participation in recovery mutual-aid fellowships greater than the effects of participating in only one of these respective elements?
- Do the effects of participation in recovery mutual-aid groups vary for clients involved in different treatment modalities/levels of care?
- Are there particular populations for whom recovery mutual-aid group involvement might constitute an alternative to professionally directed treatment services?
- How do levels and styles of participation in recovery mutual-aid groups differ across ethnic and cultural groups? Are additive or synergistic effects achieved when recovery mutual-aid participation is combined with participation in religious/cultural revitalization movements and/or traditional healing practices?
- Are there special support groups or peer support mechanisms that enhance recovery rates for people with addiction histories re-entering communities from jail or prison?
PARTICIPATION IN OTHER RECOVERY COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS

Non-clinical recovery support services have generally been defined in terms of recovery support groups such as AA, but as we have outlined in this monograph, recovery support services are becoming much more diverse and are being combined in unique ways. Recovery homes in the Oxford House network currently constitute the most often-studied recovery community institution other than AA/NA. There is a need for parallel research on recovery community organizations, recovery-oriented media and leisure activities, volunteer programs, recovery social clubs, recovery industries, recovery schools, and recovery ministries/churches. These studies should address such questions as:

- What are the effects of participation in these respective institutions on long-term recovery outcomes for individuals and family members?
- How does involvement in recovery support institutions influence key dimensions of recovery: abstinence rates, elevations in global health and functioning, community re-integration, and citizenship?
- Does participation in recovery community institutions reduce the risk of injury to others, e.g., threats to the safety of family members, threats to public safety, criminality, or the social burden related to addiction-related costs?
- Do the growth of recovery community institutions and the more public visibility and growth of communities of recovery change public and policy-maker attitudes and create a more recovery-friendly public policy environment?
- Are post-treatment recovery outcomes enhanced by adding one or more of these recovery support ingredients to professional treatment?
- Are there particular combinations of service/support elements that generate dramatically enhanced effects on recovery outcomes (the psychosocial equivalent of the AIDS cocktail)?

RECOVERY REPRESENTATION IN PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT

The bulk of professional literature on people in recovery working in addiction treatment dates from the 1970s and early 1980s—the “paraprofessional” and early professionalization stages of addiction counseling. The call for “recovery-oriented systems of care” and “authentic recovery representation” within such systems is once again raising questions about the roles recovering people fill within the addiction treatment field and its local organizations. Here are a few of the most basic questions that should be answered.

- What is the level of individual/family recovery representation at the board, executive, management, direct service, and volunteer levels of organizations whose mission includes the planning, funding, delivery, or evaluation of addiction treatment and recovery support services?
• To what extent do those recovery representatives reflect the diversity of American communities of recovery in terms of gender, age, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and recovery pathways?
• Given the increased homogenization of pre-service education and training and professional socialization, are there significant differences between the effectiveness of recovering addiction counselors and that of counselors without a history of addiction (as measured by recovery outcomes of assigned clients)?
• How does the risk of relapse (and other areas of work-related impairment) for recovering addiction counselors and P-BRSS specialists compare to the risk of other types of occupational impairment for counselors and P-BRSS specialists who do not have a history of addiction?
• Is the risk of relapse for the recovering counselor working in addiction treatment different from addiction counselors’ risk of relapse for other chronic health conditions (e.g., cancer, asthma, diabetes, heart disease)?
• How does the recovery status of recovering people with post-baccalaureate training in psychiatry, psychology, social work, and psychiatric nursing effect service outcomes of clients treated by these individuals?

**PERSON-SPECIFIC FACTORS AFFECTING RECOVERY OUTCOMES**

Studies that have attempted to match particular treatments to the demographic and clinical characteristics of clients entering addiction treatment have not generated support for the many matching hypotheses that have been proposed. But the lack of matching effects in one arena (professionally directed treatment) does not mean that significant matching effects might not exist in another arena (peer-based recovery support services). Key research questions related to such person-specific factors include the following:

• What client characteristics are linked to the most successful P-BRSS-related recovery outcomes?
• Are there populations for whom P-BRSS are contraindicated?
• Are there matching factors other than recovery status (e.g., age, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, primary drug choice, recovery pathway) that influence outcomes?
• How do the effects of P-BRSS differ, if at all, across the boundaries of gender, developmental age, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, religiosity, primary drug, problem severity, and problem complexity?
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• Do P-BRSS generate pro-recovery effects in people who have refused to go to professionally directed addiction treatment?
• What factors (e.g., problem severity/complexity, recovery capital, frequency/intensity of cravings, and threat to self/others) might determine the level of intensity of P-BRSS that should be provided?
• What are the attitudes of individuals and families toward long-term monitoring and support? What percentage of individuals/families stay involved in the monitoring process across key temporal benchmarks (first 90 days, first year, three years, and five years)?

**P-BRSS and Stages of Recovery**

If we assume that there are developmental stages of recovery that vary across clinical populations and individuals, and that service and support needs evolve through these stages, then the development of stage-specific recovery support services becomes a critical component of long-term recovery management. Here are some key questions that be answered if we are to achieve that goal.

• Are particular types of P-BRSS more effective at particular stages of recovery or within particular zones of recovery?
• What are the effects of pre-treatment P-BRSS on treatment seeking, treatment engagement, and long-term recovery outcomes?
• Would in-treatment P-BRSS enhance treatment completion rates?
• What differences in linkage rates exist between peer-based and professional-based linkage to recovery support groups?
• Do post-treatment P-BRSS lower post-treatment relapse and re-admission rates?
• What effects do P-BRSS exert on enhanced quality of life in long-term recovery?
• Are there P-BRSS that lower the risk of late-stage relapse in recovery (e.g., relapse after ten or more years of stable sobriety)?

**P-BRSS Service Roles**

As noted in earlier chapters, new recovery support roles are being created and widely replicated within recovery community organizations; addiction treatment institutions; and allied mental health, child welfare, public health, and criminal justice agencies. Questions that are arising related to these roles include the following:

• What characteristics of P-BRSS specialists are linked to enhanced recovery outcomes?
• What is the current profile of recovering people working in non-clinical recovery support roles?
• Do recovery outcomes differ by the duration or quality of recovery of those providing professional treatment or P-BRSS?
• How can stability and quality of recovery be measured in the screening of those wishing to provide P-BRSS?
• Do recovery outcomes differ by recovery pathway (religious, spiritual, secular) of the professional or P-BRSS helper?
• Are there differences in recovery outcomes when P-BRSS are delivered in voluntary versus paid roles?
• Do family members in recovery bring knowledge, experiences, and skills that uniquely qualify them for the delivery of P-BRSS? For example, would a randomized, controlled trial of P-BRSS by AA members, Al-Anon members, and persons not in personal or family recovery generate different recovery outcomes among those with whom they work?
• What are the most frequent ethical dilemmas encountered in the delivery of P-BRSS? How do P-BRSS specialists respond to ethical dilemmas that arise during service delivery?

**SERVICE INGREDIENTS AND RECOVERY OUTCOMES**

The spectrum of services offered within the umbrella of P-BRSS is extensive and ever-growing. Basic questions related to these service ingredients include the following:

• What are the precise mechanisms through which P-BRSS exert an influence on recovery outcomes?
• What are the most potent ingredients within P-BRSS?
• How do the frequency and sequencing of P-BRSS affect recovery outcomes?
• How does the duration of P-BRSS affect long-term recovery outcomes? (Research confirms that recovery does not become durable—the point at which the risk of future lifetime relapse drops below 15%—until five years of continuous recovery.745 Should P-BRSS, at least in the form of annual recovery check-ups, be extended for five years?)
• How long can people be voluntarily engaged in post-treatment monitoring and support?
• What specialized P-BRSS protocols are indicated for key populations: for example, persons with extensive history of post-treatment relapse, persons consuming inordinate levels of system resources, persons living in zip codes indicating high AOD saturation?
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• Can P-BRSS reduce future health care costs, including reducing or eliminating the costs of future episodes of acute-care addiction treatment?
• Do P-BRSS reduce threats to public safety when they are provided to groups that pose such threats, such as multiple DUI offenders?
• What differences in effects, if any, exist among different P-BRSS delivery media (face-to-face, telephone-based, Internet-based services)?
• What are the respective contributions to recovery of peer-based intrapersonal, interpersonal, and environmental interventions?
• What benefits, if any, are added when peer helpers are included within professional service teams (for example, effects on performance of professional staff, additive effects of peer/professional collaboration)?

INTERACTION BETWEEN P-BRSS AND PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT

The ideal relationship between P-BRSS and professionally directed addiction treatment has yet to be scientifically validated. Questions concerning this relationship include the following:

• Under what circumstances might P-BRSS stand as an alternative rather than an adjunct to professionally directed addiction treatment?
• Are there additive or synergistic effects when P-BRSS and professionally directed addiction treatment are combined?
• Do the effects of P-BRSS on recovery outcomes differ when they are combined with different treatment modalities and levels of care?
• How would the infusion of P-BRSS into methadone maintenance treatment and other medication-assisted treatment affect long-term recovery outcomes?
• Can pre-treatment outreach and engagement expand the number of people entering addiction treatment for the first time?
• Does the source through which a person hears about or accesses P-BRSS influence recovery outcomes?
• Does the delivery of P-BRSS in tandem with addiction treatment increase treatment dose, treatment completion rates, rate of linkage to recovery support groups, and participation in post-treatment continuing care services?
• Does the delivery of P-BRSS following addiction treatment lower post-treatment relapse rates and speed recovery re-stabilization for those who do lapse/relapse?
P-BRSS AND FAMILY/COMMUNITY RECOVERY OUTCOMES

Our need to study the potential of P-BRSS transcends questions about individual recovery outcomes.746

Research on the effects of addiction recovery on the family challenges the expectation that families rapidly regain health following recovery initiation.747 Family structure, roles, relationships, rules, and rituals are dramatically altered through the process of addiction and must be abandoned and reformed in recovery.748 This stressful family re-adjustment process has been depicted as the “trauma of recovery.”749 The chaotic family environment of the addiction years continues into the early years of recovery. Without support, this adjustment threatens both the marital relationship and family stability.750

Such findings suggest the need for family-focused P-BRSS, particularly family-focused recovery checkups, recovery education, and recovery support, that extends at least through the early years of recovery initiation and stabilization. Due to the intrapersonal orientation of current models of addiction treatment, most P-BRSS models tend to focus on services to individuals. There are, however, calls for the development of peer service models aimed at increasing family and community recovery capital.751 Critical research questions related to such strategies include the following:

- What effects do family-focused P-BRSS exert on key recovery measures (for example, reducing the number, duration, and intensity of relapse episodes; enhancing long-term recovery outcomes, including increases in global health)?
- What effects do family-focused P-BRSS exert on key measures of family health and functioning (family roles, family rules, family rituals, subsystem relationships, and boundary transactions with extended kinship and community support networks)?

• What influences, if any, do P-BRSS exert on the intergenerational transmission of AOD problems? Do P-BRSS services targeting one family member lower the risk that other family members will develop substance use disorders, or enhance the prognosis for recovery among other family members who develop such disorders?

• Does the delivery of family-focused P-BRSS reduce indicators of family strain and disorganization (health challenges of individual family members, divorce rates, reports of child abuse/neglect, placement of children outside the home, or truancy rates of children)?

• Does the development of formal P-BRSS in a community elevate or weaken the service ethic within local communities of recovery?

• Is there a recovery “tipping point” at which saturating P-BRSS in a certain community area reduces the prevalence of addiction in that area?

Research studies are needed on the effects of family-focused P-BRSS models compared to individual-focused P-BRSS and the absence of P-BRSS.

**Organizational Contexts and P-BRSS Outcomes**

P-BRSS are being provided through a variety of organizational contexts. Key research questions related to the influence of these contexts include the following:

• Are there differences in recovery outcomes across different P-BRSS delivery sites, e.g., addiction treatment programs versus recovery community organizations?

• Do recovery outcomes differ across for-profit and not-for-profit P-BRSS providers?

• What are the potentials and pitfalls of forging relationships between professional treatment organizations and indigenous recovery community organizations?

• What are the most viable financing models for P-BRSS?

• What are the possible cost offsets that can be achieved through P-BRSS (including future addiction treatment and health care costs)?

• How can government actions help or harm the development of indigenous recovery community organizations?

• Do governmental interventions that reduce discrimination and improve employment and housing opportunities influence recovery outcomes?

• What are the effects of accepting particular types of funding on the character of indigenous recovery community or faith-based organizations?
**Concerns About P-BRSS**

We also need research on the processes of implementing P-BRSS within different service systems. Arguments against P-BRSS shared with the author during training and consultation events are listed in the table that begins below, along with brief commentary related to each.

**Table 11: Concerns about P-BRSS Raised by Addiction Professionals, Treatment Administrators, and Members of the Recovery Community**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concern/Contention about P-BRSS</th>
<th>Brief Commentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>We’re already “recovery-oriented.” Why do we need to add P-BRSS?</strong></td>
<td>The current system of addiction treatment in the United States can achieve acute biopsychosocial stabilization more safely and effectively than it has ever been achieved in history. Rigorous reviews of treatment system performance data(^{752}) suggest that most clients with high problem severity/complexity and low recovery capital are not extending these brief sobriety experiments into sustainable recovery. P-BRSS are an effort to, in part, enhance and protect the transition from recovery initiation to stable recovery maintenance and enhanced quality of life in the community. Whether P-BRSS can increase the likelihood of a successful transition must be definitively answered through methodologically rigorous studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The popularity of P-BRSS is the first step toward the de-professionalization and de-funding of addiction treatment.</strong></td>
<td>P-BRSS are an alternative to professionally delivered addiction treatment services only for those individuals with low-to-moderate problem severity and very high recovery capital. Beyond that, these services are best viewed as adjuncts or enhancements to professional services. Given the tenuous, probationary status of addiction treatment as a cultural institution, it will be important to guard against any political effort that views P-BRSS as a cheap replacement for professionally directed treatment. At the same time, addiction treatment leaders must avoid overselling the likelihood that brief episodes of professional treatment will generate sustainable recovery for most clients when such treatment is not combined with sustained post-treatment monitoring and support.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concern/Contention about P-BRSS</th>
<th>Brief Commentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No one will pay for P-BRSS. Funding for these services must come out of existing dollars allocated for treatment services. More P-BRSS means less treatment.</td>
<td>P-BRSS are one part of the shift from viewing addiction as an acute problem to viewing it as one that can be managed like other chronic conditions. That means the provision of a longer continuum of pre-treatment, in-treatment, and post-treatment recovery support services to bolster and sustain the effects of professional treatment, reducing health care and other costs because of enhanced recovery rates and lowering treatment re-admission rates. Because of this, federal and state governments are funding P-BRSS or organizations that deliver them, and third-party payors are reimbursing for P-BRSS, either through enhanced case rates that include P-BRSS or through capitated contracts specifically for P-BRSS, and through self-pay to the organizations delivering these services. Under conditions of fixed or declining resources, increasing funding for P-BRSS might result in decreased funding for professional treatment services. However, it might also result in the allocation of more funding to professional treatment because of better recovery outcomes. The policy question concerns the combination of services that reflects the best stewardship of resources in terms of personal, family, and community benefits and the quantity and quality of recovery outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I am no longer the expert (as a professional not in recovery), why did I spend all that time and money going to school? What does this P-BRSS trend bode for my professional future? I sometimes feel like my expertise is not respected by those advocating P-BRSS.</td>
<td>A premise of P-BRSS is that traditional clinical services are critical for many of the more than 20 million Americans who have yet to find recovery, but that for many of these people, professional treatment alone will not enable them to achieve and sustain long-term recovery. The effects of professional services may be dramatically enhanced when they are combined with P-BRSS. Studies of long-term recovery may also reveal that professionals have significant contributions to make during the later stages of recovery, when emotional and family distress peak and when many people in recovery consciously reshape their character and significant relationships. 753</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concern/Contention about P-BRSS</th>
<th>Brief Commentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-BRSS are the equivalent of practicing medicine without a license. We professionalized the role of the addiction counselor in the first place to avoid just this problem.</td>
<td>Clear role delineation, sound training, and rigorous and sustained supervision will be needed to ensure that P-BRSS specialists practice only within the boundaries of their education, training, and experience. It is critical that P-BRSS specialists not cross the boundary separating non-clinical and clinical services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People in recovery are not stable enough to withstand the rigor of work in addiction treatment; they will create problems due to absenteeism, poor performance, relapse, and high position turnover.</td>
<td>“Indigenous workers are no panacea, but properly trained, and properly used, they can be an important new force…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-BRSS will result in harm to people who really need help, because these peers or paraprofessionals’ involvement will lower competency standards and increase the number of breaches in ethical conduct. Hiring people in recovery will hurt the professional reputation of our organization.</td>
<td>There is no evidence that P-BRSS cause more harm than professional treatment. Everyone seeking to help individuals and families recover should be committed to minimizing risk of harm. For P-BRSS, that means defining the core knowledge and skills of P-BRSS specialists, creating ethical guidelines specific to P-BRSS roles, and providing training and supervision that ensures competency and adherence to ethical standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-BRSS specialists are just “paid sponsors.” Why are we paying someone to do what is freely available from local recovery support groups? Won’t bringing money into this weaken the service ethic within the recovery community?</td>
<td>A sponsor is different from a recovery coach, and their roles must be delineated clearly by every organization providing P-BRSS. The recovery coach can be paid or work on a volunteer basis, depending on the organization with which he or she is involved. P-BRSS should not replace support provided by sponsors or other indigenous community support resources. If they do, it would cause great harm to local recovery communities and constitute a great iatrogenic effect of P-BRSS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sources of resistance to P-BRSS and the most effective strategies for implementing P-BRSS deserve detailed study.

---

Chapter Nine

Summary and Conclusions

Specialized addiction treatment grew out of the failure of the mainstream health and human service system to provide effective solutions for individuals and families experiencing alcohol and other drug problems. Today, peer-based recovery support services are growing out of the failure of addiction treatment to provide a continuum of care that is accessible, affordable, and capable of helping people with the most severe and complex AOD problems move beyond brief episodes of recovery initiation to stable long-term recovery. P-BRSS are specifically designed to reach people earlier in their addiction careers, enhance recovery initiation and stabilization, improve linkage to recovery mutual-aid groups and other recovery support institutions, facilitate the transition to successful recovery maintenance, and enhance the quality of personal and family life in long-term recovery.

But this model is not a panacea. We would do well to avoid the superficial infatuation with P-BRSS that marked the infatuation with recovering alcoholics and ex-addicts in the late 1960s and early 1970s in the rise of modern addiction treatment. The value of P-BRSS is found in identifying what specifically those in recovery bring to the helping process. David Deitch and Daniel Casriel’s view of this contribution is as relevant today as it was in 1967.

There is no magic attached to any label, and we would do well to avoid creating a new vogue in the hopes of an instant solution to a complex problem. There is, instead, the necessity that helpers relate not primarily through techniques, but through humanness. And, indeed, ex-addicts have frequently indicated a marked ability to do so. But this is not because they once experienced drug addiction. It is, rather, because they completed their own recovery experiences, and emerged as men and women committed to this demanding way of life.756

Peer-based models of care can have a transforming effect on larger systems of care and on our society, by enhancing long-term addiction recovery outcomes and elevating public and professional perceptions of hope for recovery. But peer models of recovery support can also be corrupted and devoured by larger systems of care. As peer-based services are integrated into the existing treatment system or offered by free-standing independent organizations, there will be pressure to emulate the ethos of the existing treatment system, including the professional roles of counselors and others.

At the dawn of modern addiction treatment, observers suggested that one of the advantages ex-addict counselors brought to their role was that they were

“unencumbered by ‘professionalism’ and entanglement in bureaucracy” and were free to “interact with patients in a less formal, more spontaneous fashion than professionals.” Care must be taken not to over-professionalize P-BRSS roles and replicate the very conditions out of which these peer-models were spawned. It will be very important to achieve a delicate balance between peer-based and professional service models, to retain the strengths of each and manage the vulnerabilities inherent in each model.

Delivering P-BRSS can enrich an individual’s own recovery experience, but this work can also be a threat to one’s sobriety. In P-BRSS models, service accessibility, availability in time of crisis, and continuity of contact over time constitute distinctive strengths, but also provide a potential source of over-extension and burnout for individual workers and their organizations. There is an inevitable strain between accessibility and stewardship of resources, as organizations providing P-BRSS define their recovery support capacity (How many people? How many services? How long?). P-BRSS are based on the power of mutual identification—a relationship that is personal, reciprocal, and prolonged—but these same traits are potential sources of boundary ambiguity, abuse of power, and moving beyond the boundaries of personal competence. That is why training, guidelines, and supervision are as important for P-BRSS as for professional services.

P-BRSS specialists offer a rich source of experience-based guidance on individual/family recovery management, but they may be prone to forcing the recovery of those with whom they work into the conceptual framework of their own unique recovery experience. The grassroots, generalist, and “whatever it takes” qualities of the P-BRSS role are sources of its effectiveness, but the resulting problems (e.g., role ambiguity, role conflict, lack of career mobility) can trigger the move toward role specialization, professionalization, and the commodification and commercialization of peer support.

The P-BRSS values of empowerment, autonomy, self-determination, and choice offer a distinct alternative to the role of coercion that still holds sway in many segments of specialty-sector addiction treatment. However, these same values may limit the utility of this model for individuals who pose significant threats to themselves, their families, and the community. P-BRSS models with strong advocacy and community development components offer distinct advantages over models that focus exclusively on intrapersonal change, but these very components can constitute a diversion from the immediate needs of individuals/families and can bring the agency involved in P-BRSS into conflict with powerful community institutions.

Professional service models experience a similar duality. The role specialization in professional models of care can bring unparalleled levels of expertise, but have also contributed to the service silos and fragmentation of care that have ill-served individuals and families with multiple problems. Professional
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codes of ethics have enhanced the safety of service consumers, reduced professional liability, and ensured a degree of detachment and objectivity, but they have also contributed to rule-based decision-making that can convey fear of involvement, aloofness, snobbishness, disinterest, or contempt—particularly toward individuals hypersensitive to such slights.

The intrapersonal focus of professional service models has great individual healing power, but has often neglected families and kinship networks and the larger social pathologies in which personal problems are often embedded. The professional emphasis on accurate differential diagnosis and problem-focused service planning has aided many people, but this emphasis can lead to a preoccupation with pathology at the expense of recovery. Also, the theoretical models that help guide clinical intervention for the professional can be as blinding and biasing as the unique recovery experience of the P-BRSS specialist.

Rather than view peer-based and professional-based styles of knowing and doing as antagonistic models that must be judged against one another in terms of superiority and inferiority, it is more helpful to view these approaches as complementary, what one of the field’s pioneers referred to as a “creative fusion of heart and mind.”

Peer-based recovery support services can help shift the larger treatment system from a focus on brief biopsychosocial stabilization to a focus on the long-term recovery process. Peer-based models can inject a recovery focus—a source of renewal—into treatment institutions whose fear of the current climate of financial scarcity has driven them into excessive preoccupation with paper, profit, and professional prestige. P-BRSS specialists can help divert excessive attention from “funding streams,” “product lines,” and “bottom lines” and refocus attention toward long-term recovery pathways and processes for individuals and families.

This must be done in a way that avoids the “us and them” polarizations between peer and professional models. The issue is not, “Who is more valuable: a doctor or a friend?” The issue is what individuals and families need at a particular moment in time. What people seeking recovery do not need are friends playing doctor or doctors abandoning their roles to become friends. It is not a question of one or the other. We need a community in which both are available as needed, and in which professional and peer-based services are supported and integrated into a seamless system of long-term recovery support.

---


760 Gusfield’s (1982) following observation seems apt here: “problem-solving occupations are sources of their own expansion. In serving others, the welfare state serves itself.” p. 17.


Most studies of ex-users and professionals imply a juxtaposition between them. There are few studies of how the two groups interact when they work together.... The actual realities of how ex-users and professionals interact, and who learns what from whom and under what circumstances, represent an important subject for needed research.763

The addictions field brings one unique quality that separates it from peer models that are rising in allied fields. It has the oldest and largest recovery mutual aid network in the world via the growth of spiritual, secular, and religious recovery mutual-aid groups and new recovery support institutions. We must be very careful that new peer-based models capitalize upon the strength of these communities of recovery rather than undermining or replacing them. Our long-term goal is not to create a larger treatment system or a new profession, but to create the physical, psychological, and social space in which recovery flourishes in local communities. The long-term goal is the establishment of recovery support relationships that are non-hierarchical, non-commercialized, and enduring in recovery-friendly communities. We must not lose our recovery community development perspective as we venture into this peer-service arena.

The historical question “Who is most qualified to treat the alcoholic” is ill-framed because it assumes a homogeneity within the label “alcoholic” and within the boundaries of particular helping roles or categories of helpers. In terms of recovery status, the question is not whether professional and peer helpers with or without a history of addiction recovery are most effective, but which helper is most effective with which person or family at a particular point in time. The latter question suggests that different categories of helpers and different individuals may be of benefit to different individuals, and to the same person at different stages of the recovery process.

There are so many kinds of alcoholics and so many different kinds of alcoholism that perhaps no one person can qualify to treat all alcoholics, and a therapist eminently qualified to treat one type mail fail completely with another (p. 121).764

Until we have a cartography that includes recovery pathways and stages for different subpopulations with different levels of AOD problem severity, matching helpers and helpees is likely to show as few effects as studies attempting to match particular treatments to particular clients.

Recovery stages might be broadly conceived in terms of: 1) a sudden or unfolding opportunity for change, 2) a commitment to recovery experimentation, 3) recovery initiation and stabilization, 4) recovery consolidation and maintenance, and 5) enhanced quality and meaning of life in long-term recovery. I suspect we will find P-BRSS services most critical in stage 1 (via outreach and engagement), stage 2 (via charismatic encouragement and role modeling), and
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stage 4 (construction of a recovery-based identity, social network, and lifestyle). Traditional professionals may be most effective in stage 3 (facilitation of medical/psychological crisis management and stabilization) and stage 5 (providing psychotherapeutic support to resolve serious characterological defects and to enhance the quality of intimate and family relationships). In the end, we may well end up at the position Mitchell and Graham advocated in 1973: “A combination of 'square' or professional with ex-addict or paraprofessional is the logical answer to an improved service,” but none of us working in 1973 could have envisioned the ways in which these talents could be combined and sequenced to support long-term recovery. Thirty-five years later, we are just beginning to develop such a vision.

A PREVIEW

This monograph has left unanswered an array of questions related to how P-BRSS can be best implemented. Having set the historical, theoretical, and scientific foundation of peer recovery support services, the next monograph in this series will present a collection of papers on how such services are being implemented at the grassroots level. Announcement of the release of this monograph will be made on the web site of the Great Lakes Addiction Technology Transfer Center: www.attcnetwork.org/greatlakes.

---

### Appendix

**Table 12: Changing Recovery Representation in the Addiction Treatment Workforce**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1960s/early 1970s</td>
<td>Treatment Histories: White, 1998; Winick, 1991</td>
<td>Staff roles</td>
<td>Therapeutic Communities</td>
<td>Nearly 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Bullington, et al., 1969</td>
<td>Streetworkers</td>
<td>Boyle Heights Narcotic Project</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Hoffman &amp; Miner, 1973</td>
<td>Alcoholism Counselor Trainees</td>
<td>Alcoholism unit of state hospital</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Reinstein, 1973</td>
<td>Drug Counselors</td>
<td>Drug abuse program in VA Hospital</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Kozel &amp; Brown, 1973</td>
<td>Counselors at an addiction treatment unit</td>
<td>Narcotics Treatment Administration</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Snowden &amp; Cotler</td>
<td>Ex-addict counselors</td>
<td>Methadone treatment program</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Wehmer et al.</td>
<td>Paraprofessional alcoholism counselor trainees</td>
<td>Alcoholism treatment program</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Cooke, et al.</td>
<td>47 counselor trainees</td>
<td>Detroit Harbor Light Alcoholism Therapist Training Program</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Brown &amp; Thompson</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Narcotics Treatment Administration</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Rosenberg et al.</td>
<td>Evaluation of training of 16 alcoholism counselors</td>
<td>Division of Alcoholism, Boston City Hospital</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Talbott &amp; Gillen⁷⁷⁸</td>
<td>Alcoholism counselors</td>
<td>Inpatient treatment program</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Longwell et al.⁷⁷⁹</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>MMT</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Argerio &amp; Manohar⁷⁸⁰</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Traffic safety project</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Berger-Gross et al.⁷⁸¹</td>
<td>Paraprofessionals</td>
<td>State hospital alcoholism unit and detox center</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>NDATUS, 1982⁷⁸²</td>
<td>National Survey of Treatment Units</td>
<td>Public and private programs</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Connett⁷⁸³</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Methadone treatment</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Winick⁷⁸⁴</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>NY Therapeutic Communities</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Valle</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Hospital-based inpatient alcoholism treatment facility</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Skuja</td>
<td>Alcoholism counselors</td>
<td>US Navy alcohol treatment facility</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Stephen</td>
<td>Alcohol and drug counselors</td>
<td>VA-funded counselor training program</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Camp &amp; Kurtz</td>
<td>Counselors working in alcohol and drug treatment</td>
<td>1979 national survey data</td>
<td>No data on recovery status; 37% were non-degreed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Hubbard, et al.</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Tops Study</td>
<td>5 of 9 treatment sites reported no ex-users on staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Lawson\textsuperscript{790}</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>8 alcoholism treatment programs in IL</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Lawson et al.\textsuperscript{791}</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Training institute</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Birch &amp; Davis\textsuperscript{792}</td>
<td>Alcoholism counselors</td>
<td>National survey</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>LoSciuto, et al.\textsuperscript{793}</td>
<td>Drug abuse counselors</td>
<td>16 addiction treatment programs in five cities</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Aiken, et al.\textsuperscript{794}</td>
<td>Drug abuse counselors</td>
<td>16 addiction treatment programs in five cities</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Blum &amp; Roman\textsuperscript{795}</td>
<td>Occupational Program Consultant</td>
<td></td>
<td>33%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985-86</td>
<td>Ball (Cited in Winick, 1991)\textsuperscript{796}</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>7 MMT programs in three cities</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{792} Birch & Davis Associates (1983). \textit{Development of model professional standards for counselor credentialing}. Rockville, MD: NIAAA.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>NAADAC(^{797})</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>National NAADAC Survey</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>McGovern &amp; Armstrong(^{798})</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Texas Sample National Sample</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Sobell &amp; Sobell(^{799})</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td></td>
<td>76%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Mulligan et al.(^{800})</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Multiple Tx modalities</td>
<td>46% overall; 76% of those working in halfway houses; 76% of those working in detox programs; and 71% of those working in private inpatient programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Williams, et al.(^{801})</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>State survey in Kansas</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Williams, et al., 802</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td></td>
<td>60% reported having current/past intimate relationship, parent, child or other family member with addiction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Winick 803</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Phoenix House</td>
<td>60% (compared with 80% in 1970s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Leavy 804</td>
<td>Certified alcoholism counselors</td>
<td>Survey of addiction counselors in Ohio</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Shipko &amp; Stout 805</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>5 IP programs</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Kolpack 806</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Wisconsin Survey</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Banken &amp; McGovern 807</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Texas conference participants, NAADAC leadership, and Counselor Editorial Board</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Mavis &amp; Stöffelmayr(^{808})</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>36 public addiction treatment programs</td>
<td>OP=9% Res=42%</td>
<td>OP=32% Res=46%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>St. Germaine(^{809})</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>National survey</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Roman &amp; Blum(^{810})</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>450 private treatment programs</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Hsieh et al.(^{811})</td>
<td>Counselors and psychologist</td>
<td>National Survey of NAADAC and APA</td>
<td>57% of addiction counselors; 13% of psychologists</td>
<td>11% of addiction counselors; 43% of psychologists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Roman &amp; Blum(^{812})</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>434 private treatment programs</td>
<td>Range from 33% to 53.5% across settings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Roman &amp; Blum(^{813})</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>400 private treatment programs</td>
<td>59.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Roman, Blum, &amp; Johnson(^{814})</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>305 private treatment programs</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>% In Recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Culbreth &amp; Borders&lt;sup&gt;815&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>IP and OP treatment sites</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Stöffelmayr et al.&lt;sup&gt;816&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>51 treatment programs</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Mondlick&lt;sup&gt;817&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Survey of 400 certified counselors in CT</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Stöffelmayr et al.&lt;sup&gt;818&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>51 Treatment programs</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Nevada ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;819&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td></td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Montana ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;820&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td></td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Utah ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;821&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td></td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Wyoming ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;822&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td></td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<sup>819</sup> 2001-2004 Mountain West ATTC Workforce Study.

<sup>820</sup> 2001-2004 Mountain West ATTC Workforce Study.

<sup>821</sup> 2001-2004 Mountain West ATTC Workforce Study.

<sup>822</sup> 2001-2004 Mountain West ATTC Workforce Study.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td></td>
<td>34%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Osborn &amp; Thombs (Ohio)</td>
<td>Survey of addiction counselors in Ohio</td>
<td></td>
<td>37%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Kentucky ATTC Workforce Survey</td>
<td>Director Staff</td>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Florida ATTC Workforce Survey</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td></td>
<td>45%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Alabama ATTC Survey</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td></td>
<td>44%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Ball, et al.</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>CTN Study</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Thomas et al.</td>
<td>Addiction counselors</td>
<td>1,116 counselors from MA, TN, and WA</td>
<td>59.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Delaware ATTC Workforce Survey</td>
<td>Director Staff</td>
<td></td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

823 2001-2004 Mountain West ATTC Workforce Study.
826 Southern Coast ATTC 2002 & 2004 Workforce Survey.
827 Southern Coast ATTC 2002 & 2004 Workforce Survey.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>NAADAC survey of early career counselors\textsuperscript{831}</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Toriello &amp; Benshoff\textsuperscript{832}</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Survey of sample of certified addiction counselors in IL</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Mulvey et al.\textsuperscript{833}</td>
<td>National substance abuse treatment workforce study</td>
<td>Recovery status not reported</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Arkansas ATTC Workforce Survey\textsuperscript{834}</td>
<td>Director Staff</td>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Missouri ATTC Workforce Survey\textsuperscript{835}</td>
<td>Director Staff</td>
<td></td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Oklahoma ATTC Workforce Survey\textsuperscript{836}</td>
<td>Director Staff</td>
<td></td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Tennessee ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;837&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Contract Agency</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Contract Agency</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Licensed Agency</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Licensed Agency</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>New Hampshire ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;838&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Direct service staff</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>New Jersey ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;839&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Rhode Island ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;840&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Direct service staff</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Vermont&lt;sup&gt;841&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Direct service staff</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<sup>839</sup> Northeast ATTC 2004 Workforce Survey.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Connecticut ATTC Workforce Survey</td>
<td>Direct service staff</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Massachusetts ATTC Workforce Survey</td>
<td>Direct service staff</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Maine ATTC Workforce Survey</td>
<td>Direct service staff</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Florida ATTC Workforce Survey</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-2004</td>
<td>Arizona ATTC Workforce Survey</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-2004</td>
<td>California ATTC Workforce Survey</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003-2004</td>
<td>New Mexico⁸⁴⁸</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td></td>
<td>17%</td>
<td></td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>McGovern, et al.⁸⁴⁹</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Arfken, et al.⁸⁵⁰</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Survey of 89 counselors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Fuller, et al.⁸⁵¹</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>CTN Study</td>
<td>37.1% CTN Counselors; 62.2% Non-CTN counselors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Fuller, et al., 2005⁸⁵² 45.5%</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>OP treatment centers in five NE states</td>
<td>30.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Knudsen, et al., 2005⁸⁵² 45.5%</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Survey of 2,298 counselors in public and private Tx programs</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Maryland ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;853&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Funded Agency</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Funded Agency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Non-funded Agency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Non-funded Agency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Alaska ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;854&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clinicians</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Idaho ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;855&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clinicians</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Oregon ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;856&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Washington ATTC Workforce Survey&lt;sup&gt;857&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Olmstead et al.858</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>National Treatment Center Study</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Toriello, et al.859</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>New Orleans study</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Knudsen et al.860</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>253 therapeutic communities</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>McCollum861</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>Sample of addiction counselors from seven states</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Sias, et al.862</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>188 addiction counselors in VA</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Kirby, et al.863</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>253 counselors from five states</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Thomas &amp; Miller864</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>84 counselors in SC</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

858 Duplicate of footnote 749. Do you want this in the table twice?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>In Recovery</th>
<th>Family Recovery</th>
<th>Personal/Family Recovery Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Simmons et al.\textsuperscript{865}</td>
<td>Survey of 72 addiction counselors</td>
<td></td>
<td>46%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Knudsen et al.\textsuperscript{866}</td>
<td>Counselors</td>
<td>NIDA CTN study</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Knudsen, Ducharme &amp; Roman Am J of Addict\textsuperscript{867}</td>
<td>Survey of 2,306 addiction counselors</td>
<td>42.66%-53.22% across four study subgroups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2007 | Rieckmann et al.\textsuperscript{868} | 376 counselors | 21% in OP
22.3% in MTT
64.5% in Res Rehab | | | |
| 2008 | Thomas et al.\textsuperscript{869} | Counselors | 84 counselors | 16% and 26% in two study groups | | |


